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How to use this manual
This training manual aims to build
community resilience by teaching
integrated fire management concepts
and skills, including fire management
planning, fire preparedness, fire
ecology, prescribed burning methods,
and how to avoid unplanned fires, at
the local level.
This manual provides various
training options for different target
audiences. It is divided into three
levels progressing from introductory
to expert (Table 0.1). Modules within
each level can be further adapted to
specific training contexts. Trainers
should always adapt the material to
local conditions.

Table 0.1: Sections of this document and their intended use.

LEVEL

RATING

PRIMARY AUDIENCE

CONCEPTS

Level I

Introductory

Fire laymen, local officials,
community leaders,
spokespersons, and the
general public

Fire awareness and
importance

Level II

Advanced

Fire brigade trainees

Fire management and
operational safety

Level III

Expert

Fire brigade trainers, fire
leadership

Managing complex
situations and training
fire brigades

Terminology
Agreed-upon terminology, including technical terms, is essential for team coordination,
safety, and effectiveness. Since fire terminology varies around the world, this manual offers
the most widely used international terms. These are introduced in bold throughout this
manual, and summarized in the review at the end of each module, as well as in the Glossary
(Annex 2). Also see Annex 3 for select terms in English, French and Lingala.
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Introductory
AUDIENCE

CONCEPTS

Fire laymen, including government
officials, local community leaders,
decision makers, beginning fire
trainees, and the general public.

● Module 1: Introduction to fire in
the Congo Basin
● Module 2: Community fire
awareness and preparedness

MODULE 1
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Introduction
to fire in the
Congo Basin

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand the importance of
fire in three different ecological
environments

■ Fire plays many roles, and has both positive and
negative impacts on different ecosystems.

• Learn about the global importance
of fire management

■ Fire is important to the ecology and climate of tropical
and subtropical zones. Fire management in these zones
has global importance.

• Learn about opportunities for
integrated fire management in the
Congo Basin

■ Strategic fire planning, tactical fire responses, and
planned use of fire can be used to create positive
ecological and social impacts.

MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION TO FIRE IN THE CONGO BASIN

1.1 Introduction
Fire is the cornerstone of many ecosystems, and can
help communities manage their natural resources.
Fire can also be destructive when it is unplanned or
spreads to an area not adapted to fire. Sustainable

fire management is based on an understanding of
fire’s role in the local ecosystem, the history of fire in
the area, current burning practices, and the reasons
for fire application.

1.2 The role of fire in ecosystems
In terms of fire, ecosystems are grouped into
one of three categories (Box 1.1). Fire should
generally only be present in fire-dependent
ecosystems. Burning in fire sensitive systems can
have negative impacts both locally and globally.

Box 1.1: Ecosystem categories in terms of role of fire.

Fire-dependent (adapted) ecosystems: Flora and fauna are
fire-adapted. Fire is necessary to maintain the composition of
species, biodiversity, and structure. Suppressing or excluding fire
can make eventual fires worse, negatively impacting species and
ecology.

The vast majority of fire-dependent ecosystems
are found in the tropics and sub-tropics, and most
landscape fires occur in these zones (Figure 1.1)
Lightning is the most common natural cause of
fire. Communities have also been intentionally
using fire as a land management tool for millennia.
Suppressing fire in fire-adapted ecosystems allows
excessive fuel (grass, shrubs, plants, trees, etc.)
to accumulate. This accumulation changes the
fire regime: the frequency (how often), intensity
(temperature), and severity (geographic size) of fire
in the ecosystem; when fire eventually occurs, it is
more severe, intense, and extensive than normal,
and may be damaging. This shift in fire regime
can change the species composition and ecological
make-up of the area.1

1

Fire-sensitive ecosystems: Flora and fauna are not fireadapted. Fire causes higher species mortality rates. Frequent
and/or severe fire (see Module 11) causes damage and eventual
ecosystem collapse.
Fire-independent ecosystems: Fire plays a minor role or none
at all, usually due to climatic conditions (too cold, dry, or humid).
If, for some reason, fire occurs in these ecosystems, the results
are generally extremely damaging.

(Below) Figure 1.1: Monthly global fire activity in 2018. Note the
year-round concentration of fires in central Africa. Source: NASA, MODIS

Rapid Response System.
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Walters, Gretchen. 2012. ‘Changing Customary Fire Regimes and Vegetation Structure in Gabon’s Bateke Plateaux’. Human Ecology 40: 943–55.
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Accidental and escaped fires also play a role in
shaping landscapes, and can result in negative
impacts on resources, settlements, and people.
This is exacerbated by land use change and climate
change, which cause fires to burn longer, more

severely, over greater areas, and more frequently.2
Recent years have brought a variety of examples of
the potentially devastating impacts of uncontrolled
fire on communities and ecosystems (Box 1.2).

Box 1.2: Lessons learned from around the world.

INDONESIA 2015-2016
Fires in Indonesia in 2015-2016 and 2019 thrust the country into
the international spotlight for failing to address rampant conversion
of vast areas of tropical forest and peatlands into plantations. This
massive ecological destruction released huge carbon stocks, and the
resulting smoke pollution is estimated to have caused over half a
million hospitalizations. The cost to the Indonesian economy was about
US$16.5bn.
Key points:
• Systemic poverty and cultural approval of fire application
contributed to unsustainable fire application, use of fire use as
a weapon in land disputes, and illicit land-clearance for financial
gain.
• Regulations and enforcement were inadequate, allowing companies
to engage in illegal deforestation, excessive fire application, and
corruption schemes. Even after regulations were implemented,
weather conditions (as of 2019) continue to show noncompliance by
large companies and insufficient enforcement in many areas.

CHILE AND PORTUGAL 2017
Chile was devastated by the worst fires in its modern history in 2017.
This scenario replayed itself in Portugal the same year; in total, over
100 people were killed. Many of the victims were overtaken and
burned alive inside their cars as they tried to escape.
Key points:
• Both countries experienced significant drought and high
temperatures before the outbreaks.
• Flammable, non-native pine and eucalyptus forest monocultures
were a primary driver for the explosive fire behavior.
• In Portugal, communication systems failed, and roads that were
unsuitable for evacuation (for example, those that were surrounded
by trees) were not closed to traffic.

UNITED STATES 2018
The Camp Fire in California levelled an entire town within several
hours, burning nearly 19,000 structures and killing at least 84 people.
It was the world’s costliest natural disaster of 2018, and one of the
deadliest wildfires in United States history.

Key points:
• Aging utility infrastructure (especially above-ground electricity
lines) are increasingly responsible for fires, particularly in windy,
forested areas. In the case of the Camp Fire, an electricity company
was convicted for the deaths of 84 victims, paid a US$3.5 million
fine, and filed for bankruptcy.3
• Excessive fire suppression, climate change, and settlements in
fire-prone wildlands in California have created conditions that are
no longer manageable by even the world’s most highly trained and
best equipped fire brigades.

MADAGASCAR 2019
Madagascar relies heavily on small-scale burning to clear new
agricultural land. Deforested and fire-degraded landscapes cause
severe erosion, impinge on protected areas, and threaten the island’s
unique biodiversity. Education efforts seem to be failing to prevent
widespread burning. The 2019 agricultural season brought record-high
rates of burning for agricultural expansion.
Key points:
• Global demands are creating incentives for small-scale farmers
to clear new agricultural land. The main challenge is intensifying
agricultural production on existing land so that expansion is not
needed to increase yield.
• The government of Madagascar has openly called for help
in developing a coherent strategy and policy response, and
acknowledges that it lacks fire suppression capacities.

AMAZON RAINFOREST 2019
In 2019, fires spread across several countries in the Amazon basin,
destroying vast areas of non-fire-adapted rainforest. Fires used for
agricultural expansion were largely responsible, and drought further
exacerbated their severity. In addition to the severe impact on local
people, the Amazon rainforest provides 20% of the global oxygen
supply, making its destruction of global significance. Extinguishing
these fires was virtually impossible because of their scale,
remoteness, as well as limited fire suppression resources.
Key point:
Burning for agricultural expansion has been increasingly encourage by
the Brazilian government’s rhetoric, policies, budget cuts, and relaxed
enforcement measures, making 2019 one of the greatest losses of Amazon
rainforest on record.

2
Flannigan, M.D., Krawchuk, M.A., de Groot, W.J., Wotton, B.M. and Gowman, L.M., 2009. Implications of changing climate for global wildland fire. International Journal of Wildland Fire, 18(5),
pp.483-507; Pronto, L.N., 2011. Global Effects of Climate Change on Wildfire: Causal Relationships of Fire, the Natural Environment and Human Activities. In: Morhardt, J.E. (ed.) Ecological
Consequences of Climate Change 2012: A Roberts Environmental Center Annual Snapshot. Claremont: Roberts Environmental Center Press, pp. 145-179.
3

New York Times, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/16/business/energy-environment/pge-camp-fire-california-wildfires.html
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1.3 Fire in the Congo Basin
The savanna and savanna-forest ecosystems of
the Congo Basin are fire-adapted. The Congo is
one of the world’s top lightning epicenters,4 and
naturally occurring fires play a significant role in
landscapes and ecosystems across the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC). In the savanna
regions, for example, fire helps regenerate grass
and limit forest encroachment.
Moist tropical rainforests, in contrast, are neither
fire-adapted nor naturally fire-prone. Tropical
forest areas serve as natural barriers to the spread
of fires. However, intentional burns of rainforests
for agriculture, infrastructure, and other purposes

creates pathways for fire to enter. During times of
severe drought, fires can occasionally also affect
these forested areas directly. Significant ecological
damage is likely when fire enters the rainforests.
Compared to other areas, the Congo Basin has
a comparatively low occurrence of destructive
rainforest fires, but small fires at the forest edge can
nevertheless cause damage over time. The risk of
deforestation and degradation from fire is highest
in ecologically sensitive areas, such as the peatland
forests in the Cuvette Central region and in areas of
high population density. See Module 11 for more
details and information on fire ecology including an
example from the DRC.

FIRE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS TO DATE IN DRC
To date, there have been a very limited number
of implemented fire management programs in
the DRC. Two key initiatives (Box 1.3) provide
examples of different models for facilitating
sustainable fire management across the country.
These initiatives have been successful in their
respective areas, and additional training and public
awareness are necessary across the country and in
different ecosystems.
Developing institutional and local capacity to apply
and respond to fire in DRC landscapes will require
a coordinated long-term effort, including:
● Further consolidating fire management planning
policies at the national level;
● Incorporating best practice fire use and control
measures in natural resource management and
planning regimes;

● Identifying high-wildfire-risk villages to best
prioritize where to invest and build capacity;
● Conducting a rapid assessment of fire threats
such as deforestation and degradation of
ecosystems, focusing on crucial ecological areas
(e.g., peatland forests) and areas of population
expansion;
● Expanding nationwide fire training, fire brigades,
and awareness programs;
● Developing and applying monitoring practices
and prediction measures, particularly country
or regional weather observation and forecasting
networks; and
● Further researching fire regimes across DRC,
including analysis of both above-ground and
below-ground carbon to provide recommended
policy approaches.

Box 1.3: Fire management programs in DRC to date.

Improving fire management in Mai Ndombe Province
The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) has been working on improving fire
management in the Lac Tumba landscape in Mai Ndombe Province as
part of the U.S. Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Central
Africa Regional Program for the Environment (CARPE). This program
operates in collaboration with local communities, governments, and
stakeholders, including SOGENAC, a private cattle ranching company;
Mbou Mon Tour, a local non-governmental organization (NGO) focusing
on bonobo conservation; the World Wildlife Fund (WWF); the Central
Africa Forest Satellite Observatory (OSFAC); and the World Resources
Institute (WRI).

The U.S. Forest Service started working in Lac Tumba in 2009 to develop
a more strategic and sustainable approach to fire management with
the aim of protecting biodiversity, increasing carbon sequestration,
and improving pastureland management. This work has evolved to
support the development of land use and fire management plans by
local communities and businesses through training on strategic fire
application and use.
To date, there are village fire brigades trained in 16 communities
around the SOGENAC Lebomo concession area, as well as a group of

Migiro, Geoffrey. 2018, September 5. Places in The World Where Lightning Strikes The Most. Retrieved from https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/places-in-the-world-where-lightning-strikes-themost.html
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trainers from four territories in Mai Ndombe Province. In collaboration
with the DRC’s governmental Integrated Project for Reducing Emissions
from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in the former Plateaux
District (PIREDD Plateaux project), which is supported by the World
Bank and implemented by WWF, trainers in Kwamouth, Bolobo, Mushie,
and Yumbi territories were taught to scale improved fire management
across the province.

Fire management and resilience in eastern DRC
The German aid organization Lern-Helfen-Leben e.V. (LHL) has been
promoting forest projects in South Kivu since 2008, most of which
are financed by the German government. Their sites are in a radius
of approximately 70 km around Bukavu, in both the semi-arid rift
valley and the steep, high areas west of Bukavu. LHL has employed a
strategy that gives local partner organizations the autonomy to direct

implementation efforts. Their consultations stress education, provision
of basic tools and protective clothing, and improved measures for
securing afforestation sites. Beneficiaries have included approximately
32,000 people in the parishes of Burhinyi, Luhwinja, Kaziba, Mushenyi,
and Nyangezi.
Early feedback from the parishes and trained fire brigades has been
very positive. In the 90 days following the 2018 Nyangezi training,
newly formed volunteer fire brigades successfully defended their
communities from uncontrolled fires on numerous occasions.
LHL’s knowledge transfer efforts have also demonstrated the potential
to mitigate unwanted fires through the dissemination of locally
established best practices. Some local fire management initiatives have
spread to communities north and south of the initial beneficiaries, and
incidences of unwanted fire reduced by 80% in the year following.

1.4 Summary
Fire is important to many ecosystems, including those in the DRC. Actively managing,
rather than only suppressing, fire helps maintain important ecological balances and
achieve community goals without endangering resources or community members.

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. Describe the three types of fire ecosystems.

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Fire-adapted/fire-dependent

• Frequency

• Fire-independent

• Fuel

2. What are the three components of a fire regime?

• Fire regime

• Intensity

3. In what zones do most fires occur?

• Fire-sensitive

• Severity

4. What is the most common natural cause of fire?

MODULE 2
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Community fire
awareness and
preparedness

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand the importance of fire
in a community

■ Safe, sustainable fire application and
prevention of unwanted fires happen
through public awareness.

• Learn about fire awareness
strategies and approaches
• Learn about approaches for safe fire
application and public awareness of
fire safety

■ All members of the community can help
limit unintentional negative impacts and
ensure the safe and effective use of fire.
■ Different causes of fires require unique
approaches for safe fire management.

2.1 Introduction
Fire is an important tool in
the community, and is used by
nearly every community member
in distinct ways. This means
everyone has the opportunity to
help prevent unwanted fires and
ensure safe fire use. Community
awareness, planning, and
preparedness lay the foundation
for effective fire use and safety.

14
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2.2 The role of fire in the community
Intentional burns have been a cultural
practice for millennia5 for a variety of
reasons. Fire is a beneficial tool for local
communities, agricultural enterprises,
and protected-area managers.6
Different people use fire in different ways
(Box 2.1). For example, women’s, men’s,
and youth’s unique responsibilities usually
require that they use fire in distinct ways
and locations in the community. As such,
individuals’ fire safety responsibilities are
unique. Raising public awareness about
fire safety requires awareness of the unique
ways each community member uses fire.

Box 2.1: Common benefits and risks of fire in communities.

Appropriately managed fire:
• Maintain livestock and wildlife
grazing areas
• Regeneration of fire-adapted
ecosystems
• Protecting fire-sensitive areas
with preventative burning
• Cooking and heating in the home
• Hunting and foraging
• Culture, religion, and ceremony

Unwanted and uncontrolled
fires:
• Soil erosion
• Reduction in biodiversity;
encroachment of invasive
species; land-cover change
• Damage / loss of buildings
• Damage / loss of agricultural
crops, forest plantations,
livestock, or beehives
• Injury or death

2.3 Community education and awareness
The first step in safe community fire use is
establishing a common understanding of the
acceptable uses of fire through public awareness.
There are many approaches to public awareness
of fire safety that can be tailored to a particular
community’s unique situation (Table 2.1). All of
them need leaders to coordinate and monitor
effectiveness; this may include fire brigade

members, community leaders, youth groups, or
other respected community members. Groups with
vested interests in safe and sustainable fire use have
particularly important public awareness platforms.
For example, managed burning is a priority for
cattle grazers. Strategic timing of public awareness,
such as at the beginning of the dry season, can
further improve effectiveness and impact.

Table 2.1: Examples of community awareness interventions and approaches.

APPROACH

CONSIDERATIONS

Informational materials

• Signs, posters, brochures, stickers (for an example
see Figure 2.1)

Community consultations

• Provide a forum for exchanging best practices within a community or between communities

Education in schools

• One of the most effective long-term approaches for changing attitudes towards fires; children are enthusiastic
about learning and can positively influence the behavior of their elders

Media

• Radio, television, and social media (e.g. whatsapp,
Facebook) can reach a wide audience inexpensively

• Optimal for regular messaging (for example, every
day during the dry season)

Ambassadors

• Ambassadors could be an important public figure or
a fictional cartoon mascot

• Ambassadors can appear in informational
materials and media

• Use simple direct language

• Cartoons are particularly effective for children
Community leaders

• Kings, village chiefs, priests, and other people of status
in a community have a powerful voice in safe fire use
• Respected elders can set examples and expectations

NGOs, fire brigades, and
other organizations

5

• Organized groups such as NGOs, cooperatives, and
community safety committees already have effective
structures in place for promoting public awareness

• A community leader who is passionate about
effective fire management may be given an active
position title such as “Fire Chief”
• Fire brigades and volunteers are already well
trained in safe fire use, and can extend their work
to raising awareness

Walters, Gretchen. 2012. ‘Changing Customary Fire Regimes and Vegetation Structure in Gabon’s Bateke Plateaux’. Human Ecology 40: 943–55.

Jeffery, Kathryn, Lisa M. Korte, Florence Palla, Gretchen Walters, L.J.T. White, and Kate Abernethy. 2014. ‘Fire Management in a Changing Landscape: A Case Study from Lopé National Park,
Gabon’. Parks 20 (1): 35–48.
6
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1

Construct fireline
around area to be burned

2

Obtain permission;
alert others nearby; ask
for help if needed.

3

Hot, dry or windy?
Don’t burn!
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What if your fire
escapes?

1. Are there tools at hand to contain
the fire?
2. Are there firefighters or other
forms of help nearby?
3. Do you have a safe
place to escape to?
4. Does your burn
threaten nearby
values?

5

Burn carefully and
slowly when weather is
favorable and safety has
been considered.

wind direction
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fire direc
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Figure 2.1: Example of informational poster on safe burning practices.
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Afterwards, monitor
and ensure fire is fully
extinguished!
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2.4 Preventing unwanted fires
It is easier, less dangerous, and more efficient
to prevent wildfires than to fight them. Many
prevention measures are linked to the intended use
of the fire (Table 2.2; Figure 2.1).
Another prevention tool that is effective for most
intended fire uses is a fire danger rating (FDR) system
(Figure 2.2). An FDR informs communities when
it is and is not safe to burn by indicating the risk
of fire becoming uncontrollable or having negative
impacts on the landscape. It is based on the fire
environment and weather conditions (see Modules
3 and 4). Accurately determining the conditions of
danger ratings (for example, high winds, drought, and
high temperatures), making the system visible in the
community, and updating it daily are crucial factors
in the success of a fire rating system.

0 = No Fire Danger

2 = Moderate Fire Danger

1 = Low Fire Danger

3 = High Fire Danger

Figure 2.2: Fire danger rating examples. One has four levels, and one
has five. Photo credit: Radio-Canada/Priscilla Plamondon Lalancette.

Table 2.2: Preventative measures to promote sustainable fire management.

AGRICULTURAL AND
PASTURE LAND

• Maintain soil around agricultural fields
• Avoid burning when fire danger rating is high
• Fire brigade helps execute burn safely

HUNTING

ACCIDENTAL ESCAPED
DOMESTIC FIRE

• Select site strategically

• Ensure the areas surrounding structures are
clear of fuel

• In wildfire risk conditions, have water or
something to smother small fires nearby
(e.g., a tool and loose soil)

• Establish land rights through local authorities
• Enforce consequences of inappropriate fire
use

HONEY
COLLECTION

NATURAL
(LIGHTNING)

• Monitor the burn site until it is fully
extinguished (see Module 9)

• Coordinate hunting activities within the
community

• Keep nearby grass and brush very short;
livestock (e.g., goats) can be a great tool for
reducing flammable vegetation

LAND RIGHTS AND DISPUTES

• Plan a community burning schedule (e.g.,
see Annex 3)

• Follow a pre-determined plan

• Fire managers should remain neutral in
land disputes

• Use a canister (with handle and bellows) to
contain smoke source

• After harvest, bury burnt materials in soil
until they are cool to the touch.

• Clear the area around beehives of fuel

• Before leaving, scan the area to be sure
no grass has been accidentally ignited.

• Reduce fuels around valuable or sensitive
locations

• Establish an early warning system

• Monitor forecasts for expected thunderstorms

• Post lookouts and conduct patrols when
fire danger rating is high
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2.5 Fire preparedness
Minimizing the potential damage in the case of
an uncontrolled fire is a great way to be prepared
in case fire does occur.
There are two important aspects to protecting
homes and other structures: (a) structural material
and (b) the amount of defensible space (fuel-free
border) surrounding it. Some recommendations for
any structure include:
● Avoid grass or thatched roofs if possible.
● Maintain 10 meters defensible space around
structures by clearing ground vegetation, cutting
tree limbs, and clearing away fuel (Figures 2.3
and 2.4).
● Maintain adequate space between structures to
prevent fire spreading from one to another.

Figure 2.3: Steps to protect your home from wildfire.

● Maintain space between structures and
agricultural areas.
● Maintain good access to water. Collect water
from the roof.
● Keep tools such as shovels nearby.
● Practice fire safety inside structures, such as with
cooking fires.
Similar practices can be used to protect crops,
plantations, or livestock. Additionally:
● Cut a fireline (an area scraped down to soil)
around it (see Module 5).
● Reduce the amount of flammable vegetation in
and around assets to reduce potential damage.
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HOW TO

1

When planting, plan fire breaks that can be also
used for grazing.

2

When necessary or desired, construct a fireline
to protect plantation from outside fires.

3

As trees grow, cut down and thin out the
unhealthy ones. Clear removed fuel from fireline.

Selective
harvest

4

Cut lower limbs of trees (harvest) to provide
clearance from ground fire. On slopes, ‘uphill’
limbs need to be trimmed higher.

5

Remove ‘ladder fuels’ like vines and bushes so
that fire cannot ‘climb’.

6

Use livestock like goats to keep grass/bushes
short in and around plantation trees.

Figure 2.4: Steps to protect your plantation from wildfire.

2.6 Guidelines for a fire emergency
In addition to taking preventative steps, it is
important to know what to do in case of an
uncontrolled fire.
Safety priorities for the community and fire
brigades include:
1. Your own safety
2. The safety of others (warn and help others)
3. The protection of property and assets
4. The protection of resources
The most important and most difficult decision is
whether to escape to safety or to protect property.

This decision may be further complicated if the
best course of action involves a combination of
those two choices. Fire brigade training is needed
in order to safely protect property. Untrained
individuals should always choose the least
dangerous option, which will either be to escape
or to shelter in place (stay where you are and
protect yourself from the fire). Take only the most
important items with you.
Regardless of the severity of the event, open
and public discussions should follow to review
what happened and discuss how the community’s
response could be improved should a similar event
occur in the future.
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2.7 Summary
Understanding the role of fire in a community
is essential to effectively manage its use and
application.
There are many approaches and tools that can be
applied to promote sustainable fire management
including both community awareness and
preparedness measures. Community-led fire
prevention must be a joint effort between leaders
and community members and must consider the
needs of those community members for whom fire
is an integral part of their daily lives.

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Defensible space

• Fire danger rating (FDR)

• Fireline

• Shelter in place

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. Which public awareness campaigns would
be most effective in your community?
2. What are the benefits and risks of fire use?
3. What is a fire risk rating? What is important
to making it effective?
4. How can structures be prepared to reduce
fire damage?
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Advanced
AUDIENCE

CONCEPTS

Fire brigade trainees

● Module 3: Introduction to
the fire environment
● Module 4: Fire weather
● Module 5: Fireline safety
● Module 6: Leadership, firesize-up, and the Incident
Command System (ICS)
● Module 7: Use of tools and
equipment

● Module 8: Wildfire
suppression techniques,
fireline construction and
patrol
● Module 9: Mop-up and
control of the fire
● Module 10: Practical,
tactical, and team-building
exercises

MODULE 3
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03

Introduction
to the fire
environment

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Identify the three elements of the fire triangle and how they affect
combustion

■ Understanding fire behavior is key to safely managing a fire.

• Identify the three key influences on fire behavior

■ Weather, fuel, topography, and the fire triangle all affect fire
behavior.

• Describe how weather factors affect the spread of fires in natural
fuels

■ Fire managers and brigades must monitor the fire at all times,
and leverage their knowledge to anticipate fire behavior.

• Describe how fuel characteristics affect the spread of fire

■ Fire managers and brigades use common terminology to
communicate effectively with each other.

• Describe how topography affects the spread of fire in natural fuels

MODULE 3: INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRE ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Introduction
Safely managing fire requires knowledge of how
fire behaves under various conditions. Fuel, oxygen,
heat, weather, and topography all affect fire
behavior. Fire brigades use their knowledge of fire
behavior to determine safe and effective actions.

This level of the manual will distinguish between
wildfires (unplanned, uncontrolled, or unwanted)
and prescribed fires (intentionally ignited and
managed in accordance with community laws to
meet specific objectives).

3.2 The fire triangle
Fuel, oxygen, and heat must be present to start
and sustain a fire. These three elements form
the fire triangle (Figure 3.1). Suppressing or
extinguishing a fire requires removing one or
more elements of the fire triangle.

Fuel includes anything that is burnable, including
equipment and household items. In natural settings
the predominant fuel source is plant materials, both
living and dead. Fuel characteristics are important
to fire behavior, and are described in the next
section. Fuel is often the easiest element to control;
this is why firelines and defensible space are such
effective prevention and preparedness measures
(Module 2).
Oxygen supply can increase with high winds, causing

a faster burn. Fuel density also affects oxygen level,
which is why a fire will burn quickly through grass
but very slowly through a heavy log. Applying
water to fire is quick and effective because displaces
oxygen (and also removes heat); adding soap or
foam to the water increases this effect.

Heat can be generated naturally by lightning,

intentionally by a person, or accidentally from an
escaped cooking fire or cigarette. Spontaneous
combustion (when the ambient temperature
becomes hot enough to ignite fuel) is rare. The
temperature at which something ignites (begins to
burn) is the ignition temperature.

Figure 3.2: Slow heat-transfer via conduction.

Figure 3.1: The fire triangle.

Heat transfer is when a fire heats surrounding fuel

enough that it also ignites, thus spreading the fire.
The way in which heat transfers from one location
to another influences the spread and characteristics
of a fire. Knowing how heat is transferred allows
for better predictions about where and how fast the
fire may spread. Heat transfer occurs in three ways:
conduction, convection, and thermal radiation.
● Conduction is the transfer of heat within the
material itself or between things in direct contact
with one another. The composition of materials
determines the speed of conduction. While
nonflammable metals are good heat conductors,
wood and other forms of vegetation are poor
conductors, and they transfer heat more slowly
(Figure 3.2). Therefore, conduction is usually not
an important factor in the spread of fire.

● Convection is the transfer of heat upwards and
outwards through air movement (Figure 3.3).
As air is heated, it expands, becomes lighter
than the surrounding air, and rises. Cooler air
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Figure 3.3: Rapid convective heat-transfer.

Figure 3.4: Radiative heat-transfer.

● Thermal radiation occurs when heat is transferred
in the form of rays or waves from one object to
a second object through the air, without direct
contact by the two objects (Figure 3.4). Burning
fuels radiate heat in all directions and contribute
to the preheating of surrounding fuels. Thermal
radiation is the other important form of heat
transfer for fire managers. The sun is another
source of radiant heat that can warm fuels.

rushes in from the sides to replace it, and in
turn is heated and rises. This process causes a
convection column above the fire, recognizable
by the rising smoke. Convection is the most
important form of heat transfer for fire brigades
because it can cause heat transfer and fire
spread. A convection column also lifts embers,
which can ignite fuels when they land.

3.3 The fire environment
The location and context of the fire is the fire environment. This includes fuel
characteristics, weather conditions, and topography. The fire environment will largely
determine fire behavior, or the way that fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads.

1

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Weather is the most variable of the elements
determining fire behavior. It can affect both the
start and spread of fire and can be difficult to
predict over long time periods. Critical weather
factors include relative humidity (RH), air
temperature, wind, precipitation, and day, night,
and local variations. These are covered in more
detail in Module 4 on fire weather.

2

TOPOGRAPHY
Topography refers to the shape and features of
the land surface. Topography influences wind
speed and direction, and the rate of fire spread.
Topography’s impact on fire is easier to predict
than weather and fuel. The topographic features
most important to fire spread are slope, aspect,
terrain, and elevation.
Slope is the ratio between altitude increase and
distance. Slope may be measured in a percent
or degrees. A fire burning uphill generates more
convective and radiant heat, thereby spreading
at a faster rate than one on level ground. The
steeper the slope, the greater this effect and the
more dangerous and difficult it is to manage
a fire (Figure 3.5). Fire spreading downhill
typically moves more slowly unless there is a
very strong downhill wind. A helpful general
rule when considering the effect slope on
fire behavior is that for every 10° increase in
slope, double the rate of fire spread, and
for every 10° decrease in slope, halve the
rate of fire spread.
(Left) Figure 3.5: Influence of slope on fire

behavior. The slope pictured is approximately
100 percent or 45 degrees.
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Aspect is the cardinal direction
that a slope faces—either north,
south, east, and west (Figure 3.6).
It determines a site’s degree of
exposure to direct sunlight.
This influences fuel types (types
of vegetation), temperature, fuel
moisture, and humidity. Aspect
is of lesser importance near
the equator, and becomes more
important at greater latitudes.
The effects of aspect also vary
with seasons. Important potential
impacts of aspect on fire behavior
are:
1. Preheating effect: For fires south of the equator,
fuels on a north-facing aspect will receive
the most direct sunlight throughout the day.
The result is more intense fire behavior.
Conversely, a south-facing aspect receives
more shade, remains cooler and wetter, and
has less intense fire behavior. This effect is
reversed if you are north of the equator.
2. Vegetation effect: A north-facing aspect will
usually have lighter and drier fuels while a
south-facing aspect tends to have shadier,
wetter conditions, heavier fuels, and more
fuels. This effect is reversed if you are north
of the equator.

Terrain describes the physical features of a
landscape, for example, valleys, ridges, plains,
mountains, bodies of water, etc. (Figure 3.7).
Terrains impact fire behavior in many ways. Some
terrain features accelerate fire intensity, and others
limit it’s spread. For example, a fire between two

Figure 3.7: Common terrain features and natural barriers.

Figure 3.6: Possible variations in vegetation cover
between a north-facing and a south-facing slope.

hills may burn rapidly due to the funneling effect of
the “V”, which increases wind speed. Conversely,
unless influenced by winds, a fire usually burns
slowly on flat terrain. See Figure 3.7 for some
common terrain features that may affect fire
behavior.

Elevation (height above sea level) plays a minor role
in wildfire development. In general, less oxygen
is available at higher elevations, temperatures are
lower, and terrain and soil quality may stunt the
growth of vegetation, reducing the fuel load. These
factors reduce fire intensity and rate of spread.
However, higher elevations also receive more rain,
which could support the growth of additional
fuel. The thinner air and increased winds at high
elevations can allow vegetation to dry quickly when
exposed to heat.
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3

FUEL CHARACTERISTICS
Fuels’ characteristics influence how they burn, thus
affecting the fire behavior and impact.
Plant materials burn with different degrees of intensity
depending on their shape, size, volume, and density.
● Light fuels such as leaves, grasses, and shrubs
respond quickly to weather changes and catch fire
more easily. Fire spread may be quick and intense,
but after the flame front moves through, fire
suppression efforts may succeed with less effort than
in heavy fuels.
● Heavy fuels such as tree limbs, logs, and stumps
respond to weather changes more slowly. A fire will
generally have more difficulty becoming established
in heavy fuels. However, when ignited, heavy fuels
release more heat, can burn more intensely, and can
continue burning for a long time.

Table 3.1: Relationship between fuel moisture content and fuel shape

and size.

FUEL CHARACTERISTICS

MOISTURE CONTENT

Light fuels

Lose moisture more quickly,
becoming more available to
burn

Heavy fuels

Lose moisture more slowly,
requiring longer exposure to
heat or fire before becoming
available to burn

Fuels with low moisture content Lose moisture quickly; burn
rapidly with high intensity
Fuels with high moisture
content

Lose moisture slowly, requiring
more preheating to ignite; may
burn with less intensity

Fuel load is the total quantity of fuel in an area.

Generally, as fuel load increases, so does fire intensity
and difficulty in extinguishing it. Aspect, rainfall, soil
quality, slope, elevation, and sunlight can all affect how
much vegetation has grown in an area, and thus the
fuel load. Fire suppression in fire-adapted ecosystems
increases fuel load to such an extent that when fire
does occur, it can be unusually intense, severe, or
frequent.

Whether fuel is dry or wet will directly affect the
intensity of a fire. Fuel moisture is the amount of water
present in fuel. It depends on rainfall, air temperature,
relative humidity, and, to a lesser extent, shade, aspect,
slope, and elevation. Fuel moisture is the primary
factor that influences the ease of ignition and spread
of fire. Table 3.1 shows the relationship between fuel
moisture content and fuel shape and size.

Figure 3.8: Vertical arrangement of fuels.

Fuel arrangement, whether vertical or horizontal,

may have a significant effect on how it burns
(Figure 3.8).
● Vertical arrangement is the quantity and
distribution of fuel in the ground, on surface,
and in trees. It includes ladder fuels, which
connect ground fuels with the tree canopy. Fuel
ladders allow ground fires to climb into the
canopy.

● Horizontal arrangement describes whether the
fuels are uniformly spread over an area, or
varied. Sparser, heavier fuels result in lower
intensity fire behavior while densely stacked,
lighter fuels (e.g., grasses, bushes, or shrubs)
facilitate rapid and intense fire spread. A jackpot
is an area of very dense fuel.
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3.4 Fire behavior and descriptors
Together, the fire triangle and fire
environment determine a fire’s level of
intensity and spread.
This is represented in the interlocking
fire behavior triangle (Figure 3.9). Trained
individuals use all of the aspects of the fire
behavior triangle to predict how fire will behave.

The predominant vegetation in which a fire burns
places a crucial role in many of the determinants of fire
behavior, and thus the most effective ways of managing
the fire. Fires are thus commonly described by the
vegetation type they are burning in, for example:
● grass fire

● forest fire

● brush fire

● peat fire

Some fires may impact various vegetation types at once;
for example, a savanna fire may be considered both a
grass and a bush fire.
Fires are also described based on where they are
most active in the fuel arrangement (Figures 3.8 and
3.10). There are four types of fire in terms of fuel
arrangement:
● ground fire

● crown (aerial) fire

● surface fire

● spot fire

Figure 3.9: The fire behavior triangle.

Figure 3.10: Fire behavior in relation

to fuel arrangement: ground, surface,
crown, and spot fires.

A ground fire burns in the organic materials in the soil,
such as peat, humus, roots, and buried waste. These fires
may occur in areas with deep soil layers and large amounts
of organic materials. They have little or no flame and
little smoke, and may be unnoticed for months. They can
potentially re-ignite surface fuels. The DRC has one of the
world’s largest peatlands that may be especially prone to
ground fire.
A surface fire burns vegetation like forest litter and
undergrowth, grasses or shrubs, and other fuels at or slightly
above ground level. This is the most common type of fire,
and is heavily influenced by the fire behavior triangle.

A crown (aerial) fire burns in the tops of
trees. Convective and radiant heat from
surface fire can ignite the treetops and
cause a crown fire to burn independently
of the surface fire. Crown fires are the
most extreme, fastest moving, and most
destructive. However, they generally only
travel short distances unless there is a strong
wind and/or steep upward slope. An intense
surface fire will typically follow shortly after
the passing of a crown fire. Spot fires will
also appear in great numbers, and some
may occur well in advance of the main fire.
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Spot fires are new fires that ignite outside the

behavior, and are extremely hazardous because
of their unpredictability and potential to become
additional, rapidly growing fires independent of
the main fire. Spot fires can be obscured by heavy
smoke from the main fire until they have become
well-established, and thus pose a risk of trapping
fire brigades.

perimeter of a main fire. They are the result of
embers that have been lifted by hot air through
the smoke column and deposited in unburned
fuel. Each spot fire is independent, and its spread
and fire intensity will vary greatly based on
their location. Spot fires are a good indicator
of the potential for or presence of extreme fire

3.5 Parts of a fire
See Annex 3 for some terminology in English, French and Lingala.

WILDFIRE NOMENCLATURE

Flanks: The sides of the fire. These are

Pockets (Bays): Deep

referred to as the right and left flank from
the perspective of the rear facing towards
the head. Fire behavior on the flanks is
typically low to moderate in intensity with a
reduced rate of spread.

indentations of unburnt
fuel formed by fingers in
slow-burning areas.

Perimeter: The outside

boundary of a fire area. Its
total length is constantly
changing until control is
established.

SPOTFIRE

POCKET
LEFT FLANK

HEAD

wind direction
REAR

FINGERS

ISLAND

Flaming front / Head:
ORIGIN

Island: An area

RIGHT FLANK

within the fire’s
main perimeter
which did not burn.

Backing / Rear / Heel:
The back of the fire. Fire
behavior at the heel is
usually calm and has the
slowest rate of spread.

Point of origin: The point
where the fire originates.
Ignition sources (matches,
cigarettes, etc.) can help
locate the origin and the
potential cause of the fire.

Figure 3.11: Wildfire nomenclature is important for communicating parts and characteristics of the fire.

The part of the fire that is
moving, usually with the
wind or upslope. Usually
the part of the fire with the
highest intensity and rate of
spread.

Fingers: Long narrow strips of
fire extending out from the main
fire at the head and flanks. They
usually occur when the fire hits
an area which has both light and
heavy fuels in patches.

e

te wind and/or
l influence
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3.6 Fire spread
A fire’s spread is rarely uniform because it is
affected by the elements of the fire behavior
triangle. Only a fire on flat ground with no wind
and even fuel distribution will spread outward
slowly and without much variation.

Alignment occurs when the forces of weather,
topography, and fuel favor a fire’s spread. Fires that
are in alignment can exhibit extreme fire behavior
and be highly destructive. Under the influence of
a moderate wind, the fire’s convection column is
driven over the head of the fire, contributing to the
heating of unburnt fuels. A moderate uphill slope
will assist in heating unburnt fuels even further.
The stronger the wind or the steeper the slope, the
faster the fire spreads. If there is an alignment of
wind direction and slope— with the wind pushing
the fire upslope—the effects are amplified (Figure
3.12). Other topographic features such as narrow or
“box” canyons can contribute to even more extreme,
explosive fire spread, not only forward but also
outwards up the sides of a canyon (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13: Wind and slope alignment into a box canyon forces

airflow upward.

Some other common terms for fire spread include:
● Smoldering: burning without flame; barely
spreading
● Creeping: Burning with a low flame; spreading
slowly

Fire spread with little
to no influence of wind
or slope

● Running: Spreading rapidly with a well-defined
Wind
direction/upslope
head
(Figure 3.11)

Wind direction/upslope

Fire spread with little to no
influence of wind or slope

Fire with moderate wind and/or
topographical influence

Fire with moderate wind
and/or topographical
influence
Wind direction/upslope

Fire spread with little to no
influence of wind or slope

Fire with moderate wind and/or
topographical influence

Fire with strong wind
and/or slope influence
Wind direction/upslope

Fire with strong wind and/or
slope
influence
Figure 3.12:
Influence
of wind and slope on the spread of fire.

● Torching: Burning of the foliage of a single tree
or a small group of trees from the bottom up
Fire with strong wind and/or
slope
Up:influence
Any sudden acceleration in the rate of
● Flare
spread or intensity of the fire; usually of short
duration and confined to a portion of the main
fire; likely does not change existing operational
plans

Wind direction/upslope
● Blow-up:

A sudden acceleration in the rate of
spread or intensity of the main fire front; usually
requires a sudden change or reevaluation of the
operational
Fire with strong
wind and/or plan; may require escape and safety
slope influence
measures
● Fire Whirl: An intensely spinning vortex column
of hot air and gases rising from a fire, moving
unpredictably, and carrying aloft smoke, debris,
and flame; can range in size from less than one
third of a meter to over 150 meters in diameter
See Annex 3 for some terminology in English,
French and Lingala.
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3.7 Fire smoke
An important indicator of real-time fire behavior
is the smoke.
Monitoring smoke is crucial for those responding
to suppress a wildfire, because they may be
approaching from a distance and must establish a
strategy for fire suppression based on current and
expected fire behavior. For managers of prescribed
fire, monitoring smoke will provide important clues
to fire behavior.

Smoke color: Dense white
Fuel moisture: Very moist
Fire intensity: Low

Smoke color: Grey
Fuel moisture: Moist
Fire intensity: Moderate to high

Smoke color: Dark grey
Fuel moisture: Dry
Fire intensity: High to
very high

Smoke color: Blackish/Copper
bronze
Fuel moisture: Very dry
Fire intensity: Extreme

There are some general indicators in the smoke
form and color that can show conditions of the
fire (Figure 3.14). This list is not exhaustive. In
addition, black smoke may be an indicator of
incomplete combustion from very resinous fuels or
burning tires despite a low fire intensity. Smoke is
just one indicator, alongside factors such as slope
and wind, in considering a fire’s intensity.

(Right) Figure 3.14: Smoke column attributes as

an indicator of fuel moisture and fire intensity.
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3.8 Summary
Safely managing a fire requires a good
understanding fire behavior.

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Alignment

• Heavy fuels

• Aspect

• Ignite

• Backing / Rear / Heel

• Ignition temperature

• Blow-up

• Island

• Conduction

• Ladder fuels

• Convection

• Light fuels

• Creeping

• Perimeter

• Crown (aerial) fire

• Pockets (Bays)

1. Which component is in both the fire
triangle and the fire behavior triangle?

• Elevation

• Horizontal arrangement

• Finger(s)

• Jackpot

2. List the nine parts of a fire.

• Fire behavior

• Point of origin

• Fire behavior triangle

• Prescribed fire

• Fire environment

• Running

4. On which aspect of a slope is one more
likely to observe greater fire intensity
and why?

• Fire triangle

• Slope

• Fire whirl

• Smoldering

• Flaming front / Head

• Spot fires

5. What is important to know about a
spot fire?

• Flanks

• Surface fire

• Flare up

• Terrain

6. What can smoke color indicate about
fire intensity?

• Fuel arrangement

• Thermal radiation

• Fuel load

• Topography

• Fuel moisture

• Torching

• Ground fire

• Vertical arrangement

• Heat transfer

• Wildfire

The fire behavior triangle represents the
interconnected factors affecting fire behavior.
Changes to one aspect will affect the others. It
is critical that all participants of a fire brigade
share commonly understood terminology to
enable rapid and effective communication.

KNOWLEDGE TEST

3. Describe the four vertical layers of
fuels.
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Fire
weather

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Describe the effects of
temperature, relative humidity,
and precipitation on fire behavior

■ Hotter temperatures and higher
winds can result in fuels that are
hotter, drier, and that burn more
easily and intensely.

• Identify the differences between
stable and unstable atmospheres
• Understand how weather
influences fire behavior
• Identify general and local winds
• Describe critical fire weather
conditions

■ Duration and intensity of
precipitation changes its effect on
fuels and fire.
■ Stable and unstable atmospheres
will influence fire and smoke
movement and behavior.

4.1 Introduction
Weather is important to how fire
behaves. Weather conditions that
influence fire ignition, behavior, and
suppression are collectively called fire
weather. Weather is the most variable
and least predictable of the three
elements of fire behavior. A general
understanding of the separate and
combined effects of several weather
factors on fire behavior is needed to
execute a successful burn, to prevent
propagation of fires, and to manage
wildfires.

M O D U L E 4 : F I R E W E AT H E R

4.2 Weather conditions influencing fire behavior
The primary weather conditions influencing fire behavior and determining
fire weather are temperature, relative humidity (RH), wind, precipitation, and
atmospheric stability. The two most critical fire weather elements are strong winds
and extremely low humidity.

1

3

TEMPERATURE
Air temperature is the hotness or coldness of the air,
and is measured on either Celsius or Fahrenheit
scales. The time of day or night, latitude, and
seasonality affect exposure to the sun, and thus
air temperature. Topographical characteristics,
including elevation, slope, and aspect, also affect
the temperature at a specific site. Air temperature
has a direct influence on fire behavior because heat
is required for ignition. High temperatures dry
out organic material, increasing the flammability
of fuels. Increased flammability increases the
likelihood of fire ignition and the speed and
intensity of fire spread. Decreasing temperature
decreases the fire potential.

2

PRECIPITATION
Precipitation (rain) is the amount of moisture

that reaches the earth’s surface. The amount and
duration of rainfall influences the moisture content
of fuels. Light rain over a long period will have a
significantly greater effect than a short, heavy rain.
Therefore, precipitation duration has a greater
impact on fuel moisture than precipitation amount.
Precipitation impact varies based on fuel type,
duration, amount, and time since last precipitation
(Table 4.1).

RELATIVE HUMIDITY
Relative humidity (RH) is the amount of moisture
that the air can hold at a given temperature.
Assuming a constant moisture content, as the
air temperature rises, the relative humidity will
decrease. Relative humidity is expressed as a
percentage and can vary from 1 to 100%.

Relative humidity has a direct impact on fire
behavior. For many fuel types, humidity below
25% creates critical fire danger and increases fire
spread rates and intensity. However, the impact
of humidity varies by fuel type. In humid savanna
fuel, for example, fire spread will occur at higher
humidity (50%). Relative humidity directly affects
the fuel moisture content (FMC) in dead and light
fuels. Generally, the lower the relative humidity, the
lower the fuel moisture content and the higher its
flammability. Live fuels are not nearly as affected by
relative humidity. Fires are more likely to occur late
dry season.
There is also an inverse correlation between
temperature and relative humidity (Figure 4.1).
Higher temperatures usually mean lower relative
humidity. This is why mid-afternoon (13h-16h) is
generally the time when a fire will be most intense
and active.

Table 4.1: Precipitation and fuels.

LIGHT FUELS

HEAVY FUELS

Gain and lose moisture quickly

Gain and lose moisture slowly

Figure 4.1: Inverse relation between temperature and relative

humidity.
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4

WIND
Wind is the horizontal movement of air from an
area of high pressure to an area of low pressure.
Wind has the greatest variability and impact on
fire weather. Wind is described by the direction it is
coming from; for example, a wind coming from the
south is called a south wind. Wind will:
● Increase the supply of oxygen to a fire
● Influence direction and speed of fire spread
● Lower the fuel moisture content
● Carry sparks and firebrands, causing spot fires
● Move heated air towards downwind fuels
● Flatten or bend flames over unburned fuel,
preheating fuels, more quickly igniting them, and
increasing fire intensity

they are tied to larger weather patterns, they can be
more easily anticipated than local winds.

Local winds
Winds generated over a comparatively small area
by local terrain and weather are called local winds.
Local winds may be extremely localized to a
particular canyon or ridgetop (often characterized
by eddies, turbulence, or downslope funneling).
They may also be more regionally prevalent,
usually in connection to the topography (mountain
ranges, plateaus) or bodies of water. There are
three types of local winds: sea and land breezes,
anabatic (upslope) and katabatic (downslope) winds,
and foehn winds. Foehn winds occur suddenly, on
the lee side (opposite the prevailing wind) of lower
slopes. They are the most dangerous and frequently
cause erratic fire behavior. In the Congo Basin, the
most important local wind is the harmattan, a dry
northerly wind that originates in the Sahara and
blows across central Africa down into the Gulf of
Guinea between late November and mid-March.

Wind can have a magnified impact on fire behavior
when combined with topographic features such
as narrow canyons, saddles (funneling effect), and
ridgetops (where turbulence can make fire behavior
unpredictable).

General winds

In hilly or mountainous terrain, breezes tend to
travel upslope in the morning and afternoon as the
sun warms the surface and warmed air rises. As the
temperature begins to cool in the late afternoon
and evening, breezes will generally blow downslope.

General winds are large-scale winds caused by

general and global high- and low-pressure systems,
and generally influenced and modified in the lower
atmosphere by the terrain.7 General winds have a
more predictable impact on fire behavior, and since

5

ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY
Atmospheric stability is the degree to which
vertical motion in the atmosphere is enhanced
or suppressed. In general, atmospheric
stability can be categorized as stable, neutral,
or unstable. Unstable atmospheres are more
conducive to rapid and erratic fire growth.
When fire adds heat and rising air to the
already unstable air mass, air movement is
magnified. Atmospheric pressure and air
temperature decrease with increasing altitude
except when an inversion – a layer of warmer
air – traps cooler air (Figure 4.2).
An unstable atmosphere is one where the
vertical temperature change causes air to move
upward or downward (Figure 4.3). Displaced
air continues to accelerate as it moves from
its level of origin. An unstable atmosphere
promotes the formation of updrafts and
vertically developed clouds, such as cumulus
and cumulonimbus, or thunderstorm clouds;
other visual indicators may include smoke

7

(Above) Figure 4.2: Examples of unstable air. On the left, a smoke column spins like a

vortex as it rises before developing a white formation as the hot and cooler air collides.
On the right, the smoke column mixes with a thunderstorm.

National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), (n.d.). NWCG Glossary of Wildland Fire, PMS 205.
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rising to great heights, good visibility, gusty
winds, dust devils (a small whirlwind or air
vortex visible as a column of dust) and fire
whirls. Unstable air contributes to active
and extreme fire behavior.
A stable atmosphere is one where vertically
moving air parcels are forced back to their
level of origin, where their temperature
and density are similar to the surrounding
atmosphere. Stable air often results in
lower fire intensity (Figure 4.4). In a
stable atmosphere, winds tend to be
light, particularly over flat terrain and in
mountain valleys. Visual indicators may
include clouds forming in layers; smoke
drifting apart after limited rise; poor
visibility due to smoke, fog, or haze; and
steady winds. In mountainous terrain,
however, stable atmospheric conditions
can and often do produce foehn winds and
gusty ridgetop winds, both of which impact
fire behavior.8
Within a stable atmosphere, inversions can
occur when a layer of warm air overlays
and traps a layer of cool air, preventing
the mixing of air masses of different
temperatures. This can easily be seen when
smoke builds up near the surface because
it is prevented from rising or mixing
into the high-pressure layer above it.
Entrapped smoke decreases visibility near
the surface. It is important to recognize
atmospheric inversions in the fire area
because of their impacts on fire behavior
and smoke dispersal. Inversions prevent
the vertical rise and high-level dispersal of
smoke, instead trapping smoke and heat
near the ground, reducing visibility and
preheating and drying fuels. When the
inversion lifts (often during late morning),
unstable air masses may cause a rapid
fire intensification since surface fuels have
continued to smolder, drying out adjacent
and aerial fuels.

Figure 4.3: Visual indicators of unstable air.

Figure 4.4: Visual indicators of unstable air.

There are four inversion types:
● Subsidence 		
● Nighttime
● Frontal 		
● Coastal
Of these, subsidence (Figure 4.5) and nighttime (Figure
4.6) inversions are the most important in terms of fire
management. Subsidence inversions often accompany active
fire behavior owing to unstable air (i.e. variable winds) under
the inversion level. A nighttime inversion is when cooler air
settles, trapping warmer air near the surface, where the fire
is burning. While this can contribute to very active burning,
it is not a significant influence on fire spread.

(Left) Figure 4.5: Subsidence inversion.
(Above) Figure 4.6: Nighttime inversion.
8

National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2007. Intermediate Wildland Fire Behavior – S-290 (Student Workbook). Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire Center.
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4.3 Weather indicators of changing or extreme fire behavior
Planning in accordance with fire weather contributes to safe management of planned
fires and can prevent unwanted consequences like fire escaping or poor smoke dispersal.
During wildfire suppression, monitoring and
adapting to changing fire weather is critical to
ensure safety and mission success. Fire managers
must pay special attention to certain indicators as
they can warn fire brigades of impending extreme
or unpredictable fire behavior. These include:
● Strong or erratic winds
● Sudden changes in wind direction or velocity
● High, fast-moving clouds
● Unexpected calm, indicating a possible shift in
wind direction
● Thunderstorms, which may activate and amplify
above a fire

●
●
●
●

High temperatures early in the morning
Dust devils and whirlwinds
Lightning can spark additional fires
Downdraft winds from clouds can send flames in
all directions
● Other unstable air indicators in connection with
dry conditions
These weather conditions may be natural and
common in the fire environment. It is important
to monitor and consider them in decision-making,
noting obvious or uncharacteristic changes,
combinations of multiple factors, or the timing of
events.

4.4 Summary
Safely and effectively managing a prescribed fire or wildfire requires sufficient knowledge
of the effects that weather has on fire behavior as well as the ability to identify critical fire
weather conditions. When critical fire weather factors are present, fire managers must be
prepared to adapt or escape quickly.

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. List five critical fire weather conditions.
2. Describe how the inverse relationship
between temperature and relative humidity
affects fire behavior.
3. What type of precipitation has the greatest
effect on flammability?
4. Describe the differences between a stable
and unstable atmosphere and how they
affect fire activity.
5. Describe general and local winds.
6. Why are foehn winds more dangerous than
other local winds?

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Air temperature

• Atmospheric stability

• Fire weather

• Foehn winds

• Fuel moisture content (FMC)

• General winds

• Inversion

• Lee side

• Local winds

• Precipitation

• Relative humidity (RH)

• Stable atmosphere

• Unstable atmosphere

MODULE 5
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Fireline
safety

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand and apply hazard management
techniques to ensure individual and team
safety

■ There are common denominators
for tragedy fires; lessons from past
tragedies can prevent future ones.

• Identify potential hazards and explain
proper safety procedures to follow

■ Risk management methods and
techniques mitigate hazards.

• Learn to recognize the 18 Watch Out
Situations

■ Every fire brigade member is
responsible for their own safety,
that of their colleagues, and of the
larger community.

• Learn and follow the 10 Standard
Firefighting Orders
• Understand the Lookouts, Communications,
Escape Routes, Safety Zones (LCES) concept
for integrating safety into daily operations
• Be able to calculate the size of a safety
zone based on the Slope-Wind Factor
• Learn the risk management process

■ The 10 Standard Orders guide fire
brigades through the typical and
extraordinary risks of firefighting.
■ Recognizing and responding to the
18 Watch Out Situations support
safe management of fire.

5.1 Introduction
Recognizing, assessing, and
mitigating fire risks allows
fire managers and brigades to
operate safely. Using an informed
decision-making process to react
appropriately to risks is the
cornerstone of safe, effective,
and efficient fire management
and determines the balance
of risk against gain. Risks can
be external environmental
factors or organizational and
communication factors during
fire management.
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5.2 Hazards in the fire environment
● Sensitivity to operations: Be vigilant to the
early detection of small errors, especially on
the fireline. Individuals should advise their
supervisors if they see potential hazards or
anything that seems unexpected. Continuous
adjustments to operations can prevent errors
from accumulating.

The fire environment, a dynamic context with
both human and natural factors at play, is
characterized by many known and unknown
hazards (things that can cause damage, injury
or death). Active involvement in planned or
unplanned fire management and suppression is
inherently dangerous.

● Commitment to resilience: Plan ahead and
consider many potential scenarios, including the
worst case. Have solutions ready before problems
occurs. Maintain the flexibility to address new or
changing circumstances.

Therefore, it is important to assess hazard and risk
(the likelihood of a hazard occurring) continually.
For example, heat stress is a hazard; the risk of
suffering heat stress increases on hotter days and
closer to the fireline.

● Deference to expertise: Allow decisions to be
made by those with the most expertise, not
necessarily the one with the most experience or
highest rank. Promote and cultivate diversity of
thought and expression.

Worldwide, fire brigades operate in very high-risk
environments yet have a relatively low ratio of
death and injury.9 This achievement is a result of
tenets of fire managers:

The hazards of fire management can be broadly
divided into two groups: subjective hazards
(controllable hazards, such as equipment) over
the hazard, and objective hazards (no control
over it, such as environment). Hazards are often
interrelated. Table 5.1 offers a non-exhaustive list.
Fire brigade members should alert their team and
supervisor to hazards they detect, and should avoid
hazardous areas until they are deemed safe.

● Preoccupation with failure: Identify and report all
near-issues and unexpected outcomes. They may
be symptomatic of a problem with the system.
Small errors can lead to serious accidents.
● Reluctance to simplify: Invite skepticism of
common practices, question standards and
procedures, and reconcile diverse opinions.

Table 5.1: Five general categories of hazards with selected examples.

ENVIRONMENTAL
HAZARDS

BIOLOGICAL
HAZARDS

• Lightning

• Snakes

• Fire weakened trees

• Biting or stinging
insects

• Rolling rocks, logs
• Entrapment by fire
• Heat stress
• Darkness
• Carbon monoxide
(smoke)
• Dust
• Temperature extremes

• Large animals
• Poisonous plants
• Microorganisms
(diseases spread by
water or blood)
• Viral infections (cold,
influenza, etc.)

EQUIPMENT
HAZARDS
• Injuries caused by
hand tools
• Burns
• Hearing impairment
from noise
• Injuries from larger
equipment and
vehicles

FIRE ENVIRONMENT
HAZARDS
• The fire itself
• Extreme fire behavior
• Smoke
• Unexpected or erratic
winds

HUMAN-RELATED
HAZARDS
• Attitude (poor morale,
fear, machismo)
• Poor physical condition
• Low level of
experience

• Darkness

• Limited level of
training

• Falling snags (trees)

• Fatigue

• Burning or burnt-out
stump holes

• Critical stress

• Fire whirls

• Lack of communication
• Low situational
awareness

Weick, K. E., & Sutcliffe, K. M. (2001). Managing the unexpected (Vol. 9). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. As taught in National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2014. Wildland Fire Incident
Management Field Guide, pp. 13. Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire Center.
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5.3 Risk versus gain and loss
Considering “what could be lost?” and “what
could be gained?” is a useful guide to decisionmaking during dynamic fire suppression efforts,
when conducting risk assessments, and when
evaluating hazards. The acceptable loss depends
on the potential gain.

Example 1:
There is a fire burning in a remote area, away
from any communities, crops, plantations, sensitive
ecosystems, and other valuable spaces. It will likely
self-extinguish, and it does not pose any foreseeable
threats. Suppressing the fire would risk the lives of
fire brigades and their resources, and would offer
little or no gain. In this case, the acceptable loss is
the burned area. No action is taken.

Example 2:
A fire is approaching a village. Fire brigades are
unable to stop the fire’s progression toward homes
and food stores. Fire managers determine that the
structures are an acceptable loss to save the lives of
the community members and fire brigade members.
They change strategies from protecting property to
evacuating the village.

A general rule for fire brigades is to prioritize
in this order:

Priority # 1: One’s own life
Priority # 2: The lives of others
Priority # 3: Property (houses, livestock, crops, etc.)
Priority # 4: Resources

5.4 Trigger points
Trigger points are tactical decision-points that
warrant a particular action. These points and
actions are previously established and known to
the team members.
They can be geographic markers or specific
situations that warrant an escalation or change in
management actions. Trigger points are particularly
important for the safety aspects of the Lookouts,
Communications, Escape Routes, Safety Zones
(LCES) process (see below).
A trigger point follows this pattern:

If (event), then we will no longer (strategy, action); instead
we will (new strategy or action).
Example: If the fire burns to within 200 meters of

the village before we are able to contain it, then we
will no longer engage in attacking the fire directly;
instead, we will retreat along our escape route and
shift to a defensive strategy by setting a backfire
from the village towards the main fire.
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5.5 Common denominators of tragedies
Despite the relatively low death rates among fire
brigades, past tragedies and near-tragedies have
occurred. These incidences offer the opportunity
for learning. It is clear that certain situations are
especially dangerous.
These are known as the four common
denominators of fire behavior on tragedy fires:
1. Relatively small fires or deceptively quiet
areas of large fires
2. Fires burning relatively light fuels such as
grass or light brush
3. Unexpected shifts in wind direction or speed
4. Fire running up steep inclines
Preliminary research suggests that human and
environmental factors may play an even larger role
in fire brigade deaths and injuries. Five additional
scenarios should be carefully considered and
mitigated:10

1. Communication breaks down and critical
information is not given or received.
2. Unburned fuel separates crew members from
the main fire or a well-established spot fire.
3. Escape routes and safety zones are inadequate
to withstand extreme or unexpected fire
behavior.
4. The backyard confidence factor.
Disproportionate death and injury rates
occur when brigades are working in their own
community. This may be because familiarity
leads to overconfidence, decreased situational
awareness, and complacency.
5. Managing fire during the daily peak burning
period from 1300 to 1600.
The 10 Standard Orders (Table 5.2) and the 18
Watch-Out Situations (Table 5.3) are ways of
putting these lessons into practice to promote a safe
working culture.

5.6 Standard Orders and Watch Out Situations
The Standard Orders are a simple
way to remember all aspects of a
safe and effective fire management
operation.
The 18 Watch Out Situations list
common, potentially dangerous
fire situations. Fire managers
and brigades should use
particular caution and implement
countermeasures whenever possible
in these situations. At a minimum, a
watch-out situation should prompt
situational reevaluation; in more
extreme situations it could mean
significant changes to the plan or
full evacuation.

Table 5.2: The Ten Standard Orders organized into four primary categories.

FIRE BEHAVIOR

FIRELINE SAFETY

ORGANIZATIONAL
CONTROL

OVERALL INTENT

1

Keep informed on fire weather conditions and forecasts.

2

Know what the fire is doing at all times.

3

Base all actions on current and expected behavior of the
fire.

4

Identify escape routes and safety zones and make them
known to everyone.

5

Post lookouts when there is possible danger.

6

Be alert. Keep calm. Think clearly. Act decisively.

7

Maintain prompt communications with your team,
supervisors, and other teams.

8

Give clear instructions and ensure they are understood.

9

Maintain control of your team at all times.

10

First ensure safety, then fight fire danger aggressively.

Pronto, L.N., Oberhaus, B.J., Rudy, G., Perez, I., 2013. Common Denominators of Human and Environmental Factors on Tragedy Fires. Big Hill Helitack, United States Forest Service.
Unpublished research.
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Table 5.3: 18 Watch Out Situations.

WATCH-OUT SITUATION

MITIGATION MEASURES

# 1: Fire not evaluated

• Deploy one or more scouts to circle the
perimeter or reach a vantage point to observe
fire characteristics

• Communicate conditions with teams
• Meet with leader(s) to gather situational
information

#2: Arriving at night

• Obtain information from persons who are
intimately familiar with the area
• Wait until daylight

• Work only in burnt areas and ONLY if there is no
danger of falling trees

#3: Safety zones and escape routes
not identified

• Identify, establish, and communicate escape
routes and safety zones

• If none are available, either create one or consider
a different strategy

#4: Unfamiliar with weather
and local factors influencing fire
behavior

• Obtain information from locals who are familiar
with the local weather
• Obtain weather forecast information for the
area

• Plan for unexpected or worst-case scenario wind
or weather changes, allowing maximum time to
mitigate and avoid risks

#5: Someone is uninformed on
strategy, tactics, and hazards

• Ensure that clear instructions are given and
understood

• Ask questions before acting

#6: Instructions and assignments
not clear

• Ask questions and seek clarification on the
assignments and objectives

• Do not begin work until instructions and potential
safety concerns are fully understood

#7: No communication link with
crewmembers or supervisor

• Reestablish communication as quickly as
possible
• Move to a safe area

• Post additional lookouts and/or send someone
to reestablish communication, give updates, or
receive instructions

#8: Constructing fireline without
safe anchor point

• Should always be avoided
• If necessary, post additional lookout(s) to
ensure the fire does not outflank the crew

• Frequently patrol the fireline to ensure there are
no threats

#9: Building fireline downhill with
fire below

• Avoid this scenario whenever possible
• Use direct attack to avoid having unburned fuel
between main fire and the downhill fireline

• Burn between anchor points only after the fireline
segment has been completed
• Reevaluate LCES and make sure trigger points and
contingency plans are in place and understood

#10: Attempting frontal assault
on fire

• Only attempt a frontal assault when flame
lengths are less than 2 meters high
• Continually evaluate escape routes and safety
zones

• Establish trigger points
• Closely monitor team-member stamina; reevaluate
and withdraw if situation is too hot, dangerous, or
ineffective

#11: Unburned fuel between you
and the fire

• Burn unburned fuel
• Post additional lookouts to better observe the
main fire

• Conduct a backfire when safe and possible
(Module 13)

#12: Cannot see main fire, not in
contact with anyone who can

• Move to a safer place or wait to begin work

#13: On a hillside where rolling
material can ignite fuel below

• Construct trenches in fireline
• Turn rollable material (such as logs) parallel to
the slope to prevent rolling

• Dig trenches or secure rollable material near the
fireline

#14: Weather becoming hotter and
drier

• Designate someone to take weather
measurements and communicate any consistent
increases in temperature and decreases in
relative humidity

• Reevaluate current strategy to consider increasing
fire intensity and rate of spread; be prepared to
change tactics
• Be extra diligent in monitoring for spot fires or
increased fire activity near control lines
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Table 5.3 (continued): 18 Watch Out Situations.

WATCH-OUT SITUATION

MITIGATION MEASURES

#15: Wind increases and/or
changes direction

• Communicate any notable wind shift with all
personnel working on the fire
• Reevaluate suppression strategy to anticipate
increasing fire intensity and rate and direction
of spread; be prepared to change tactics

• Be extra diligent in monitoring for spot fires or
increased fire activity near control lines

#16: Getting frequent spot fires
across line

• Immediately communicate the location and
characteristics of spot fires with all personnel;
post as many lookouts as possible
• Assess whether there are enough brigade
members to continue progressing the fireline
AND to patrol and extinguish spot fires

• Consider halting forward progression and
focusing on securing existing control lines and
extinguishing spot fires
• Retreat to safety as soon as spot fires exceed the
ability of fire brigades to safely contain them

#17: Terrain and fuels make
escape to safety zones difficult

• Conduct risk versus gain analysis: is it worth
attacking the fire in difficult or dangerous
terrain? Avoid all unnecessary risks

• Adjust trigger points to allow for longer escape
and retreat times

#18: Sleeping near the fireline

• Only sleep in areas clear of hazards –
especially trees or rolling rocks

• Take turns sleeping so that at least one person is
standing watch

5.7 Lookouts, Communications, Escape Routes, Safety Zones
A catch-all protocol that helps fire brigades adhere to the 10 Standard Orders and mitigate
the 18 Watch Out Situations is Lookouts, Communications, Escape Routes, and Safety Zones
(LCES). 11 It was developed based on more than 30 years of fireline analysis. Each element
of LCES interacts with the others. LCES should be established and clearly communicated
to all brigade members before beginning work, and the LCES system must be continuously
reevaluated as fire conditions change.

1

LOOKOUTS
Lookouts assess – and reassess – the fire environment
and communicate threats to all personnel working
on or near the fire. Where and how many lookouts
are necessary depends on many factors. Consider
different watch-out situations when planning your
lookout staffing.

● In a position to see both the main fire and the
fire brigades

A lookout should be:
● Experienced, competent, and trusted

● In possession of a fire map, weather kit, watch,
and incident action plan

● Familiar with the Watch Out Situations

● Able to implement steps to ensure member of
the brigade safety

● Capable of evaluating potential gains and losses
● Able to reliably identify and analyze hazards and
risks

11

● Aware of team locations
● Aware of escape and safety locations
● Aware of trigger points

● In continual communication with all team
members and supervisor

National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2010. Incident Response Pocket Guide. Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire Center. pp. 7-8.
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2

COMMUNICATIONS
All brigade members should have the training
and authority to initiate communications. This is
critical to a safe working environment. If a change
presents a safety risk or trigger, a brigade member
should communicate it to their team, even if it seems
obvious. Brigades should choose and test modes
of communication before relying on them, and
establish back-up protocols in case one form of
communication fails. If you have doubts about your
ability to communicate, back off from engaging the
fire and let your team and supervisors know. Take
the time to establish reliable communication.

3

Here are eight ways to communicate:
1. Two-way radios or walkie talkies
2. Hand signals
3. Mobile phones
4. Word-of-mouth
5. Flagging or other markers
6. Written messages
7. Signal mirrors (establish codes and meaning)
8. Runners in between groups or individuals
working in separate locations

ESCAPE ROUTES
An escape route is the path you take from a location
exposed to danger to a safe place. Since both
the fire and the brigade are constantly moving,
the effectiveness of an escape route changes
continuously and requires constant reevaluation.
Escape routes should be moved or re-established as
often as necessary. One common escape route is to
travel back down the fireline. Another, especially
among light fuels, is to escape into already burned
areas that have cooled down.

● Consider the travel time of the slowest person,
accounting for fatigue and difficult weather

Guidelines for escape routes include:
● Always have one clearly established

● Leaving unburned fuel between brigade and the
fire can allow for rapid fire growth that blocks
escape routes

● Have more than one whenever possible
● Avoid steep, uphill escape routes
● Watch for loose soils, rocks, and thick vegetation

● Mark routes for day or night
● Evaluate escape time versus the rate of fire
spread
● Vehicles should be ready for escape (facing away,
ready to go)
● Pay attention to Watch Out Situations

● Discard any heavy equipment when escaping.
● Take all personal protective equipment, water
bottles, and communication devices with you
while escaping
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4

SAFETY ZONES
A safety zone is an area cleared of flammable
materials used for regroup in the event that the
fire passes the fireline. In flank attacks, the brigade
should maintain a safety zone by burning and
allowing the fuels inside the control line to be
consumed before progressing ahead. Safety zones
may also be constructed as a greatly enlarged area
where the brigade and their equipment can remain
safe in the event of a nearby blow-up.

Be sure to avoid:
•
•
•
•

An area upslope from fire
An area downwind from fire
An area where there is heavy fuel-loading
An area on a slope greater than 30%

Fire intensity, flame height, topography, and
vegetation all influence the necessary size of a
safety zone. The safe area must be large enough
to accommodate everyone. Safety zone size
requirements will change as fire behavior changes.
Reconsider safety zones for effectiveness under new
and expected conditions using local knowledge
and experience. For example, the Safe Separation
Distance calculation (Box 5.1) comes from recent
US-based research. All safety zones should
incorporate current conditions and local knowledge
and experience.

Select a safety zone that is:
● Survivable without using fire shields
● Reached by following an escape route back into
a burned area
● Naturally available (rocky areas, water, meadows)
or constructed (roads, empty farmer’s field)
● Of adequate size
● A safe distance from hazards

Box 5.1: Safe Separation Distance (SSD) Formula for Building Safety Zones12.

SSD = Slope-Wind Factor x Height of Surrounding Vegetation x 8

SLOPE-WIND FACTOR
Wind Speed

Flat 0% Slope

20% Slope

>30% Slope

Light 0-16 kph

1

2

3

Moderate 17-32 kph

2

3

5

Strong >32 kph

3

5

6

Height of surrounding vegetation

1m

X

2m
3m

… etc.

Safety zone example calculation

Wind speed:
Slope: 		
Vegetation:

10 kph
20%
1 meter tall

• Slope-wind factor 2
• 8 x slope-wind factor x vegetation height = 8 x 2 x 1 meter = 16 meters

Based on this rule, the safety zone under these conditions
should have a radius (distance from center point to outside
perimeter of safety zone circle) of 16 meters, or a total
width of 32 meters.

Butler, B., Parsons, R., and Mell, R., 2014. Critical New Wildland Firefighter Safety Zone Research. Missoula Fire Sciences Laboratory, Missoula and United States Forest Service. For more
information, see https://us2.campaign-archive.com/?u=5f6de7b069a57255f980944b4&id=714da85145
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5.8 Risk management process
Risk management is making
decisions to control risks and
accept remaining risks. It involves
the identification, assessment, and
prioritization of risks followed
by coordinated and economical
application of resources to
minimize, monitor, and control
the probability or impact of
unfortunate events.13

Risk assessment organizes
information and assigns assets
(relative, qualitative, or quantitative)
to risks in order to inform
priorities, develop or compare
courses of action, and inform
decision making. Risk control is the
mitigation of identified risks to
improve outcomes and minimize
negative consequences. The risk
management cycle (Table 5.4) guides
the risk management process.

Table 5.4: Five steps to identify, assess, and reduce risk.

01
SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS

•
•
•
•
•

Objectives
Previous and expected fire behavior
Modes of communication and chain of command
Weather forecast
Additional local factors

02
ASSESSMENT

•
•
•
•

Evaluate the environment (including tree falling risks)
Identify tactical hazards and watch-outs
Are there other safety hazards?
Consider severity versus probability of a risk

03
RISK CONTROL
04
DECISION

05
IMPLEMENTATION
& EVALUATION

• Create a checklist
• Communicate hazards with others
• Are controls in place for identified hazards?
• Are selected tactics based on expected fire behavior?
• Have instructions been given and understood?
Assess personnel for:
• Low experience level with local factors
• Distraction from primary task
• Fatigue or stress reaction
• Hazardous attitudes
Assess the situation for:
• What is changing
• Whether strategy and tactics are working

5.9 Summary
Fire management comes with inherent risk. It is
crucial that fire brigades be trained to mitigate
risks and adapt their strategies to avoid unwanted
outcomes.
By identifying potential hazards, exercising the
proper safety procedures, and using the risk
management process to avoid or mitigate those

KNOWLEDGE TEST

risks, each team member will help develop a
culture of safety. Every member of the brigade is
responsible for his or her own safety and the safety
of everyone in the firefighting organization and
the community. Utilizing LCES, the 10 Standard
Orders, and the 18 Watch Out Situations to better
recognize and avoid dangerous situations is proven
effective in safely operating in fire management.

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Acceptable loss

• Risk assessment

• Backyard confidence factor

• Risk control

• Escape route

• Risk management cycle

3. What are 5 Standard Orders?

• Hazard

• Safety zone

4. What are 9 Watch Out Situations?

• Lookout

• Subjective hazards

• Objective hazards

• Trigger points

1. What are examples of the 5 categories of hazards?
2. What are 5 steps in the risk management process?

5. What are 3 characteristics to avoid when selecting
a safety zone?

• Risk

6. Give an example of a trigger point.
Hubbard, D.W. 2009. The failure of risk management: why it’s broken and how to fix it. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley and Sons in Taber, Mary A.; Elenz, Lisa M.; Langowski, Paul G. 2013. Decision
Making for Wildfires: A Guide for Applying a Risk Management Process at the Incident Level. Gen. Tech. Rep. RMRS-GTR-298WWW. Fort Collins, CO: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station. 59 p.; National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2014. Wildland Fire Incident Management Field Guide. Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire
Center. pg. 13
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Leadership, size-up,
and the Incident
Command System

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand the need for and principles of effective
organization, leadership, and supervision

■ An organized fire plan requires the assignment of an incident
commander and management of personnel within the incident
command system.

• Describe the chain of command
• Describe how the incident management structure is organized
• Describe the general responsibilities of each section in the
Incident Command System
• Learn how to conduct an after-action review
• Understand the basic elements of a fire evaluation

■ The flexible nature of the ICS, allowing an incident commander to
manage the incident as it changes in complexity.
■ Learning as a group about strengths, weaknesses, and
improvement opportunities will contribute to an organization’s
safety, efficiency, and success in the future.
■ Initial assessment of the fire is important to develop a plan of
attack, and constant reevaluation is needed to plan ahead.
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6.1 Introduction
Effective leadership is fundamental in setting
objectives and ensuring a safe, efficient, and
successful operation. Selecting the right individual
for the position is paramount. Leaders have
qualities and skills that enable them to command
respect while remaining approachable and capable
of responding to concerns and suggestions. Every
member of the team should be given roles to which
they are uniquely suited.

Leadership frameworks help conduct operations
efficiently. The fire evaluation process helps create
a holistic picture of the situation; the incident
action plan lays out the strategy and objectives for
all responders to follow; the incident command
system is a framework for effectively responding to
a situation; and the after-action review provides a
venue to learn from successes and failures and to
improve future responses.

6.2 The purpose of leadership
The benefits of principled leadership are especially
important during the supervision of fire control
operations.
A fire can be chaotic and complex; a successful leader
makes sense of the chaos and develops, communicates,
and guides the implementation of a credible plan to
accomplish the mission and improve the organization.
A leader also takes action to reduce or eliminate
hazards. This requires motivating people to work safely,
teaching and integrating safety in the organization,
providing consistency, establishing a procedural
approach to duties, and utilizing simple and effective
communication.
A successful leader takes genuine interest in the welfare
of the team. A fire brigade is more likely to give a
difficult job their best when working under strong
leadership. Opportunities for training and advancement
can be a strong incentive for subordinates to work
together and appreciate their leader.
Finally, a successful leader ensures people clearly
understand what is expected of them, handles problems
in a timely manner, and provides a safe and healthy
work environment (Box 6.1).

Box 6.1: Principles for effective supervision.

• Know the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
Chain of Command
• Do not attempt to supervise too many people
• Designate specific people to assist you and maintain
contact with sub-groups of your team

• Assign people specialized duties as needed
• Regularly review LCES, the 10 Standard Orders, and
the 18 Watch Out Situations (see Module 5)
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6.3 Leadership in fire management
In general, leadership of the fire management process occurs in several phases:14

1

Fire reports are received
in the alarm center or fire
headquarters

2

3

Scouting and
appraisal

4

Decision

5

Briefing

7

6

After action
reviews

1

Reserve crews

FIRE REPORTS ARE RECEIVED IN THE ALARM CENTER OR FIRE HEADQUARTERS
This phase is when the fire is first discovered and
the appropriate warnings have been issued, people
have been contacted, and the first fire brigades

2

Commands to
teams

arrive on scene. When fire brigades arrive on scene,
the most experienced person will usually take on
the role of incident commander.

SCOUTING AND APPRAISAL
The leader on site needs to scout the fire - usually
walking around the fire once (if small) or getting
to a vantage point (if large) to observe the fire’s
behavior, trajectory, and any threats to assets
(houses, livestock, etc.) or hazards to the fire
brigades. This step is important to determine the
appropriate fire suppression strategy (see Module
8), to set priorities and containment objectives, and
to issue a briefing to all other fire brigades.

● Estimated containment and control times
● Cause (known, suspected, under investigation)

The incident commander needs to size-up (evaluate)
the fire to effectively direct personnel, communicate
any hazards, set objectives, and understand current
and expected fire behavior and conditions. An
evaluation considers all the basic information and
factors of the fire, including:
● Fire location
● Terrain (slope, aspect, elevation) and position of
fire on the slope
● Size of fire
● Fuel type, anticipated control problems, and
spread potential
● Values threatened (crops, houses, livestock, etc.)
● Weather conditions (e.g. wind speed and
direction)
● Fire behavior (smoldering, running, crowning,
etc.)
● Resources on the fire and additional ones needed

● Can you control the fire with the resources
available and under the expected conditions?
Do you know what additional resources are
available?

After evaluation, the incident commander should
address the following checklist:
● Have you relayed the information to those who
need it?
● Is the observed fire weather consistent with the
forecast (if available)?

● What is your plan for resolving the issue?
● Can you see all of the fire area, or are lookouts
in place?
● Can you communicate with everyone working on
the fire?
● Are escape routes and safety zones established?
● Are the Standard Orders being followed and are
risks being considered and mitigated?
● Will you control the fire before dark?
● Does the fire’s size or complexity exceed the
capability to manage it?
● Have the landowners been notified? 15

14
Adapted from Heikkilä, T. V., Grönqvist, R., & Jurvélius, M., 2010. Wildland fire management: Handbook for trainers. Rome: FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Division of Forestry) pgs. 207-210.

Adapted from National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2010. Incident Response Pocket Guide. Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire Center. pg 1, and National Wildfire Coordinating
Group (U.S.), 2014. Wildland Fire Incident Management Field Guide. Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire Center. pg 34.
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3

DECISION
The commander will then decide about the course
of action. The most important determination is
not how the fire will be suppressed, but IF a) the
fire needs to be extinguished or b) there are enough
manpower and appropriate resources to be able to

4

BRIEFING
A briefing is an informal meeting
with all personnel who will execute
a plan. Briefings are usually at the
fire site and cover all the necessary
information to execute the fire
plan. Briefings help keep the whole
brigade focused on the overall goal,
including:
• Task: what is to be accomplished,
• Purpose: why the task is needed
• Goal: the aim of the task
Briefings can also provide an
overview of the situation, describe
the mission and execution of
the plan, provide information
about how to communicate
with each other, discuss other
brigades that will be working
on the fire, any other issues that
could arise, and team members’
questions and concerns (Box 6.2).
Briefings should always include an
explicit conversation about risk
management and safety concerns,
and include LCES (Module 5).

5

safely fight the fire. Point protection
(targeted protection of key assets without
attempting to extinguish the fire) may also be an
option (see Modules 2 and 8).

Box 6.2: Sample briefing checklist. The checklist should be adapted to local conditions .16
SITUATION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire location, map orientation, other incidents in area
Terrain influences
Fuel type and conditions
Fire weather (previous, current, and expected)
Fire behavior (previous, current, and expected)
Time of day, alignment of slope and wind, etc.

MISSION/
EXECUTION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Incident commander/immediate supervisor
Intent
Specific tactical assignments
Contingency plans
Plans for medical emergencies
Personnel, equipment, transport options, contingency plans

COMMUNICATIONS

• Communication plan
• Radio frequencies, mobile phone numbers, etc.

SERVICE/SUPPORT

• Other resources
• Logistics: transportation, support, equipment, supplies

RISK
MANAGEMENT

•
•
•
•

QUESTIONS

• Teams’ questions and concerns

COMMANDS TO TEAMS
Commands must be concise and clear. It is
important to ensure that instructions have been
understood. Invite questions and clarifications.
Instructions must address:
● Who should carry out the command
● What the roles and responsibilities are
● Where it should be conducted (which part of the
fire, etc.)
● How to complete the command, including
strategies, tactics, precautions, etc.

16

6

Identify known hazards and risks
Identify control measures to mitigate hazards and reduce risks
LCES
Trigger points for reevaluating operations

RESERVE CREWS
Most successful wildfire suppression actions
take place during the fire’s initial development
of 24-36 hours. This phase is called the initial
attack. If the fire continues longer than 36 hours,
additional personnel will be needed, and the fire
enters into extended attack phase. It is crucial to
plan ahead for when a fire exceeds its initial phase
and crew need to be relieved. Generally, if a fire
is not expected to be contained with the available
resources over a reasonable amount of time, it is illadvised to begin suppression. If reinforcements are
available, the transition of new responders must be
well-coordinated with those leaving the fire.

National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2010. Incident Response Pocket Guide. Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire Center. pg. 121.
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7

AFTER ACTION REVIEWS
The after-action review (AAR) is a useful tool to
learn and improve. The aim is group discussion to
identify strengths, weaknesses, and improvement
opportunities. After a review, leaders and team
members can improve their strategies and tactics.
AARs are important tools in risk management
processes and for highlighting and promoting safety
measures. They are instrumental for developing
strategies to mitigate mistakes in the future, and
they assist in establishing a common perception of
the day’s events.

Topics for the AAR include:
1. What was the plan?
2. What actually happened?
3. Why did it happen?
4. What can we do (better) next time?
An AAR is a respectful process that provides
a mechanism to resolve conflict between team
members. All participants should respond and
be engaged in an open and honest discussion.
Constructive feedback should not blame others or
be self-critical. All AARs should end positively.

6.4 Incident Command System (ICS)
The Incident Command System (ICS) is a tool
for responding to emergency situations. The
efficiency and success of this system is supported
by its adaptable nature, clear chain of command,
limits on span of control, and clear and direct
lines of communication. Using ICS, an incident
commander can grow the organization to meet
the needs of the incident while maintaining span
of control.

1

There is no optimal way to organize an incident
response. The organization adapts to meet the
needs of the incident; the Incident Commander
will determine what organization should be
established. The strength of the ICS is its flexibility
and adaptability.

CHAIN OF COMMAND
Within the ICS, the chain of command is the line
of authority through which decisions are made,
recommendations offered, and work assignments
are given. A minimum chain of command is an
Incident Commander and the brigade. As an
incident becomes larger and more complex, the
incident command structure can be adapted to
include more managers and personnel (Figure 6.1).
The ICS is divided into five areas:
1. Incident commander: Bears ultimate decisionmaking responsibility. The incident
commander sets objectives and priorities,
and may delegate tasks to others. On
larger incidents, the commander delegates
the actual management of the incident to
leaders of the following four additional
functional sections.
2. Operations: Develops and implements the
strategy and tactics, and directs all resources

on the incident. Larger and more complex
fires may be divided into geographic
divisions to support operational strategies
and timing.
3. Planning: Develops the practical steps to
accomplish the objectives, issues commands,
and leads briefings. Responsible for maps,
documentation, and monitoring the fire and
its effects.
4. Logistics: Provides all needed support
and services for incident personnel and
management. Important tasks may include
maintaining communications, supplies,
medicine, food, and water.
5. Finance: Processes any necessary payments,
purchases supplies, and deals with other
costs or estimates associated with the fire.
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Figure 6.1: An example of an Incident Command System for a low- to moderate-complexity fire showing primary roles and general assignments and
responsibilities.
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2

SPAN OF CONTROL
The number of direct reports a leader is managing
is called his or her span of control. To manage an
incident safely, each supervisor should only manage
4-5 other people. A small, less complex fire may
only require the incident commander and 2-5 fire

3

brigades. Larger fires will require more fire brigades
and more leaders, and the incident command system
will expand to support this while maintaining an
appropriate span of control.

INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
The Incident Action Plan (IAP) directs efforts towards
objectives. Incident action plans are usually only
formally developed on larger incidents which require
a multi-day effort. For incidents that are smaller or of
shorter duration, a verbal briefing can be substituted
for a formal incident action plan. Incident action
plans are prepared in advance for a designated
timeframe, and list tactical operational objectives to
be achieved during the period.
Elements of an incident action plan include:
● The objective
● Resources available

4

● Assignments
● Supporting elements, such as maps, weather
forecasts, transportation plans, medical evacuation
plans, etc.
Successfully implementing a plan requires all
supervisory personnel to know and understand it so
they can direct everyone towards common objectives.
Briefing all supervisory personnel at the beginning
of the operational period is an efficient way to
communicate the plan. If possible, written copies are
helpful.

FACILITIES
For incidents of longer duration, it may be necessary to consider the following questions:
Where will fire brigades sleep? Where and how will food be prepared? Will there be
designated areas for washing or sanitation? Facilities are part of the ICS Logistics.

6.5 Summary
Effective organization,
leadership, and supervision are
necessary for a safe, efficient,
and effective fire response.
Evaluating the situation, creating
a clear strategy and objectives,
and using an operational
framework to establish span of
control, chain of command,
division of labor, and
communication structure are key.
Afterward, it is equally important
to evaluate the process and
outcomes, to learn from successes
and challenges, and to improve
future responses.

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. Describe the five branches of the incident command system.
2. Why is it important to establish a span of control?
3. What are the important questions to discuss during the afteraction review?
4. What should a briefing include?

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• After-action review (AAR)

• Incident Command System (ICS)

• Briefing

• Initial attack

• Chain of command

• Point protection

• Extended attack

• Size-up

• Incident Action Plan (IAP)

• Span of control
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Use of
tools and
equipment

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand appropriate use of
personal protective equipment while
handling common fireline tools

■ Always use your tools and
equipment for their intended
purposes only.

• Learn about different tool types and
when to use each

■ Keep tools ready to use and in a
secure, centrally-located storage
location.

• Know how to check a tool’s
condition, properly maintain it, and
identify those needing replacement
• Demonstrate safe tool handling and
etiquette
• Learn about different firing devices’
use and safety

■ Include time during and after fire
control activities to repair and
maintain tools for fireline use.
■ Tools can be dangerous if used
improperly or without appropriate
situational awareness.

7.1 Introduction
Tools help facilitate safe and effective
fire management. In order for tools to
serve this purpose, they should be used
as intended, kept in excellent condition,
used with situational awareness, and be
employed only by trained personnel.
Tools can be generally grouped into
firing tools and fire suppression tools.
Suppression tools include tools for cutting,
scraping, and smothering, while firing
tools are used to start managed fires and
for fire suppression operations. Due to
the practical content of this module, it is
best taught outdoors where trainees can
actively handle, practice, or work with
tools as they are intended to be used.
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7.2 Fire suppression tools

Figure 7.1: Scraping tools for fire operations, fire swatters and beaters, and cutting tools like the axe and machete. Photo credit: Terry Severson.

When constructing firelines, the order in which
tools are distributed to crew members, or tool
order, is important. The tool order is loosely
determined by the fuel type in which the fire is
burning and by the chosen tactics and strategy.

1

A combination of these tools is usually most
effective for fireline construction based on the soil
and vegetation type and level of fire activity (Figure
7.1). See Module 8 on fireline construction for
more details.

CUTTING TOOLS
Cutting tools are used in fireline
construction and mop-up
(containing and subduing a fire
so that it can no longer continue
to burn or spread beyond
control lines or objectives) to
cut small brush and trees. They
are often used before scraping
tools for clearing away bigger
vegetation and roots. Examples of cutting tools
include pulaskis, axes, and machetes, sometimes
also called pangas or slashers (Figure 7.2).

Axes are used to cut small stems, branches, and
small tree trunks.

Pulaskis have an axe on one side and a grubbing

blade on the other. The grubbing blade can be
used for multiple tasks, including digging, scraping,
trenching, or removal of ground cover.

Machetes can be used to advance the fireline by
clearing brush, tall grasses, or small branches. They
are best used at the beginning of the tool order.
The “line locator” or lead member of the brigade
may use a machete to mark the best path for the
fireline to follow.

Figure 7.2: Cutting tools: axe (left), machete (center), and pulaski (right).

Experience is necessary to use cutting tools safely
and effectively. The fluid situation of a fireline
response can increase the hazards. Therefore, prior
practice with these tools is highly recommended.
Machetes are particularly dangerous because they
are lighter and easier to swing erratically. Pulaskis
and axes should be gripped securely at the base of
their handle with two hands, feet should be shoulder
width apart, one foot positioned slightly ahead of the
other for increased balance. Maintain safe swinging
distance between the tool operator and nearby team
members. Safety is everyone’s responsibility, but the
tool operator should stop and clear the area if other
fire team members move too close.
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SCRAPING TOOLS
Scraping tools are the most widely used tools for
fireline construction and mop-up (cleaning). They
are primarily used to break the fire triangle by
removing fuel. Common scraping tools include
shovels, council rakes, Mcleods, hoes, and fire
rakes. Some scraping tools can also be used for
smothering by throwing dirt onto flaming or
smoldering material, especially in the mop-up
phase.
Scraping tools vary in size, weight, function, and
durability. In general, they should be gripped by
the handle with both hands, feet should be shoulder
width apart, one positioned slightly ahead of the
other for increased balance. Posture may vary
depending on the tool handle length and type of
use (Figure 7.3). Maintain a safe distance between
tool operator and nearby team if swinging is
necessary. Operators should seek a grip, posture,
and rhythm that is maintainable for long durations
of work. Proportionately dividing up the work
between team members with scraping tools
prevents fatigue. With tools that have a heavier
head, it is important to conserve energy by allowing
the weight of the tool to do the cutting and
scraping, while guiding its direction and conserving
energy for necessary pulling and lifting motions.
The importance of finding a comfortable rhythm
for yourself and in tandem with the rest of the
team cannot be overstated.

Figure 7.3: Volunteers cutting wooden tool handles.

Shovels can be used for digging, scraping,
smothering, cutting light fuels, and aiming water
into stump holes or other hard-to-reach hot spots.
Rakes have a handle, shank, and tines. They can be
used to pull unburned fuel away from fire, scrape
light or loose fuels (e.g., leaves), or move mediumweight fuels. Rakes are effective in a specific set
of areas or situations, such as when there is leaf
litter spread over packed mineral soil. Most often,
they are used by the last person in the tool order to
clean away remaining leaves or needles from the
fireline. Rakes can also be used as ignition devices
by gathering leaves in the tines, lighting the leaves,
and dragging them along the ground.

McLeods have a long handle, with a rake on one side

and a hoe on the other. They can be used to pull
unburned fuel away from fire; cut and scrape light,
loose fuels; rake burning fuels away from main fire;
and cut a fireline using the hoe. A hard strike with
a Mcleod can cut through grass, duff, and hard soil,
but its longer, thinner handle makes it more likely
to break if improperly used.

Council rakes are heavy, serrated, broad rakes that
can be used as either a rake or cutting tool.

Hoes are a common tool that can be used for
digging, scraping, smothering, or cutting light fuels.
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SMOTHERING TOOLS
Smothering tools are used to break the fire triangle
by suppressing the flow of oxygen to fuel the
flames.

Fire swatters (or beaters) are used to beat or cover

flames to suffocate them (Figure 7.5). Heavy green
branches can be used as a substitute if a swatter is
not available (Figure 7.4).

A backpack pump consists of a bladder or tank with
shoulder straps. It has a screw-top for filling with
water and a flexible hose with a hand pump and
adjustable nozzle attached to the bottom. It is best
used to cool flames and hot spots. It is especially
effective during mop-up in conjunction with hand
tools. Backpack pumps usually have a twenty-liter
capacity, and if used strategically, can be used for
an extended period of time.
Fire beaters are used by lightly patting or dragging
directly on the fire edge. Swinging and slapping
the ground will scatter embers. Keep the tool in
motion to prevent its ignition or melting. Backpack
pumps should be filled only with water. If desired, a
small amount of soap (less than a teaspoon) can be
added to create a soapy film that makes water stick
more effectively to fuels. A backpack pump filled

Figure 7.4: Branch fronds found locally can be used as swatters
when other materials are not available.

with water can weigh 20 kilograms; therefore, it will
reduce mobility and speed. Avoid letting the hose
drag. During mop-up, always use water together
with other tools to make it last longer and increase
its efficacy.

Figure 7.5: Smothering tools used in fire suppression: fire swatters (left); and backpack pump (right).
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7.3 Firing devices

Figure 7.6: Firing devices:
matches and lighter (left),
makeshift torch (center left),
fusee (center right), drip
torch (right).

It is important that fire brigades have some
means of burning fuels, establishing a black line,
and setting fires when needed during fire control
activities.
A firing device is part of the personal safety
equipment carried by each member of the brigade.
Any device that can consistently ignite natural fuels
may be used as a firing device (Figure 7.6).

1

FUSEE
A fusee can burn for 15 to 30 minutes. It can be
taped to a stick to distance the user from toxic
vapors, minimize bending when lighting ground
fuels, and provide a safer distance.

Fusee use: Remove the cap striker by the taped end
and scratch the striker against an ignition surface
by striking down and away from the body.
Fusee safety: Always use gloves and eye protection.
Keep the fusee pointed away from your body and

2

This may include:
● A metal-headed tool or stick with lit bundled
grass, needles, or leaves affixed to the end
● Matches or lighters
● Oil-soaked rags on a stick
● Corn cobs
● Fusees
● Drip torches

clothing, try not to look at the flame, and avoid
breathing its smoke and vapors. Keep the fusee on
the side of the fireline to be burned.

Warning: Phosphorous and the slag dripping from the fusee
can cause severe burns. When not in use, store in a very secure,
dry, cool location. To extinguish a fusee, tap the lit end against
a hard surface until the flame goes out. If not exhausted, an
extinguished fusee can be used again.

DRIP TORCH
A drip torch is a metal canister of approximately 4.5
liters filled with a mixture of gasoline and diesel
fuel. Gasoline helps carry the flame from the drip
torch to the ground, while the diesel provides a
longer, residual burn time and reduces the flash risk
of gasoline. The fuel flows through a spout to the
wick, which will burn continuously when lit. If the
drip torch has the proper fuel mixture and has been
properly maintained, fire should appear to drip
from it.

Drip torch preparation: Remove the spout from the fuel
tank and inspect the rubber gasket and condition

of the wick. Fill the canister with 3 parts diesel: 1
part gasoline. Then, move the small screw-on cap
from the inside end of the spout to storage position
and screw it in. Place the spout upright on the torch
with the loop facing away from handle and tighten
the cap. Open the air vent 3/4 of the way; drip a
small amount of the fuel mix on the ground; light
the fuel on the ground, then ignite the wick by
placing in the ground fire.

Drip torch use: Carry the torch upright until ready

for use; tilt torch downward to allow fuel to flow
past ignited wick when using. If fuel is mixed
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properly and the wick remains lit, each drop of
fuel should ignite. The ignition pattern—the
rate and frequency of ignition drops—depends
on the flammability of the fuel, the fire weather
conditions, the fire that results from your ignition
pattern, and your burn objectives. See Module 13.

Drip torch safety: Always wear gloves if available. Keep
the torch away from your body, clothing, and boots,
keep fuel flowing periodically so the wick does not
dry out, and extinguish the torch when not in use.
Do not insert the spout into the fuel canister until
it has cooled off. Do not open or fill the torch near

3

open flame, hot embers, sparks, or while smoking.
Change your clothing if fuel spills on it; if ignited
fuel spills on your pants, do not try to put out the
fire by swatting gloved hand onto pant leg. This
will cause the burning material to contact your leg
and may cause a serious burn. Instead, pat the fire
out between gloved hands (like clapping). When not
in use, disassemble and store the torch in a safe and
secure location.

Warning: Do not use unknown fuel mixes. Excessive gasoline
can cause the mixture to explode.

OTHER METHODS
Miscellaneous methods of firing can be cost-free
and effective. Methods may vary depending on
available fuels and materials. As with the other
methods described above, it is important to only
ignite the firing device over the ground that is to
be burned. Protective equipment (e.g., long sleeves
and gloves) should be worn if available. Be aware

of the burning characteristics of the device; it may
throw embers or fall to the ground at unintended
intervals, setting more fire than intended. If the
makeshift device is made of organic materials,
discard the used device safely by making sure it
is fully burned and does not accidentally ignite
anything.

7.4 Tool safety, use, and maintenance
Good practices help maintain tools in good
condition (Box 7.1). In addition, tools should be
regularly inspected and maintained:

Tool Handle: If rough or splintered, sand and/or

Tool Head: Check for cracks, damaged cutting edges,

Sharpening: When sharpening dulled tools, observe
how a correctly sharpened tool looks if possible.
Otherwise, taper a cutting edge 50 mm wide, with
an even bevel; on a grubbing edge, bevel the edge
10 mm wide at 45 degrees.

rust, missing parts, and missing safety guards. For
fire swatters, inspect the flap for torn rivet holes,
worn edges, and cracks in the rubber webbing. For
backpack pumps, check the water level; check the
discharge nozzle for blockage; disconnect the hose
from the tank and pump, and check for blockage; if
available, use powdered graphite to lubricate. Only
fill with water free of debris.

apply wood oil. If broken, misaligned, or wobbly,
repair or replace.

Mark damaged tools so they will not be used, then
repair or replace them.

Box 7.1: Tips for safe tool use and maintenance.

• When in transit, always secure tools in a part of the vehicle where
they cannot bounce and hurt passengers or become dulled.

• When taking a full swing, shout “swinging” and ensure you will not
endanger anyone

• When walking or working, keep 3 meters spacing between crew
members

• When carrying tools, hold them at best balance point.

• Use extreme care when working in brush, near snags, and under a
canopy

• Carry tools with the blade away from your body.
• If you are walking on a slope, carry them on the downhill side of
you.

MODULE 7: USE OF TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

• When lining out (standing or walking uniformly in a line), keep a
safe distance between yourself and others.

• Observe safety when sharpening tools (e.g., secure the tool, use a
sharp file, a file handle, and a guard, and wear gloves)

• A sharp tool is a safe tool: dull tools will slide or bounce off
their target, potentially hitting someone; they increase the effort
required to complete the job

• Do not wrap your fingers around the file or run your finger along
the blade’s edge

• Wear gloves and a long-sleeved shirt; whenever possible use eye
protection and wear a helmet, especially when working under a
tree canopy

• When not in use, cache tools in a visible location away from the fire
and work area. Cutting edges should be near the ground.
• Do not store tools in a tree or stump.

7.5 Summary
Tools are essential to a fire brigade’s success.
Personal protective equipment, proper tool handling,
and appropriate use are essential during work.
It is equally important to be able to check a tool’s
condition, properly maintain it, and identify tools
that should be replaced. When using alternative tools,
always consider whether they will function safely.

1. What are the four tool types discussed in
this module? Give examples and list their
uses.
2. Explain the uses of cutting, scraping, and
smothering tools on the fireline.
3. Describe why it is important that tools
are kept sharp and only used for their
intended purpose.

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Axe

• Lining out

• Backpack pump

• Machete

• Council rake

• Mcleod

• Drip torch

• Mop-up

• Fire beater/swatter

• Pulaski

• Fusee

• Shovel

• Hoe

KNOWLEDGE TEST

4. Describe the necessary safety precautions
when preparing and using a drip torch.
5. What is the proper distance to maintain
between team members when working
with tools?
6. List three other safety precautions to
observe when carrying or working with
tools.
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Wildfire suppression
techniques, fireline
construction, and
patrol

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Learn how to choose the location of the fireline

■ Reducing the spread and size of fires
is accomplished by breaking the fire
triangle.

• Learn the three main suppression strategies
• Learn how to determine the width of the fireline
• Learn direct and indirect fireline building methods, crew techniques, and
communication methods
• Learn how to monitor for spot fires and other considerations of fire patrol
• Understand the importance of teamwork, communication, and efficiency

■ There are three basic techniques to
suppress or control wildfires: direct
attack, parallel or flanking attack, and
indirect attack.
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8.1 Introduction
Internationally recognized best practices provide the operational foundation
for suppressing fire. This material is best learned and practiced outdoors
along with Module 7. Again, an understanding of common team
terminology is crucial for effective communication while working (Box 8.1).
Box 8.1: Stages of managing a fire.

1. Out of control: perimeter spread is not being contained because the fire is not responding or only responding on a limited basis to suppression
action
2. Being held (contained): with currently committed resources, sufficient suppression action has been taken that the fire is unlikely to spread
beyond existent or predetermined boundaries under prevailing and forecasted conditions
3. Being observed (or monitored): currently not receiving suppression action, due to resource management objectives and priorities
4. Under control (or controlled): having received sufficient suppression action to ensure no further spread of the fire
5. Being patrolled (or patrol status): in a state of mop-up, with fire brigades patrolling and monitoring potential fire spread
6. Out: having been extinguished

8.2 Fire control line considerations
The objective of a control line is to halt the forward
progression or development of a fire, whether it is
planned or unplanned. Establishing such a barrier
can be done by using existing natural or manmade
barriers, alone or in combination. A control line is a
comprehensive term referring to all the constructed
or naturally existing barriers used to control a fire.
On the other hand, a fireline refers to any cleared
strips or portion of a control line from which
flammable material has been removed by scraping
or digging down to mineral soil. Any fire control
line must begin at an anchor point (an existing or
created area of low or no fuel) for example a road,
stream, or already burnt ground. Making use of
existing barriers will reduce the overall human
effort needed to construct a fireline by hand or
machinery.
The attack strategy and control and fireline
specifications need to account for the fire’s rate
of spread and intensity; the assets at risk; the

size, location, and type of available resources;
the current and expected conditions of the fire
weather; fuel characteristics; and topographic
features (Box 8.2). The control line needs to be
effective under current conditions and defensible in
the event of changes in fire behavior or fire weather
conditions.
Box 8.2: Additional fire control line key concepts and terms.

• Frontal attack: Attempting to directly control the fire at
its head, where fire activity is the most intense.
• Burning out: Intentionally burning unburned fuels
between the control line and the main fire.
• Backfire: A fire set along the inner edge of a fireline to
consume the fuel in the path of a wildfire or change the
direction of the fire’s convection column.
• Fuel break: A natural or manmade change in fuel
characteristics to control fire spread.
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8.3 Fire attack and suppression strategies
Once fire weather, behavior, and local conditions
have been taken into consideration, fire
managers must determine whether an offensive,
defensive, or combination strategy is best.
An offensive approach means safely and effectively
suppressing the fire, while a defensive approach
often includes point protection (defending only
high-priority assets, rather than trying to extinguish

1

the fire), and is often taken when resources are
too limited or conditions too risky to take an
offensive approach. There are three basic offensive
strategies: direct, flanking/parallel, and indirect.
Often, it is most effective to use a combination of
strategies under changing fire weather conditions,
as fire behavior allows, or to take advantage of
topographic features.

DIRECT ATTACK
Direct attacks (Figure 8.1) are
characterized by working close
to or at the flaming edge of the
fire to wet, smother, or separate
it from unburned fuels. This
strategy is used on low-intensity
wildfires that can be easily and
safely reached by fire brigades.

Approach:
Begin fireline construction at
an anchor point. It is safest
to begin near the rear of the
fire and move along its edge
towards the head. Throw
all unburned material to the
outside of the fire perimeter.

When to use:
Attempting a frontal attack is
dangerous unless fire behavior
is very minimal (flames less
than 1 meter tall) and fire brigades can safely work
the fire edge directly. A frontal attack on fires more
intense than this is both unsafe and ineffective.

Advantages:
• Limits potential for fire to gain momentum or
size
• Eliminates need for more complex fire
suppressions strategies
• If necessary, fire brigades can escape into burned
area
• Safest place to work

Figure 8.1: Direct attack.

Disadvantages:
• Fire brigades work more directly in heat and
smoke
• Fireline is potentially irregular and longer
from following the fire edge
• Does not take advantage of existing fire
barriers
• Working directly on the fire’s edge can impair
visibility and awareness of fire behavior, spot
fires, or other hazards
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FLANKING/PARALLEL ATTACK
The flanking/parallel attack
strategy (Figure 8.2) is
characterized by constructing
a fireline approximately
parallel to the fire’s edge,
but distant enough to enable
workers and equipment to
function effectively.
Parallel attacks employ
natural or manmade barriers
as part of the control line.
It also easily incorporates
unburned bays or pockets into
the control line by burning
out small areas. The distance
of the parallel control line
from the fire edge will depend
on fire behavior, current and
expected weather conditions,
terrain, and the type of fuel
between the edge and the
proposed control line.

Figure 8.2: Flanking/parallel attack.

Directions:

Disadvantages:

Begin fireline construction at an anchor point. It is
safest to begin line construction near the rear of the
fire, moving along the edge towards its head. Work
as close to the fire’s edge as is safe and effective,
while making slight deviations to utilize natural or
manmade barriers. Straighten the fireline across
unburned pockets by burning them out as the
control line progresses. Carefully monitor the main
fire for any changes in direction or intensity.

• Fire brigades exposed to more heat and smoke
• Heightened complexity of fire containment
because of mixed strategies
• May require more personnel
• Unburned fuel may remain between the main
fire and fire brigades
• Parallel control lines are more vulnerable when
not burned out because the fire has more space
to escape or respond to weather, fuel, and
topography

When to use:
When the fire is too intense for fire brigades to work
close to the flames; when there are many fingers
and it is more efficient to cut them off and burn out
then it would be to construct fireline directly along
the fire’s edge.

Advantages:
• By straightening the fireline, the time or work
needed to complete it is reduced
• Dynamic attack strategy allows fire brigades to
adjust the directness of attack based on changing
conditions
• If necessary, fire brigades can escape into burned
areas

Considerations and safety:
● Do not burn out without obtaining approval
from commander or leader on-site
● Fire brigades conducting burn out operations
should be experienced
● Coordinate firing operations with fire brigades
and teams nearby
● Favorable conditions, particularly appropriate
wind direction, must be observed
● Ensure there are sufficient personnel to hold the
line (prevent the fireline from being crossed or
compromised)
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INDIRECT ATTACK
Indirect attack (Figure 8.3) is
characterized by constructing
the fire control line a
considerable distance away
from the fire’s active edge
along natural or manmade
firebreaks. The distance of
the control line from the
fire edge will depend on
fire behavior, current and
expected weather conditions,
terrain, and the type of fuel
between the fire edge and the
proposed control line. When
using an indirect attack, fire
managers must estimate
how much time is necessary
to construct the fire break,
considering topography, fuels,
and expected fire behavior.
This method requires that
the fuel between the indirect
fireline and the active fire
edge is burned out. Defensive
strategies also include
observing but not suppressing a fire that may not
pose a threat to people, property, or resources;
burning out around structures or assets to create
defensible space; or burning out a safe zone as an
emergency measure to avoid becoming trapped by
a larger fire.

Directions:
Establish control lines a considerable distance
away from the main fire. Anchor the fireline to
the cold black (extinguished fire edge) and use
barriers to avoid being flanked by the fire. Carefully
monitor the main fire for any changes in direction
or intensity. Unless the barrier or fireline is very
wide or defensible, a backfire should be set to meet
with the main fire, starving it before it reaches the
control line (Module 13). Beware of increased fire
behavior when the two fires meet. Safety zones
are extremely important when using the indirect
method in case fire activity increases and fire
brigades have no place to escape (see safety in
Modules 2 and 5).

When to use:
When the fire is intense or spreading very
rapidly; when there are natural barriers or other
opportunities to establish a control line and back
burn before the main fire arrives; when there are
insufficient personnel to use a different method.

Figure 8.3: Indirect attack.

Advantages:
• Reduces the heat and smoke dangers and other
hazards of working directly on or near the fire’s
edge
• Gives fire brigades more time to fortify
containment lines, evaluate strategies, and
respond to changes in fire behavior
• Takes advantage of changes in fuel types,
eliminates irregularity of control lines, and
reduces the danger of spot fires
• Takes advantage of natural and existing barriers
to fire spread
• Control line can be placed in favorable
topography

Disadvantages:
• Indirect attack increases the overall size of the
fire
• Higher level of experience or expertise required
• Suppression effort may take longer
• Heightened complexity of fire management due
to methods employed
• Increased risk of being flanked by the fire
• Fire may change direction
• Unburned fuel may remain between main fire
and fire brigades
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WHICH STRATEGY TO USE?
Picking a strategy depends on the desired objectives, the fire
environment, and fire characteristics and behavior. Table 8.1
uses flame height as an anchor to summarize possible fire
characteristics and recommend actions or strategies.

FLAME LENGTH
(METERS)

FIRE CHARACTERISTICS

RECOMMENDED STRATEGY

Smoldering or very low-intensity surface or ground fire;
fire may self-extinguish

Direct attack or monitoring with no action

Low-intensity surface or ground fire

Direct attack with hand tools should be safe and
manageable

Moderate fire intensity; fire is too intense for fire brigades
to work close to the flames

Flanking/parallel attack is likely most suitable; water
or equipment may be desired

2.5 – 3.5m

High fire intensity; fire is too intense for fire brigades to
work close to the flames

Flanking/parallel attack advised if pumped water or
other advanced equipment is available; otherwise, indirect
attack recommended

3.5 – 8m

Very high fire intensity; fire brigades need to work from a
considerable distance

Flanking/parallel or indirect attack; backfiring
and burnout tactics needed; advanced fire suppression
equipment desired

8m+

Extreme fire intensity and behavior; fire brigades cannot
safely engage

Indirect attack if feasible; defensive firing around
assets; retreat to safety and evacuate the area; no action
at all

0 – 0.5m
0.5 – 1.5m
1.5 – 2.5m
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8.4 Fireline location guidelines
First determine the attack strategy and then
choose the path of least resistance when locating
the fire control line. Any fire control line must be
initiated at an anchor point (Table 8.2).
Possible anchor points include:
● Cold black (extinguished) fire edge and burned
area
● Natural breaks in the fuel, such as tilled farm
fields, rivers, rocks, wet areas, etc.
● Constructed barriers like roads, foot paths, game
trails, heavily grazed areas, etc.
Designate the location of the fireline by marking
vegetation with cuts, flagging with brightly colored
ribbon, or verbally describing to the fire brigades.
Since fireline efficacy is based on both location and
construction, its specifications should be decided

by the lead member of the brigade, crew leader, or
the team member with the most experience. This
person also should:
1. Continually evaluate the situation (e.g., rate
of fire’s spread and intensity, weather)
2. Maintain an adequate distance between the
line and the edge of the fire
3. Locate paths that save time and energy by
anticipating what is ahead
4. Direct the fireline to be constructed with
appropriate width and specifications
5. Evaluate and mitigate threats to the fireline
6. Be continually mindful of personnel safety;
know personnel’s abilities and limitations

Table 8.2: Fireline location strategy and corresponding rationale .17

17

ACTION

PURPOSE AND BENEFIT

Scout ahead and anticipate

Anticipate the fuel and topographic features ahead of the fireline in advance of the team’s location.
This will help save effort and energy by designing the fireline course to be safe, effective, and
efficient.

Path of least resistance

The path of least resistance saves time and energy by taking advantage of areas with shallow
organic layers, minimal vegetation, or other features conducive to fireline construction.

Use existing barriers

Making use of existing natural and manmade barriers can be very effective and saves time and
energy.

Avoid heavy fuels, snags

Try to avoid heavy or challenging fuels; keep a reasonable distance from snags inside the control
perimeter; where feasible, keep very heavy fuels, snags, etc., outside the control line.

Avoid steep and dangerous terrain

Steep and dangerous terrain requires more time and caution to navigate and more effort to construct
trenches.

Keep the line straight, avoid sharp turns

Firelines should be constructed across the bays and fingers of the fire’s irregular growth pattern to
shorten the overall length of the fireline. Unburned fuel between the fireline and the fire should be
burned out.

Adapted from Global Fire Monitoring Center, 2013. Euro Fire Competency Standards and Training Materials. Kessel Publishing House, Remagen-Oberwinter.
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8.5 Fireline construction guidelines

Figure 8.4: Fireline cut and
scrape dimensions depend
on the vegetation type and
length.

Fireline width can range from 0.5 to 4 meters; a
general rule is fireline width should be about 2.5
times the expected flame height. The primary
factor for determining the specifications for
fireline construction will be the fuel type and
arrangement.
Tall grass and brush require a much wider cleared
area and fireline to prevent fire from jumping over
it, whereas a ground fire among trees with a clean
understory may not require a very wide control
line. Considerations for determining the location
and width of the fireline correspond to the fire
behavior triangle (see Module 3) and include:
● The predominant fuel type (grass, brush, forest,
slash, etc.)
● Fuel moisture and the susceptibility of unburned
fuel to spot fires
● The vertical and horizontal continuity and
arrangement of fuel
● Whether winds are expected to increase or
change direction
● Slope
● Temperature, and whether the fire is burning in
direct sun or a shaded area, the time of day, and
when temperature will peak
● Location relative to fire; since a fire burns with
the most intensity at its head, wider firelines are
required there
● Availability of water; the fireline can be reduced
when there is the possibility of cooling

Fireline width has two components: the cut and
the scrape.

Cut refers to the width of the vegetation that is
removed, including tall grasses, bushes, small
trees, low-hanging branches, and other large
living or dead organic material. A general rule for
calculating the width of the cut is to estimate the
width at 1.5 times the height of the predominant
vegetation (Figure 8.4). The objective of the cut
is to bring the fire down to the ground, where its
spread is halted by the scrape.
Scrape refers to the part of the fireline that is
cleared and cleaned down to mineral soil after
the cut has been established. The width of the
scrape is generally 0.5-1 meter wide in shorter fuels
with lower intensity, and 1-1.5 meters wide with
moderate fuel loading and fire intensity.
Logs, branches, and other organic material should
be removed from the fireline and dispersed as far
away as is reasonable. Trees adjacent to the control
line that may catch fire should be felled (if possible)
or limbed in case embers cross the line. Use dirt to
cover exposed stumps and logs along the fireline.
A fireline on a slope beneath a fire is called an
under-slung line. It requires additional steps to
ensure rolling, burning debris does not cross the
fireline (Figure 8.5) and to maintain safety. To
prevent rolling debris from crossing the fireline, a
trench should be constructed, and logs should be
turned parallel to the slope. A lookout should be
posted to warn fire brigades of hazards, and after
construction, the line should be vigilantly patrolled
to check for downhill spot fires.
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Once the necessary widths are
established, the team:
1. Marks its path
2. Cuts the surface fuels to groundlevel if safe to do so
3. Moves the freshly cut vegetation
to the exterior side of the fireline
(away from the fire)
4. Scrapes away surface fuels like
leaves and needles to expose the
duff layer
5. Cuts into and scrapes away the
duff layer and digs the fireline to
mineral soil that the fire cannot
burn
6. Patrols, secures, and conducts
quality control of the fireline

Figure 8.5: Constructing an underslung line.

8.6 Organizing team members to fireline construction
Constructing a fireline is exhausting and
dangerous work. The importance of team
cohesion, trust, and collaboration cannot be
underestimated. Communication is paramount.
See Module 5 for more on communication and
safety.
The crew should organize themselves and their
tool order such that cutting tools first clear away
any larger vegetation and make a path for scraping
tools. The use of smothering tools (Module 7) will
be determined by the attack strategy. For example,
in a grass fire, long-handled fire swatters may
be deployed up front to knock down the flames
(and heat) so that the cutters or scrapers have an
easier time constructing firelines. Smothering tools
may also be deployed after scrapers to extinguish
smoldering items. Similarly, depending on the fuel
type and fire behavior, backpack pumps may be
either useful at the front of the crew to help knock

down the flames, or at the back of the team to mop
up and secure the fireline. Efficient use of water is
the guiding principle, considering its limited supply,
availability, and the necessary time to retrieve more.
There are three basic approaches for organizing
people to work as a team to construct a fireline.
The most common method is called progressive line
construction (Figure 8.6), in which the entire line of
fire brigades advances together, without changing
their relative positions. In alternative advance or
leapfrogging (Figure 8.7), individuals or teams
construct a portion of the fireline, and when they
complete their section, they move a predetermined
distance past the next person or team and begin
anew. If resources dictate and fire intensity allows
it, individual assignments (Figure 8.8) can be given
to each person on a section of the fire perimeter to
establish a control line.
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PROGRESSIVE LINE CONSTRUCTION
In progressive line construction, fire brigades all
use techniques corresponding to the tools they
are assigned. While the last person in the tool
progression is responsible for ensuring that the
fireline is complete, everyone must divide up the
work evenly, or they cannot progress in unison. It
is helpful to think of it as an assembly line, where
each member of the brigade will take between
1 and 5 swings or scrapes before taking a step
down the line. The amount of effort and the space
cleared per person depends on the number of fire
brigades and the conditions of the ground.
The personnel are organized as follows:
1. Lead member of the brigade marks the
path, manages crew, and acts as lookout
2. Cutting tools for clearing fuel
3. Raking tools for finishing fireline down to
mineral soil

4. Burners to burn out green pockets left
behind
5. Holders to hold and protect the fireline after
burning
The number and distribution of cutting to raking
tools depends on the fuels; in light fuels more
raking may be necessary while in heavier fuels,
cutting tools may predominate. The progressive
method is the most rigid; since team members need
to stay close together, it requires strong supervision
and leadership to maintain a rapid advance.
However, in difficult terrain and dense vegetation,
it is the most efficient method. The efforts of one
individual should be proportional to the total effort
needed (e.g, on a 5-member team, each should
construct 1/5 of the line).

Figure 8.6: Progressive fireline construction.

2

ALTERNATIVE ADVANCE/LEAPFROGGING
In this approach, the commander assigns
individuals or teams to specific portions of the
fireline. Because tasks still require distinct tools,
teams are subdivided with the cutting tools in front.
When a person arrives at a completed portion of
line, he or she passes the rest of the fire brigade and
begins working on a new portion of the fireline.
This is most effective when done in two smaller
groups. The process is continually repeated.

This method is simple and easy to supervise
since each person has a distinct task. It can
create competitive incentive between teams and
increase feelings of accomplishment and efficiency.
Leapfrogging is effective in terrains with light fuels.
In heavy fuel situations, team members passing
others using heavy tools may interrupt the work.
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Figure 8.7: Leapfrogging line construction.

3

INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTS
This tactic is best used on
smaller fires with low fire
intensity. Personnel are
assigned at intervals around
the perimeter of the fire to
construct a portion of fireline
work simultaneously. It can be
difficult to supervise, depending
on fire size. Separation
of personnel may impact
communication as well as
personal motivation.
Figure 8.8: Individual assignments.

4

OTHER USEFUL METHODS
● Check/scratch line: A preliminary control line
established to check or slow the spread of a fire.
● Wet line: A temporary fire control line established
by treating the fuels with water to slow or stop
the spread of fire. Works best in light fuels and
may be dried quickly by wind or fire conditions.

● Hot spotting: When fire brigades go after the
remaining hot spots in a mostly burned out fire
to stop its spread and cool it.
● Cold trailing: Using sight, smell, and touch to
check for hot spots or remaining heat after
fireline is completed and the perimeter is
mopped up (see Module 9).
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8.7 Guidelines for patrolling a fire
The main objective of patrolling a fire is to ensure
that the fireline holds once it has been constructed
and that threats are mitigated to prevent the fire
from escaping or spotting across control lines.
Patrolling relies on the senses (sight, hearing, smell,
and touch) to detect spot fires or other threats. It
is an activity that happens toward the end of fire
suppression efforts, often during mop-up and control
phases, but it is also important at other stages of fire
suppression. For instance, patrols of the unburned
fuel (the green) near the fireline can check for spot
fires. Depending on the fuel, weather, or topography,
it may be necessary to patrol established fireline.
Since fire brigades may progress quite some distance,
large sections of fireline may be unmonitored or
unattended; it is thus important that someone walk
back down the fireline to ensure it is still holding the
fire.

Considerations and threats to the fireline which warrant
patrolling may include:
● Snags (dead trees) which may burn for a long time
and threaten to spread embers across the fireline
● Duff layer and hidden roots that may allow the fire
to smolder across or under the fireline
● Heavy fuel scenarios

● When there is a high risk of embers
● When fire behavior is extreme
● On steep slopes where material could roll across
the fireline
● Increasingly dangerous fire weather conditions,
especially wind
● At vulnerable points along the fireline such as
corners

Directions for patrolling:
● Before patrolling, understand the objectives, know
which area is to be covered, and make sure it is
systematically covered; ensure all safety measures
are in place.
● While patrolling, extinguish or control any hot
spots that are a threat; communicate if back-up
assistance is needed.
● Be aware of any special hazards present in the
mop-up and patrol phase (see Module 9).
● Patrol from the outside fireline perimeter inwards.
● Communicate with the team.
● After a fire has been contained or extinguished,
continue patrolling for at least 48 hours in dry
periods; make periodic visits over the following
days to ensure the fire does not reignite.

8.8 Summary
Successfully managing or suppressing a fire requires correctly
selecting the location of the fire line, the width of the fire line,
and the best approach for establishing it.
Once these factors are determined, coordinated teamwork is
essential to completing the work in an efficient and effective
manner. Patrolling the established fireline helps ensure the team’s
work remains effective until the fire is fully extinguished.

• Anchor point
• Backfire
• Burning out
• Check / scratch line
• Cold-trailing
• Control line
• Contained
• Cut

1. Define the three suppression
strategies and the appropriate
conditions for each.
2. What conditions allow a frontal
attack on the head of the fire?
3. How do you determine the best
location for a fireline?

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Alternative advance/
leapfrogging

KNOWLEDGE TEST

• Defensive approach

• Progressive line

• Direct attack

• Scrape

• Frontal attack

• Snag

• Fuel break

• The green

• Hot-spotting

• The black

• Indirect attack

• Under-slung line

• Offensive approach

• Wet line

• Flanking/parallel attack
• Point protection

4. How do you calculate the width
of the fireline?
5. What are special considerations
for constructing a fireline
downslope from a fire?
6. What are two kinds of
coordinated crew techniques used
for fireline construction?
7. List four conditions that warrant
patrol on an active fire.
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Mop-up and
control of
the fire

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Describe how sight, sound,
smell, and touch can aid in
detecting burning materials

■ A fire is controlled only
when the spread potential is
contained.

• Know the difference
between dry and wet
mop-up

■ Control includes applying
mop-up techniques even after
the actively burning fire has
been contained.

• Describe a systematic
method of mop-up
• Become aware of the
hazards during mop-up

■ Hazards continue even when
active fire spread has been
contained.

9.1 Introduction
The objective of mop-up is to limit the chance that
the fire could rekindle from burning debris inside
the fire perimeter and threaten to spread sparks or
flames outside the control line. Mop-up includes
activities like extinguishing or removing burning
material near control lines, removing dangerous
snags, and trenching logs to prevent rolling. Mopup phase is less dynamic than the suppression and
containment phase, which can lead to a higher
level of complacency among personnel. Continued
safety, alertness, and assessing risk versus gain are
key priorities when planning and participating in
mop-up activities.
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9.2 Mop-up
The mop-up process commences once a control
line has been established around the fire. It is
important to strengthen established control lines
to prevent the fire from crossing and rekindling.
This stage of fire containment is usually difficult.
Because mopping up is so time and energy
intensive, it is important to carefully assess the
situation to determine the extent to which mop-up
is safe, necessary, or effective. Weather, topography,
fuel type, and brigade condition should be factored
into the decision. For example, after a fire in a
grassy fuel-type that is under control by nightfall,
it may be wiser to patrol and monitor overnight,
allowing nighttime humidity to help further
extinguish the fire. Then, the situation can be
reevaluated in the morning to determine if further
mop-up action is needed.

BEFORE MOP-UP:
● Determine the level of mop-up required.
● Give light fuels time to burn out; take advantage
of higher humidity and lower temperatures
when possible.

● Determine which areas pose a threat to the
control line to set priorities and conserve energy.
● Be aware of current and expected weather.
● Be aware of any hazards in the area on both
sides of the fireline.

DURING MOP-UP:
● Work in pairs on designated areas.
● Use water and tools together to be more
effective.
● Always continue patrolling and monitoring the
area outside the fireline for any undetected spot
fires.
● Use your senses to detect remaining fire.
» Look for whiffs of smoke, heat waves, steam,
white ash, stump or root holes, and insects
» Touch with cold-trailing (see below)
» Smell smoke and gases
» Listen for the crackle or pop of burning
materials, or a hiss when spraying water on
something hot

● Reinforce fire control lines. Make sure the line is
clean, scraped down to mineral soil, and secure.
Extinguish burning material.

● On small fires, mop-up and secure the entire
burn area.

● Consider the time it will take to secure the
fireline and whether additional help is needed
for mop-up.

● On larger fires, focus mop-up activities within
a specified distance of the fire perimeter
(Figure 9.1).

9.3 Methods of mop-up
As in all fire control, mopping-up aims to remove
oxygen, fuel, and/or heat.
Wet mop-up uses water in combination with tools.
When water is available, a fine spray will conserve
it while a straight stream allows for pinpointing
trouble spots such as stump holes or fuel high off
the ground. Water can also be mixed with ash or
soil to create mud that can be used to coat hard-toextinguish objects like stumps or logs.
Dry mop-up is done using only hand tools and
dirt. Standard techniques include scraping, stirring,
mixing, separating, turning logs, and piling burning
materials together. Pile burning materials away
from unburned fuel, turn over and expose larger
items to help cool them down, and mix with soil to
help cool and suffocate the fire.

Cold-trailing is used when hot areas are no longer
obvious. Sensory cues, such as white ash or the
smell of smoke, help inform which areas should be
carefully checked using touch. Remove your glove
and wave the back of your hand over an area to
check for heat. Never directly touch potentially hot
areas. Cold-trailing should only be necessary near
and along the fireline.

Gridding is an important and systematic approach

to mop-up (Figure 9.1). Crewmembers are spread
out equally (often about 3 meters) and are assigned
specific areas to check for hot spots. For perimeter
patrolling, the first member of the brigade should
be closest to the fireline and the last member of
the brigade furthest from the fireline in the interior
of the burned area. Gridding and cold-trailing are
often done at the same time.
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When gridding:
● Move as a team.
● Keep an appropriate and
consistent distance; readjust
spacing as needed.
● Clearly communicate any
hazards.
● Communicate when you
discover a hot spot and ask
for help extinguishing if
needed.
● After helping someone to the
right or left, return to original
position before progressing.
Figure 9.1: Gridding.

SOME ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
Burning stumps are difficult to extinguish as fire can be
deep in their root systems and difficult to reach.
Check stumps and wind-fallen limbs for fire inside
or underneath the bark and search for roots
smoldering near the fireline. If they are burning,
one method is to dig around them, clearing the
ground to mineral soil, like constructing a minifireline. Otherwise, smother them with soil and
water if possible.

On steep slopes, firelines can channel water during the
next rainy season. Near assets like crops, buildings,
and plantations, this can trigger significant erosion,
diminish top-soil, and damage the area. Waterbars,
or narrow trenches dug perpendicularly or
diagonally across the fireline, can direct water runoff away from the fireline, dispersing it along the
slope (see Figure 9.2).

Fire can smolder in peat for months. Peat fire is very
difficult to extinguish and requires a lot of mopup effort. If they do not pose a direct threat, they
should simply be monitored.
Snags can fall at any time and are thus very dangerous.
If tools and trained operators are available, cut
down and extinguish burning, dead trees adjacent
to firelines. If such burning trees or snags cannot
be safely cut, move the fireline a safe distance away
and clearly mark the hazard.
Hillsides are challenging because burning material can

roll across control lines. There are two methods
which help in this situation. One practice is to dig
a trench deep enough to catch any rolling material.
Another method is to turn burning logs or potential
fuel parallel to the slope to prevent rolling.

Islands near the fire’s perimeter should be safely burned
out, monitored, or thoroughly mopped-up so they
do not pose a risk to the control line by reigniting
later.

Figure 9.2: Water bars constructed diagonally across the fireline can
reduce subsequent erosion.
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9.4 Safety during mop-up
Mop-up is one of the most dangerous phases of
fire management, in part because the brigade
may be less vigilant after the immediate threat of
the fire has passed.
Unique safety concerns during mop-up include:
● Ash pits, stump-holes, and root systems may be
hard to see, but personnel can fall into them and
suffer serious burns.
● Steam and ash can spread violently when water
is sprayed on extremely hot surfaces, potentially
causing burns.

● Trees, snags, and branches can fall without
warning.
● Rocks and boulders are held by tree roots,
especially on hillsides; if the roots burn away, the
rocks can suddenly roll downhill.
Because of these hazards, it is imperative to always
wear personal protective equipment, especially
for eyes, heads, and hands. Additionally, the crew
should stay informed about current and expected
weather conditions. The team leader should
monitor for and manage fatigue among personnel.

9.5 Summary
Mop-up is based on using one’s four senses, seeing,
smelling, touching and hearing, to help detect
burning materials. It is critical to remain aware
of the many perils and hazards that are present
during the mop-up phase to avoid death or injury.

• Gridding

1. What should be considered before beginning
mop-up?
2. List the hazards of mop-up.
3. How do you prevent debris from rolling
downhill?

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Mop-up

KNOWLEDGE TEST

• Waterbar

4. Describe how to systematically mop-up
using the gridding and cold-trailing method.
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Practical, tactical,
and teambuilding
exercises

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Exercise decision-making skills
by practicing a fire scenario from
detection to after action review

■ Training scenarios are effective
and safe learning opportunities.

• Practice communicating decisions
• Develop pattern recognition skills
for use during incidents
• Become comfortable with using
and maintaining tools
• Practice fireline construction
• Build trust with team members
and understand the significance
of group cohesion

■ Practicing communication under
simulated stress is important
prior to facing actual fires.
■ Modeling decision-making
patterns improves fireline
strategies and develops
leadership abilities.
■ Teams can only function
efficiently in action if they trust,
respect, and understand one
another.

10.1 Introduction
This module helps instructors and
their students run simulations outside
to practice what they have learned in
previous modules. Since prescribed
fire management and fire suppression
are dynamic situations that can be
dangerous, it is important to become
familiar with tools and responsibilities
before facing an emergency situation.
Such simulations are used worldwide
to place students and trainers in a
tactical position to practice all aspects
of managing planned or unplanned
fire incidents in a safe environment.
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10.2 Field exercises for hand tool use and fireline construction

Select a high-value asset in the community (a
hospital or school, crops or plantations) and
practice constructing a fireline around it using
the information in Modules 7 and 8.
Practicing various fireline construction
techniques (Figure 10.1) serves the dual
purpose of familiarizing trainees with tool use
and maintenance, and making the asset more
resilient to fire. Be sure that the exercise utilizes
fireline construction specifications based on the
predominant fuel type. Take the opportunity to
practice the different fireline construction methods.
The amount of time and practice it takes to
establish an efficient rhythm in the progressive line
construction method may be particularly surprising.
Teamwork and attention to everyone’s needs to
accomplish a common objective are crucial.
Trainees should walk in professional formation,
observe the correct practices safely carrying tools,
and keep appropriate spacing between each other
(see Module 7). The techniques and use of scraping
tools are best practiced in conjunction with fireline
construction. In contrast, a small and controlled
live fire is best for trainees to get accustomed to
smothering tools. In Figure 10.2, a farmer who
was planning on burning his crop residue gave
permission for his field to be utilized by trainees.
Trainees were able to practice igniting the grass
with a drip torch, then using fire beaters and
backpack pumps to extinguishing the flames.

(Top) Figure 10.1: Practicing fireline construction.
(Above) Figure 10.2: Practicing using smothering tools.

Such a live fire exercise may be the first encounter
with fire in this context for some trainees. They
might forget the safety measures they learned in the
classroom. Trainers should reinforce and practice
safety protocols and any other material that applies.
Make sure all trainees get a chance to change roles
and practice with the different tools. Optionally,
trainees could be divided into groups of five with
a leader or squad boss can be assigned to each.
Trainees can then practice giving and receiving
orders on how and where to attack the burning
fire. When the exercise is finished, the trainees can
practice necessary mop-up (see Module 9), then
participate in an after-action review (see Module 6).
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10.3 Building awareness
Outdoor training exercises are great
opportunities to passively spread awareness
about fire management in the community.
Part of maintaining a fit and robust fire brigade is
to inspire the next generation. When community
members gather to watch training, take time to
explain the importance of fire prevention and
suppression work in the community. Their interest

and motivation is critical for the success of any fire
management program.
When training out in the open, be sure to alert
any necessary authorities of the intention of this
activity. An unannounced, uniformed brigade
marching through a community carrying tools (such
as machetes) may be alarming to some. Use good
judgement.

10.4 Fitness, team, and trust-building exercises
Fire brigade members depend on each other
absolutely in all aspects of the job. Working
together effectively requires attention to social
dynamics and developing trust among members
of the group.
In this context, frustrations, mistrust,
miscommunications, and even resentment can
surface. Some may become introverted, resigned,
or simply quit. This can result in ineffective
or inefficient performance, or even reduce the
safety and success of the organizations. To cope
with these challenges, groups must overcome
differences of opinions and learn to deal with

conflicts or difficult dynamics before entering a
stressful environment. Furthermore, teams should
be accustomed to working closely, trusting one
another, and fostering a positive, enjoyable, and
safe team environment. Team- and trust-building
activities (Box 10.1) are a great way to foster this
environment. There are hundreds of exercises
to choose from, but below are some simple,
effective examples that do not require special
equipment. As teams cohere, members of the
group gain confidence and trust in each other.
Helping one another complete a task is easier with
understanding, compassion, and a motivation to
support one another in all circumstances.

Box 10.1: Team and trust building exercises.

Questions
Asking questions is a great way to get to know
your colleagues. For example, “What skill are you
especially good at that could benefit this team?”
Going around in a circle and asking a question like
this may yield some interesting and useful insights.
Circle/question games
Standing in a large circle, a facilitator poses questions
to the group. Members who would answer “yes” take
a step into the center of the circle, then step back
again before the next question. For instance, “Step in
if you have children” or “Step in if you speak three
or more languages.”
Obstacles/competitions
Group challenges can bond teams who come together
to achieve a difficult task. For example, have two
or more competing groups carry a large log over
obstacles or uneven ground. It is important to
facilitate this activity safely.

Games/puzzles
Another, less physically challenging exercise that builds
group cohesion and communication is the “human knot.”
Starting in a circle, participants grasp hands with two
people not directly to their left or right. As a team,
participants must try untangle themselves back into a
circle without breaking the chain of hands.
Eye contact
A simple but powerful exercise is to partner and stare
into each other’s eyes for 60 seconds. This silent activity
can be repeated as desired. This exercise helps ground
and connect people while fostering understanding and
compassion.
Social gatherings
Spending time together outside of work is an especially
effective way to facilitate camaraderie and trust.
Something as simple as a meal after a training session
can bring the group together and provide an opportunity
to connect on a personal level.
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Team trust also rests on members
being dependable and able to
participate fully in all aspects
of the job. Fire management
tests the body’s physical limits.
Individual fitness is important
for the work as well as personal
safety. Physical fitness is thus an
essential part of training. For
instance, after every two hours
of learning, the team should
complete a 10-minute cardio or
strength training (Figure 10.3).

Figure 10.3:

Physical training.

10.5 Sand table exercise
The sand table is a tool for practicing fire and
emergency incident scenarios (Figure 10.4). The sand
table offers a small-scale approach to practice for lifesize events.
This type of exercise is particularly useful for practice
using the Incident Command System (ICS) (see Module
6) and for considering how and when to apply different
fire control techniques (see Module 8). After each scenario
practice, an after-action review should be conducted to
facilitate discussion of outcomes and further emphasize
best practices.
The sand table has the following benefits:
● Allowing participants at all levels of experience to
exercise decision-making skills in a tactical context
● Adding visuals and action to a scenario
● Better preparing participants to engage with the
scenario simulated
● Practicing size-up, briefing, methods of attack, after
action review, and other methodologies
● Adaptable to varying complexity of ongoing scenarios
● It can be utilized nearly anywhere, even on the active
fireline to explain strategies and practice a safe plan just
before taking action

Figure 10.4: Sand table exercises in progress demonstrate
an Incident Commander (on right) as they give a briefing to
firefighting team members. Photo credit: Ron Steffens.
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STEPS FOR PREPARING A SAND TABLE EXERCISE 18

1

Identify and designate a facilitator who is not directly

2

Facilitators will often prepare participants for at least 30
minutes or more, sharing the details of the scenario
and already considering different outcomes to
prepare the trainees to lead and participate
in the unfolding and unscripted process
that will occur during the exercise. Specific
responsibilities of the facilitator include:
● Preparing for the exercise
● Presenting the scenario
● Assigning roles
● Enforcing the time limits (see below)
● Ensuring that decisions are expressed as
instructions (see below)
● Questioning the trainees’ thought process
● Summarizing the lessons identified from the
scenario

3

●
●
●
●
●

Current and projected weather conditions
Adjacent fuels
Values at risk (homes, crops, etc.)
Potential hazards
Any nearby roads, fuel breaks, water sources,
etc.
● Potential resources

involved in the scenario. Since the key to a
successful exercise is a talented facilitator, this
person should be well prepared, experienced,
tactically knowledgeable, enthusiastic, adaptable,
and able to keep the scenario interesting and
dynamic while managing the group.

4

The facilitators asks the incident commander to brief all
participating personnel prior to beginning scenario

events. For training, the facilitator can prompt or
question the incident commander to ensure that
joining participants are offered a complete brief
and that new briefings are provided if conditions
change.

5

The facilitator identifies and briefs an incident commander

on the situation at the start of the scenario,
including:
● Time and location (including terrain and
aspect) of fire
● Current size of fire and fire behavior (rate of
spread)

The incident commander should begin incident scenarios

with a briefing that includes:
● Situation
● Mission
● Communications
● Service/support
● Risk management/safety concerns
● Questions or concerns

Tip: An important aspect of in-person briefings is to

assign roles and responsibilities. This supports a more
effective scenario, and demonstrates the value of the ICS
(see Module 6).

THE THREE BASIC RULES OF SAND TABLE EXERCISES

18

1]

Set a time limit. Since fireline tactics are usually
time-compressed, a limit on the exercise is
essential. Participants should feel as though they
have less time than they want to make decisions
to simulate operational stress. 20-30 minutes to
represent 2-3 hours of fireline activities is a good
start.

2]

Communicate decisions as instructions. Briefings

and clear instructions are the correct way
to express tactical decisions, so sand table
solutions should take the same form. While it
is not essential that trainees strictly adhere to
the briefing checklist format, the applicable

elements should be included (see Module 6).
Participants must communicate decisions by
giving clear instructions and explain their
decisions afterward. The objective is to
encourage decisiveness and have the decisionmaker communicate the decision using real-life
communication methods.

3]

There are no pre-determined solutions. Any tactical
problem has multiple potential solutions, so the
facilitator should not look for one correct answer.
The decisions made are less important than
the reasoning behind them. Unusual solutions
should be encouraged and recognized.

National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.). (2018, August 20). Tactical Decision Games. Available from: https://www.fireleadership.gov/toolbox/documents/TDGS_STEX_Workbook.pdf
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MATERIALS AND SAND TABLE SET-UP
The exercise should take place in a clean area with
sand or soft soil, ideally in the shade for comfort,
with room for all participants. While it is desirable
to use figures, string, or other items in the list
below, it is not necessary. Improvisational items
such as grass, rocks, and sticks are fine as long as
all participants are clear on their meanings. Some
ideas are:
● Thatch, grass, or blocks to represent structures
● Bits of common fuel types to represent natural fuels
● Arrow (paper or drawn in the sand) to represent
wind direction

●
●
●
●

Cotton batting to represent smoke (optional)
Red string to represent the fire’s perimeter
Black string to represent control lines
Blue string to represent streams or other natural
and manmade barriers to fire spread
● Sticks or figures to represent fire brigades
● Toy trucks or blocks to represent firetrucks or
other vehicles
● Any other symbols necessary for the scenario
hazards (e.g., cliffs that might block escape
routes)

10.6 Summary
Exercising decision-making skills and
practicing communication in a tactical context
under simulated stress helps prepare fire
brigades to work effectively.
Building team trust, respect, fitness is equally
important to success. Practical field training
allows trainees to fully understand the theoretical
material taught in the classroom, and can
contribute to the community awareness of the
team’s work. Sand table exercises help trainees
think about how they would use their new skills
in a real fire situation.

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. Why is physical fitness important for fire brigades?
2. What skills can be practiced before working on a
real fire?
3. What are the benefits of conducting training
activities in view of the community?
4. Describe several team-building activities.
5. Describe how to use the sand table exercise.
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Expert
AUDIENCE

CONCEPTS

● Audience

● Module 11: Fire ecology

● Fire brigade trainers
and leadership

● Module 12: Planning for fuel
treatment and prescribed
fire
● Module 13: Firing techniques

● Module 14: Contingency
planning and escaped fires
● Module 15: Fire management
policy in the DRC
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Fire ecology

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand the concept of fire
ecology

■ Fire management efforts should
consider the underlying fire regimes
and fire return intervals of an area.

• Understand fire return
intervals in savanna and
grassland ecosystems

■ The fire ecology triangle consists of
climate, vegetation, and landforms.

• Understand how human
activities alter fire occurrence
and impacts

■ Local factors and human influences
interact dynamically with the ecological
role of fire in a given area.

• Analyze a case study from the
Mai Ndombe Province, DRC

■ Failure to understand and appropriately
manage fire in the landscape leads to
cascading consequences.

11.1 Introduction
Fire is important to the ecological
balance of DRC’s savannas and
grasslands. Understanding the
fire regimes and return interval
within these ecosystems help fire
managers gain a more complex
understanding of their work, as
demonstrated by a case study from
the Mai Ndombe Province, DRC.
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11.2 Fire in grass-savanna ecosystems
Grass and savanna ecosystems require relatively
frequent fire intervals (period of time between
fires). By consuming dead and decaying
vegetation, fire releases and recycles nutrients in
plant material and creates places for seeds to grow.
Healthy grasslands store more carbon.
Furthermore, fire limits the encroachment of
woody species into grasslands and maintains the
grass production needed for grazing animals, and it
preserves the habitat for native wildlife.

Fires’ location variability creates a mosaic of
species at different life stages. Some species of
animals and plants rely explicitly on fire as part
of their life cycles. Excluding fire from these
landscapes can negatively impact the ecosystem,
and can also create increased fire risk. If fuel
accumulates for a prolonged period of time,
eventual fires can become more intense and difficult
to manage potentially causing severe damage. See
Module 1 for more general information on fire
ecology.

11.3 Fire ecology cycles
The fire ecology triangle (Figure 11.1)
complements the fire behavior triangle. The
fire ecology triangle characterizes factors that
shape local and regional fire ecology based on
the relationship between landforms, climate, and
vegetation.
When one aspect of the triangle changes, it can
result in changes to the others. For example,
climate change may alter vegetation types, and
the new vegetation may be more or less sensitive
to fire. Although landforms are generally more
stable, increased fire activity can cause erosion and
damage soil productivity, which can then affect
vegetation cover and flammability. When fire
ecology favors more fire-friendly species, it creates a
positive feedback cycle wherein more fire encourages
more fire, and there is more erosion, biodiversity
loss, and diminished ecosystem services.
The local fire regime (Module 1) describes patterns
of frequency, size, seasonality, intensity, and severity
of fires occurring in a given area or ecosystem over
a long period of time. For example, wet season fires
burn with lower intensity and consume less fuel,
and late season fires burn with more intensity and
are more likely to kill woody plants.19 The spatial
and temporal patterns of fire regimes provide a
management framework that considers fire’s role
at the ecosystem or landscape level.20 Fire regimes
are often described as cycles because parts of
the history repeats in ways that can be counted
and measured. Fire regimes mainly comprise the
following factors:

19

Figure 11.1: Feedback in the fire ecology cycle including the fire

ecology triangle (climate, ignitions, and vegetation).

●
●
●
●
●

How often an area typically burns (frequency)
The time of year (season) that fire is most active
The general fire intensity
The general fire severity
The mortality rate (what percentage of
vegetation does not grow back)
● The consumption rate (how much of the fuel the
fire burns)
● The spread pattern of fires at a certain location
A return interval21 is amount of time or the number
of years between two successive fire events in the
same area. In the savannas of central and southern
Africa, fire return intervals range from 1-10 years.
Fire effects on fuel loading and plant structure
reflect time since last fire and the timing of fires.

N’Dri, A.B., Soro, T.D., Gignoux, J. et al. Season affects fire behavior in annually burned humid savanna of West Africa. fire ecol 14, 5 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1186/s42408-018-0005-9.

Morgan, Penelope; Hardy; Swetnam; Rollins; Long (1999). “Mapping fire regimes across time and space: Understanding coarse and fine-scale fire patterns”. International Journal of Wildland
Fire. 10: 329-342.

20

21

National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), (n.d.). NWCG Glossary of Wildland Fire, PMS 205.
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11.4 Human influences on fire ecology
Human activity is very relevant to fire ecology. Unlike natural influences, human
influences are highly variable and unpredictable over time.
They are also diverse, ranging from individual fire use to political conflicts or human
migration patterns (Table 11.1). The case of the Malebo region of Mai Ndombe
Province offers an example of a locally-tailored fire ecology training (Box 11.1).
Table 11.1: Humans influence fire regime parameters by modifying key variables22.

FIRE VARIABLE

Wind speed

Fuel continuity

Fuel loads

Fuel moisture

NATURAL INFLUENCES
•
•
•
•

Season
Weather
Topography
Land cover

• Anthropogenic climate change
• Land cover change

•
•
•
•

Terrain type
Rivers and water bodies
Season
Vegetation

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tree, shrub, and grass cover
Litter, duff, peat
Dead trees and branches
Natural disturbances (e.g., insect damage)
Herbivory
Soil fertility
Season

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Season
Antecedent precipitation
Relative humidity
Air temperature
Soil moisture

• Climate change
• Land management (logging, grazing, patch
burning)
• Vegetation type and structure (species
composition, cover, stem density)

• Lightning
• Volcanoes
• Season
Ignition

22

HUMAN INFLUENCES

Artificial barriers (roads, fuel breaks)
Habitat fragmentation (fields)
Exotic grasses
Land management (patch burning, fuel
treatments)
• Fire suppression

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grazing
Timber harvests
Exotic species establishment
Fire suppression
Fuel treatments
Land use and land cover (deforestation,
agriculture, plantations)

Human population size
Land management
Road networks
Arson
Time of day
Season
Weather conditions

FIRE REGIME
PARAMETERS

Fire spread

Fire intensity and
severity

Number and spatial
and temporal patterns
of fires

Adapted from Bowman, David M. J. S. et al. “The human dimension of fire regimes on Earth.” Journal of Biogeography Vol. 38,12 (2011): 2223-2236. doi:10.1111/j.1365-2699.2011.02595.
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Box 11.1: Fire regime in the Malebo region of Mai Ndombe Province in DRC.

Overview
Forests show little evidence of needing or evolving with fire, while most grasslands (matiti) are healthier with regular fire. Regular high-intensity fire
prevents Hymenocardia acida (makayabu) shrubs from becoming overgrown, stifling new growth, and impeding nutrient cycling.
Typical fire regime
The historic fire regime in Malebo has been dominated by yearly, high severity, human-caused fires lit during the late dry season. Human-caused fires
have maintained the savannah-gallery forest mosaic on the Bateke Plateau for more than 2100 years. These intentional fires are typically set late in
the long dry season (around August).
Current practices
• A cattle concessionaire, SOGENAC, utilizes a six-month grazing / burning rotation between pastures to provide high quality palatable forage. One
pasture is typically burned between December 15th - January 15th, and a second pasture between May 15th - June 15th. After burning, the pasture
is rested. Overall, burn intervals are typically 18-24 months.
• Farmers often divide their land into 2-4 pastures, which they burn every 2-4 months, typically in June, September, December, and March. Farmers
often light fires during the late part of the afternoon or at night to minimize fire intensity and protect forest resources. Most farmers do not use
control lines for burning but count on low fire intensity to allow suppression along the fire’s edge.
• Backing fire (Module 13) burns with higher severity at ground level, which has the potential to negatively affect the grass/shrub/forb composition
over time; however, it allows the Hymenocardia (makayabu) to survive and sprout through the low severity fire.
Impacts of current practices
• Decreased forage quality and quantity for livestock operations
• Continued loss of savannah hectares to increasing Hymenocardia (makayabu) density
• Where Hymenocardia has grown to tree height (10-15 meters tall) and dense stands are adjacent to gallery forests, wildfires can become hot
enough to burn the forest
• A head fire moving through the shrubs is likely to create 7-10 times the fire intensity than a backing fire
• The result is likely loss of forest hectares due to increased forest exposure to fire resulting from increased forest fragmentation in the landscape.

11.5 Summary
Fire plays a critical role in maintaining
many ecosystems. The intentional
manipulation or secondary impacts of
human activity on fire occurrence, severity,
and distribution play a dominant role in fire
ecology and regime characteristics in many
parts of the world.
Fire can have net positive or net negative
impacts on a given ecosystem, depending on
how well human influences on fire regimes
are managed. Management objectives for fire
should incorporate principles of fire ecology
and fire response in plans. A collaborative
fire plan will help community members
decide how to use fire to meet their needs
while understanding the role of fire in their
landscapes (Module 12). People can actively
manage fire to create benefits, but must
carefully consider the interconnectedness of
human-environmental feedbacks.

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. What is a return interval?
2. What are the three aspects of the fire ecology
triangle?
3. What is the effect of fire suppression in a firedependent environment?
4. What suggestion would you give to increase the
foraging prospects in the Malebo case study?

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Consumption rate

• Mortality rate

• Fire ecology triangle

• Positive feedback cycle

• Fire return interval
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12

Fire management
planning: fuel
treatment and
prescribed fire

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand the elements involved in fire
management planning and the value of having
a fire management plan

■ Fire management planning provides
a structure for a community to
actively manage fire within their
landscapes.

• Understand the benefits of fuel management
approaches and prescribed burning
• Be able to identify and reduce hazardous fuels

■ A fire management plan addresses
and outlines how fire will be applied
and what objectives should be met
including roles and responsibilities
of different stakeholders.

■ Fuel management, a key component
of fire management, involves
reducing excessive fuels.
■ The key methods of fire application
to manage fuels are broadcast
burning, under-burning, and pile
burning.
■ Safety is key.
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12.1 Introduction
A common understanding of the role of fire
within a community including intentional use
of fire will help to provide the framework for
sustainable landscape management. Developing
fire management plans can be a key part of this
process. A key part of fire management is fuel
management and prescribed fires. The proactive

work of managing fuels and prescribed fire is
a safer approach than managing wildfires. Best
practices include the development and application
of planning tools and identification of commonly
agreed-upon objectives across stakeholders within a
community.

12.2 Fire management planning
Fire management planning requires the effective
engagement of all relevant stakeholders and
actors within the landscape.
Fire management planning should be aligned
with any existing land use management planning
processes. While not required, it is ideal to first
have clear land use management objectives
and desired conditions to be able to align fire
management actions and objectives with broader
land use management goals. See Plan Simple
d’Aménagement du Terroir23 for a template
that can be used to develop a simplified land
use management plan. Also see Participatory
Approaches to Natural Resource Management
Planning, A Practical Guide24, for guidelines
on facilitating participatory land use planning
processes.
The first step in fire management planning is
ensuring all appropriate actors are involved in the
process and the process is clear and transparent
with free, prior, informed consent (FPIC)25. Having
a clearly defined process and methodology is
imperative for such a process. To achieve each
specific objective and realize the desired conditions
a series of different implementation actions
can be taken, including adaptive management
through learning from monitoring and evaluation.
Implementation can include a range of approaches
including, but not limited to, community awareness
efforts, active fire management, and preparedness
and prevention measures to prevent undesired

23

fires. Each part of the plan should have clear
and measurable actions, in specific timeframes
with clear roles and responsibilities for involved
actors. Approaches for community awareness
and preparedness are discussed in Module 2. The
following sections go over approaches for active fire
management including fuel management planning
and prescribed fire planning.
Once the general community fire management
objectives have been outlined and community
approaches identified, holding an annual,
reoccurring fire planning meeting among
stakeholders will give the community a chance to
learn from the previous year’s experiences to better
plan for the upcoming year. Organizing such a
meeting at the beginning of the long dry season can
help to be properly prepared for the most fire active
time of the year. Additional community meetings
can be held throughout the year as needed
including at the end of the dry season to review and
debrief actions taken during the long fire season
to identify areas of improvement. In addition, an
Annual Activity Planner or Fire Calendar can help
to guide a community in their fire management
implementation. See Table 12.1 for an example.
Such a tool should outline actions to be taken at
different times of the year by different actors to
facilitate sustainable fire landscape management
to achieve desired conditions. For additional
information on developing a fire management
plan, see the Simplified Fire Management Plan
Template26.

https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/USFS-PSAT_Mode%CC%80le.pdf

24

https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/USFS-Practical_Guide-2019.pdf

25

See Participatory Approaches to Natural Resource Management Plxwanning, A Practical Guide above and http://www.fao.org/3/a-i3496e.pdf

26

https://usfscentralafrica.org/resources-publications/
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Table 12.1: Sample Annual Activity Planner for integrated fire management.

N° ACTIVITIES

1

PERIOD

Annual stakeholder
May/June,
fire planning meeting beginning of dry
to prepare for long
season
dry season
• Revise and update
fire management plan
as needed

2

3

Fire season for
grazing rotation and
agricultural clearing

May-June

Pasture/savannah
July-August
restoration fire
• High intensity fire for
savannah restoration

ACTORS

RESPONSIBLE
FOR MONITORING
IMPLEMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

• Customary authorities:
Land Chef and Customary
Chef
• Local development
committee
• Community fire brigade
• Community fire committee
• Representatives for:
indigenous groups,
women, farmers, youth,
hunters
• Local NGOs
• Private sector actors
• Optional: members from
neighboring communities

Community fire committee

• Conduct after-action review for
previous season, lessons learned

• Farmers
• Private sector
concessionaires

Farmers
Private sector
concessionaires

• Notify communities and stakeholders
in area before burning begins

• Farmers
• Private sector
concessionaires

Farmers
Private sector
concessionaires

• Notify communities and stakeholders
in area before burning begins

• Review fire management plan
including fire management goals
• Review scheduled burn units to be
treated
• Review burn line preparation and
schedule work
• Review burning practices and
procedures during the dry season
including responding to unplanned
fires
• Review roles and responsibilities of
different actors

• Strip head low intensity fires for
pasture regeneration and clearing
agricultural plots for cultivation

• High intensity fire at end of long
dry season for savannah/pasture
restoration
• Utilize backing fire along lines
and use strip head fires to reduce
Hymenocardia

4

5

Review of high fire
season
• Document
experiences and
lessons learned

August/
September

Off-season fire for
Decemberpasture management January
and agriculture
clearing

• Customary authorities:
Land Chef and Customary
Chef
• Local development
committee
• Community fire brigade
• Community fire committee
• Representatives for:
indigenous groups,
women, farmers, youth,
hunters
• Local NGOs
• Private sector actors
• Optional: members from
neighboring communities

Community fire committee

• Farmers
• Private sector
concessionaires

Farmers
Private sector
concessionaires

• Conduct an after-action review for
the long dry season/high fire season,
identifying what went well, what
didn’t go well, what could be better
• Document experiences and lessons
learned to be drawn upon in the
future

• Strip head low intensity fires for
pasture regeneration and clearing
agricultural plots for cultivation
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N° ACTIVITIES

PERIOD

ACTORS

RESPONSIBLE
FOR MONITORING
IMPLEMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

April-May

• Community fire brigade
• Farmers
• Community volunteers

Community fire brigade

• In preparation for the long dry
season, prevention maintenance and
actions completed to reduce fire risk
in high-value areas

• Community fire brigade
• Community fire committee
• Community volunteers

Community fire committee

• Implement any sensitization,
training, and education outlined in
the fire management plan at the
beginning for the high fire season

6

Opening,
maintenance and
rehabilitation of
firebreaks

7

April-May
Sensitization,
training, and
education on fire in
community
• As outlined in the fire
management plan
• Installation/
maintenance road
signs

• Annual fire safety refresher

12.3 Fuels management planning
Fuels management is the manipulation or
removal of unwanted fuel to prevent or slow
unwanted fire (Table 12.2).
Fuels management is appropriate for reducing
hazardous fuel buildup, preparing sites for seeding
or planting, improving wildlife habitat, managing
unwanted vegetation, improving forage for grazing,

returning fire to a fire-dependent ecosystem, and
enhancing the protection of communities by
mitigating the threat of unwanted or excessive fire.
Structures in flammable areas, or those made of
flammable materials, like thatch, should also be
considered in fuels management. See Module 2 for
more details on creating fire-resilient communities.

Table 12.2: Approaches to hazardous fuels management.

APPROACH

DESCRIPTION OR OBJECTIVE

METHODS

Fuel reduction

Removing fine fuels, varying the size and shape of openings in continuous
fuels, reducing the size or density of brush patches, and creating fire breaks.

Selective grazing and prescribed fire

Fuel removal

Remove a pre-determined percentage of vegetation and/or particular types
of vegetation with the aim of leaving a pre-determined portion of ground
surface exposed.

Manual removal with hand tools,
mechanical equipment or prescribed
burning

Fuel breaks/ buffer zones

Strategically located corridors within which the vegetative cover has been
modified to lower fuel volume or reduce flammability. Width will depend on
the vegetation height. Shaded fuel breaks occur in a woodland setting with a
canopy. Unshaded fuel breaks are those in grasslands and forest types where
no canopy exists. Roads of sufficient width may also be strategically placed
as fire breaks.

Methods vary; intentional fuel breaks
can connect or modify existing fuel
breaks such as roads, wet areas, rocky
areas, etc.

Firelines

Preventative firelines should only be constructed to protect highly vulnerable
assets; over-use of this approach contributes to erosion.

Manual removal with hand tools or
mechanical equipment
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To establish a fuel management plan, begin by
identifying areas where fire should not be used for
vegetation management. Consider environmental
elements and site conditions, including vegetation,
slope, aspect, fire hazards, natural resource value,
and community proximity. Next, identify high-value
areas and estimate the likelihood of them coming
under fire threat. Finally, consider the effects of
fire management choices in the larger landscape.
Collaboration with neighboring communities is
important.

● Identifying areas that can be treated with
prescribed fire on a rotating basis

Preplanning considerations for the creation of fuel
breaks or buffer zones can include:
● Identifying where to put fuel breaks or firelines

Appropriate and timely planning can help
communities minimize or mitigate the impacts of
unwanted fire.

● Determining the resources (human or otherwise)
needed to construct the fire breaks
● Determining the conditions appropriate for
prescribed fire (time of year, day, weather, etc.)
● Organizing stakeholder meetings to discuss the
plan and facilitate collaboration across groups
and communities

● Determining how many fuel breaks or firelines
might be needed to stop or slow a fire

12.4 Prescribed fire planning
A prescribed or planned fire is an intentional
fire originating from planned ignition to meet
specific objectives by treating a specified area
with fire.
One of the most effective and low-cost methods
of fuels management is using prescribed fire. A
fire management plan addresses and outlines
in detail how to apply prescribed fire to meet
specific land use management objectives.
When planning for a prescribed fire, be sure to
identify goals and objectives and confirm that
they are shared with key participants, decision
makers, and affected community members.
Plan prescribed burning just as for any other
fire management process. This includes
considering factors like weather, topography, fuel
arrangement, assets, and resources.
A prescription establishes the range of desired
fuel-loading (density), arrangement of fuel (such
as removal of ground fuels to limit fire spread
to canopy), the depth of the fuel, and other
elements critical to meet program goals. Land
and fire managers must evaluate the landscape,
determine what (healthy) conditions are
desired, and prescribe fire to achieve the desired
objectives.

In determining specific objectives, the following
considerations should be made:
● Is the plan sufficient to limit potential wildfire
spread in the period between fuel treatments (For
example, if a fuel treatment cycle is every five
years, will the area become dangerously overgrown
by the fourth year?)
● Are mechanical fuel treatments a reasonable
alternative to fire?
● Who could assist with this plan?
The prescription itself may need to address:
● The kind, size, and moisture of the fuels on site
and whether they are alive or dead (see Module 3)
● Weather (temperature, relative humidity, wind
speed and direction, etc.) (see Module 4)
● Current and predicted fire behavior (rate of
spread, intensity, scorch height, etc.) (see Modules
3 and 4)
● Fire effect variables such as plant response, water
quality, habitat, smoke, soil exposure, etc.
● How intensely the fire may burn
Depending on its objectives, prescribed fire can be
applied to achieve higher or lower intensity burns.
For example, a low intensity burn may clean a forest
floor of litter and debris to support the regeneration
of fire-adapted surface species. A high-intensity burn
may convert the land to another use altogether by
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first killing all the vegetation. The motivations or
objectives for conducting prescribed burning vary
greatly but can include:
● Reducing vegetation that has built up to
hazardous or undesirable levels
● Improved grass and shrub regeneration for
grazing
● Improved habitat for wildlife
● Creating fuel breaks to serve as buffer zones for
extra protection from fire
● Revival of prior natural or cultural fire regimes
See Module 13 for how to achieve more specific
results through different ignition patterns and
techniques. See Module 11 for ecological fire
considerations.
Three commonly used approaches for prescribed
fire include:
1. Broadcast burning: The most common
method used for prescribed burning of
clear-cut areas, broadcast burning involves
burning accumulated fuels where they lie on
the ground.

2. Under burning: Generating low intensity fire
under a timber canopy, to remove surface
fuels and reduce the risk of higher-intensity
canopy fires. It may involve back, flank,
head, or strip head firing.
3. Hand piling: When debris is gathered,
piled by hand, and burned during suitable
weather conditions.
As part of planning for future prescribed fires,
personnel should be assigned to monitoring,
recording, and reporting on key environmental
variables including weather, fuels, fire behavior,
and fire effects during prescription implementation.
Observing, recording, and learning from the effects
of a prescribed fire will provide:
● An overview of how well objectives have been
met
● A basis for improving economic efficiency
● Data that allow replication of desired results
● Validation of fire behavior outputs
● Opportunities to refine prescription parameters
based on actual experience
● A basis for assessing long-term effects of fire and
prescribed fire

12.5 Summary
Fire management planning can help a
community achieve their land and natural
resource management objectives by
defining objectives, roles and responsibilities
regarding fire in their landscapes. Part
of this includes fuels management and
prescribed burning.
Fuels management includes reducing
hazards and managing residues. It is an
ongoing and variable process that should
consider human and ecological feedbacks,
desired short- and long-term objectives,
and unwanted consequences. To safely and
effectively implement prescribed burning, it
is important to have a plan, to communicate
it to stakeholders, to have a contingency
plan (see Module 14), and to observe and
document activities. Application of fire
management skills must be combined with
understanding of fire ecology and plant and
animal interactions with fire (Module 11).

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. Describe what is involved in fire management
planning.
2. What is the purpose of fuels management?
3. Describe three approaches to fuels management
and their objectives.
4. What variables should be considered when
developing a burn prescription?

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Broadcast burning

• Prescribed fire

• Hand piling

• Prescription

• Fire Management Plan

• Under burning

• Fuel management
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Firing
techniques
13.1 Introduction

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand common fire ignition
principles

■ Coordination and planning are
required for every ignition and
prescribed burn.

• Become familiar with firing
techniques, advantages, and
disadvantages
• Learn how to select and
implement firing techniques to
maintain control and achieve
objectives

■ All firing should follow a prescription
and only proceed after a burn
checklist has been entirely met.
■ The use of backing fire in a
prescribed burn is often the safest
but most time-consuming technique.
■ All personnel participating in
operations must be appropriately
trained, equipped, and competent.

Intentional firing operations can
be used during fire suppression
activities, prescribed fire, or fire
prevention activities. Regardless of
the chosen ignition pattern, it is key
to monitor and continually evaluate
the factors effecting fire spread. Fire
behavior may change during the
burn, requiring personnel to adjust
tactics in real time to meet the burn
prescription. In all cases, personnel
can remain in control of the rate of
fire spread, flame height, and fuel
consumption rate by using wellestablished techniques.

MODULE 13: FIRING TECHNIQUES

13.2 Considerations prior to firing
In general, ignition techniques
should be based on the burn
prescription and should consider
anticipated impacts, surroundings,
and safety (Table 13.1).
Key elements should be in place
before beginning a prescribed
fire (Box 13.1). If any item on the
checklist is not met, then the burn
should not take place.
Once the prescription checklist
is complete, a test fire (Box 13.2)
is a final important step in the
preparation process.

Table 13.1: Factors to consider when planning and managing a prescribed burn.

Terrain

Slope, aspect, topographic features, and wind speed

Fuel load and structure Fuel loading influences speed, intensity, and the potential for spot
fires
Season

Time of year and number of days since the last rain

Control lines

Width, flammability of adjacent fuels, time since cleared (if burning
in rotations)

Surroundings

Nearby valuable property or areas of interest

Smoke

Can have a significant impact on nearby communities, roadways,
etc.

Ecological impacts

Protected areas and species, valuable wildlife or flora, and their
habitats

Landscape effects

Erosion, the spread of unwanted species, and facilitating the access
of poachers to the area

Box 13.1: Burn prescription checklist.

• Pre-burn notifications communicated to other government organizations, landowners,
neighbors, public officials, etc.
• Development of firing plan and sequence (see ignition methods and types of fire treatments)
• Maps and diagrams of the plan
• Required staff and equipment resources are available
• A contingency plan in case the fire becomes uncontrolled
• Mop-up and patrol plans (Module 9)
• All weather and other factors described in the prescription are in place

Box 13.2: Test fire.

A test fire is a small fire in
representative fuels to determine whether
fire behavior will meet the desired
objectives. More than one may be needed
if there is a significant range of fuel
types. Prior to starting a test fire, locate a
place where a fireline could be established
to suppress the fire if necessary. If the
test fire indicates that the burn will not
meet objectives, the prescribed fire should
be cancelled or postponed until desirable
conditions are present.
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13.3 Ignition techniques
Six ignition techniques are outlined and
summarized (Table 13.2) below.
Regardless of the ignition technique used,
some general firing principles (Box 13.3)
always apply. When choosing a technique,
it is important to consider whether the
team will be working down or up-slope,
against or with the wind; many small fires
or few large fires; and on a cooler or hotter
aspect.27 Most or all of these details will be
outlined in the burn prescription. For all
methods, it is important to have LCES in
place. Personnel must proceed with caution,
ensure that the control line can withstand a
wind shift, and be sufficient to hold the line.
The incident commander or fire managers
must be informed of and approve the use of
any firing techniques.

Box 13.3: General firing principles.

• Maintain control by beginning firing from an anchor point or secure control
line.
• Ensure that all control lines are in place before firing.
• Wet down fuels on the outside edge of the control line if water is available.
• Ensuring that control lines are adequate to hold the fire even if the wind
shifts.
• Always establish contingency plans and have LCES identified prior to
initiating firing operations.
• Maintain clear communications with all team members and supervisors.
• Burns should take place in favorable weather conditions; if weather
becomes unfavorable, cancel ignitions as soon as it is safe to do so.
• Carefully consider any topographic features, especially slope, when
lighting.
• In most cases, firing should be against the wind and/or down the slope to
prevent uncontrolled fire.
• Firing should only proceed as quickly as holding forces can keep pace. Limit
firing to manageable sections in case there are any sudden or unexpected
changes in conditions.
• Conditions influencing fire behavior will change; firing patterns and
techniques must change accordingly.

1

BACKING FIRE
Backing fire is a low-intensity ignition technique in

which a fire is started along the downwind portion
of the unit (Figure 13.1). This method establishes
a line of fire that moves into the wind and/or
downslope, thus reducing rate of fire spread and
flame height.
The objective of this method is to minimize the
effect of letting a fire run upslope or with the wind.
Once the baseline is established, other ignition
techniques can be utilized to meet objectives.

Figure 13.1: Backing fire.

27

Global Fire Monitoring Center, 2013. Euro Fire Competency Standards and Training Materials. Kessel Publishing House, Remagen-Oberwinter. EF6 Ignition, pg. 11.
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2

FLANKING FIRE
The flanking fire technique
generates a low-to-moderate
intensity fire by igniting multiple
strips into the wind, which
spread laterally or across a
slope (Figure 13.2). Both sides,
or flanks, of each strip spread
into the adjacent strip, creating
multiple fingers of fire that
eventually burn together. This
method supports a slightly faster
rate of spread than backing fire.

Figure 13.2: Flanking fire.

3

POINT IGNITION
Point ignition, also called
dot fire, involves igniting
dots rather than strips of
fire (Figure 13.3). It is used
to reduce fire intensity
and spread; it also saves
fuel. Wind and slope will
still influence this ignition
method, so caution is
warranted to establish
appropriate spacing. When
dots burn together, fire
intensity will increase as
each individual convection
column reinforces the next.
Closer dot spacing will
increase fire intensity and
spotting potential. This
technique ends up using
head fire, backing fire and
flanking fire.

Figure 13.3: Point ignition is usually used in combination with backing fire set along

at least one control line.
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4

STRIP HEAD METHOD
The strip head method is a variation of backing
and flanking that allows short fire runs to join
together, thus supporting faster ignitions and fire
development (Figure 13.4). This method ignites
strips perpendicular to wind direction or slope
after the first ignition run (path of fire) establishes
a complete backing fire. The closer the strips, the
lower the fire intensity. Typically, the first strip is
lit so that it is pushed by the wind into the burnedout fuels along the holding line. The second strip is
ignited either downwind or downhill from the first
strip; it burns into the first strip. Fires are ignited in
strips perpendicular to the wind direction.

Figure 13.4: Strip head method.

5

RING FIRING
The ring firing, also called defensive firing, is
generally used for indirect attack or to burn out
around structures or other assets. Its utility for
self-protection is also described in Module
2. This technique involves circling the
perimeter of an area with a control
line and firing along the entire
perimeter. Ring burning can
proceed inside of the perimeter
(Figure 13.5) or outwards from
the control line perimeter
(Figure 13.6).

Figure 13.5: Ring firing

inside perimeter.

This method is more technical and dangerous, as it
allows fire to develop in alignment with wind and/
or slope. Only teams with experience, excellent
communication, and situational awareness should
attempt it. This method can be used when burning
conditions are poor and when fire intensity and
rate of spread need to be maximized. Adjusting the
distance between strips will heighten or lessen this
effect. Ensure the downwind or downslope igniter
does not outpace igniters up-wind or upslope.
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Generally, neither of these methods
provides a good anchor point, so
escape routes and safety zones must
be established. When firing outward,
there must be a contingency plan for
fire containment. This method will
lead to extreme fire behavior in the
center of the burned area when the
flames converge. It is a last resort, and
should be used with extreme caution
under specific circumstances by an
experienced fire manager.

Figure 13.6: Ring firing outside the

control line.

6

BACKFIRING
Backfiring is a tactic associated with
indirect attack in fire management
and for lighting and managing
prescribed burns (Figure 13.7). In
this technique, fire is intentionally
set to fuels inside the control line to
slow or contain a rapidly spreading
fire. Generally, a backfire is ignited
against the wind and anchored
along a control line. A back fire
should slowly back towards the
main fire, consuming the unburned
fuel between it and the control
line. When the two fires collide, the
main fire should subdue with no
more fuel to burn. Setting a more
aggressive backfire, which is in
effect a head fire burning towards
the main fire, is possible given
certain weather or topographic
features. This is a high-risk operation that requires
a high level of experience and competence, careful
safety precautions from fire managers, very specific
conditions, proper distance from the main fire, and
correct timing. In principle, it is more likely to be
effective on large, aggressive fires which generate
enough in-and-updraft in the convection column to
suck the backfire towards the main fire. A counter-

7

Figure 13.7: Backfiring/backfire.

fire can be used to buffer the backfire from the
full force of the main fire; this reduces the risk of
the main fire overwhelming the backfire that is set
from the control line. Crew should not burn inside
the burn unit without extensive experience and
advanced knowledge of applying such techniques.
Such approaches can be very dangerous if not
applied appropriately.

BURNING OUT
Burning out, setting fire inside a control line to burn
the fuel between the fire and the control line or
widen the control line, is considered good practice
for indirect and parallel attacks. It is a relatively safe
way to remove smaller patches of unburned fuel
between control lines and the main fire. Personnel

igniting burnout fires should never outpace control
line construction. This should only be attempted
when there are adequate personnel to hold and
patrol burnout operations. Burning out in lighter
fuels can be used to create a safety zone when no
other option is available.
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Table 13.2: Characteristics of different ignition and firing techniques.

FIRING TECHNIQUE

PROS

CONS

Backing fire

• Less difficult, safest method
• May require fewer personnel
• Creates slow-moving, low-intensity fire

• Slower than other techniques
• Can cause root damage and longer, deeper heat
residency28 in the soil
• Wind shifts may impact control and desired effects

Flanking fire

• Effective in variable wind
• Creates head, flank, and backing fire, with various fire
effects
• Uses less fuel
• Faster burning reduces heat residency in soil

• Can be intense
• Fingers can suck together forcefully
• More susceptible to changes in wind speed or
topographic features

Point ignition*

• Effective in variable wind
• Uses less fuel
• Creates head, flank, and backing fire, with various fire
effects
• Can reduce intensity of burning

• May be too intense as fires burn together
• Increased safety concerns
• Increased probability of spot fires when points burn
together
• Requires experienced personnel

Strip and strip head
fire ignition

•
•
•
•

Allows for greater fire intensity
Active fire with minimal wind
The burn can be completed more quickly
Less heat residency results in lower fire and heat
impacts on live vegetation
• Good smoke dispersal
• Can be used in combination with dot ignition to reduce
hardwoods or invasive species

• More technical and dangerous method
• Simultaneous head fires can greatly increase rate of
spread and intensity to unmanageable levels
• Highly susceptible to wind speed and slope
• Requires experienced personnel

Ring fire
(and defensive firing)

•
•
•
•

• Dangerous convection column may spread fire across
the control line
• Increased potential for spot fires, depending on wind
• Poor or no anchor point
• Can pose high danger to outside area with no control
lines or main fire
• No way for wildlife to escape

Backfire/Backfiring

• Allows for greater fire intensity
• Creates head, flank, and backing fire, with various fire
effects
• Potentially effective approach to stop head/flank of
high-intensity fire

•
•
•
•

Burning out

• Relatively safe and simple method with low to medium
intensity flanking or backing fire
• Creates safe zone and fortifies the control line by
eliminating unburnt fuel

• Increased need for ignitions and holding and
patrolling personnel
• Increases the complexity of suppression strategy and
resource needs

Rapid ignition
Good smoke dispersal
Intensity drawn to center, away from control lines
Can be used as defensive measure to protect assets

High-risk
Technically advanced
Requires contingency planning and fortified LCES
Susceptible to wind shifts, changes in topography, and
dynamics of the main fire

*Often used in conjunction with other methods to mitigate for fire intensity and rate of spread

Heat residency refers to the amount of time the heat impacts the surface fuels and upper soil layers. It is important because many fire-adapted organisms will sense the fire approaching and
burrow into these upper layers to protect themselves; if the fire burns hotter and the heat impacts a given area for longer, both plant and animal organisms have a lower chance of survival.
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13.4 Summary
Implementing ignition methods for landscape
management or fire containment objectives
requires skill and knowledge. The various
techniques explained in this module range from
relatively simple to highly technical.
Fire managers are cautioned to not overestimate
their abilities to safely conduct certain risky
operations on both planned and unplanned fires.
When in doubt, always choose simpler, safer
methods or postpone operations until conditions
are right. Ignition operations depend on multiple
participants, and the skill and competence level
of each individual must be carefully evaluated.
Prescribed burning can be as dangerous as a
wildfire if prescription parameters, safety and
control measures, and other critical factors of
incident management are not considered and
implemented.

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Backing fire

• Ring firing

• Flanking fire

• Strip head

• Ignition run

• Test fire

• Point ignition

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. What factors should be checked before
beginning a burn?
2. Which ignition technique is the safest, and
which is the most dangerous?
3. What is one possible negative ecological
consequence of a slower-moving fire?
4. Discuss the general principles to observe
when firing.
5. Explain the relationship of the distance
between strips or dots of fire and fire
intensity.
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Contingency
planning and
escaped fires
14.1 Introduction

OBJECTIVES

KEY LESSONS

• Understand the importance of
a contingency plan

■ Preparing for worst-case
situations, however
unlikely, allows fire
managers to be better
prepared to deal with
crises.

• Identify contingency plan
elements, including trigger
points
• Address interactions between
prescribed fire and fire
suppression

The process of identifying potential
crises and planning for unexpected
events is called contingency planning.
A contingency plan may never be
needed, but if it is, having a plan in
place can save lives and assets from
irreparable damage.

MODULE 14: CONTINGENCY PLANNING AND ESCAPED FIRES

14.2 Contingency planning for prescribed fires
Contingency plans allow for more effective action
and coordination in response to unexpected
incidents.
Contingency planning addresses questions such as:
● What if a crisis happens?
● Are there adequate control forces?
● Does everyone involved know what is expected
of them?
● Where are escape routes and safety zones?
At minimum, a contingency plan should include:
● Clearly defined trigger points (Module 5)
● Instructions for reporting an escaped fire

● Procedures for conveying timely and important
information
● Location of assets or resources requiring
protection
● Initial actions to take if a fire escapes
● Alternative containment opportunities (the next
best place to stop the fire)
● How to reevaluate and reengage once all safety
and basic protocols are back in place
There is a ten-step process to general contingency
planning that should be applied during the
preparation of any prescribed fire (Table 14.1) and
integrated into the burn prescription (Module 12).

Table 14.1: The ten-step process of contingency planning.

1 Size up

Preliminary and continuing appraisal of the overall fire situation, including:
• Safety considerations including how to manage injuries and
• Fuels and topography
illness
• Access into and out of the area
• LCES
• Hazards
• Weather (previous, current, and predicted)

2 Fire history29

• When was the last time the area was burned?
• How did it burn?
• Was there crowning, spotting, or extreme fire behavior?

• If spot fires occurred in the past, where did they occur?
• If the area has not been burned in the past, what is the
expected fire behavior?

3 Fuels

• Break up and scatter jackpots of fuels close to the line
• Address holding or fire behavior that may result
from untouched jackpots

• Reduce the ladder fuels especially near the control line
• Locate control lines in lighter, easier-to-control fuels

4 Topography

• Locate control lines on backsides of ridges to take
advantage of an upslope run and reduce the effect
of the wind

• If control lines cannot be moved off ridgetops or away
from saddles, expect difficulty at these locations and
address accordingly in the plan

5 Access

• Will determine what types of fire suppression
resources can be used during holding and spot fire
suppression operations

• Can change based on the current road or ground conditions
at the site

6 Water Sources

• Is water accessible?
• Where is the nearest water source? Is it seasonal?

• Designate primary water sources (if any) in the burn area
and indicate possible alternative water sources nearby

7 Barriers to fire

• Examine the surrounding area for barriers
such as creeks, wet areas, or roads
• Identify barriers as primary and secondary
places to stop the fire

• Identify the fire intensity level these barriers should be
expected to stop

8 Special Hazards

• Identify any structures or assets that may be
threatened due to an escaped fire
• Examine fuels outside of the area and consider
their expected fire behavior

• Examine the topography outside the area, noting problem
areas
• Take measures to mitigate potential damage to
ecologically, archaeologically, or culturally sensitive areas

9 Weather

• Examine all the potential weather conditions
you may expect during the burn

• Predict the fire behavior of an escaped fire in each of these
scenarios

10 Integration

• Incorporate the knowledge you gained into your burn plan

spread

Conditions

29

This is a good example of the utility of post-burn evaluations (Module 12).
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In the event of loss of control of the fire, a
transition in management objectives, roles,
and strategies is required. It can be difficult to
acknowledge when a planned fire has become
unmanageable; transitioning to a suppression or
damage mitigation effort requires courage, clear
thinking, and decisive leadership. Establishing clear

trigger points can prevent frustration and emotional
involvement. Table 14.2 outlines important
contingency actions for transitioning from fire
management into fire suppression. Additional
details are found in Training Level II, Modules 4, 5,
6, 8, and 9.

Table 14.2: Contingency actions for escaped fires.

Initial actions

• An incident commander should be identified in the
plan
• Identify the strategies that will be used to suppress
an escaped fire
• The positions and tactics should be determined by the
incident commander for each member of the holding
crew

• Trigger points should be communicated to all personnel
• Trigger points should be adjusted as circumstances
warrant

Adaptive actions

•
•
•
•

• Identify where additional resources will come from and
estimate how long they will take to arrive
• Note types of assistance necessary
• Consider the interaction between suppression resources
and prescribed fire crew (if they are different)

Size-up of escape fire

In sizing up an escaped fire, consider:
• The time of day
• Rate of fire spread
• Flame lengths
• Current fuels and those in the path of the fire

Chain of command may need to transition
Identify the strategy and tactics to be used
Identify the method of attack to be used
Identify and mark secondary holding lines

•
•
•
•

Current and expected weather forecast
Topography, especially challenging terrain
Time before help arrives
The plan in case help does not arrive

See Module 6 for more details on sizing-up.
Tactics

• Base actions on expected fire behavior
• Establish anchor points using existing natural and
manmade barriers

• Work from black if possible
• Plan your approach

Resources

• Experience level of personnel
• Number and type of resources needed
• Placement during burn

• Condition of personnel
• Availability of resources

Crew briefing

• Review contingency plan
• Identify high value and special concern areas

• Ensure that the team understands mitigation measures,
procedures, secondary lines, etc.

Avoidance of problems

• Keep current with fuel and weather conditions
• Have adequate holding forces
• Spot fires may be expected if in marginal conditions

• Anticipate potential problem areas
• Establish communications with neighbors and property
owners

After-action review

Ensure all personnel are safe and accounted for and are gathered for an after-action review focused on the specific
elements of an escaped fire.
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14.3 Summary
A contingency plan is preparation for
the unexpected. It is critical to anticipate
as many potential issues as possible and
be prepared for them. Comprehensive
contingency planning lays the
foundation for decisive action and quick
recovery from crises.

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. Define a trigger point and explain why it is so
important for contingency planning.
2. What types of questions does a contingency plan try to
address?
3. List the seven key elements in a contingency plan.

KEY TERMINOLOGY
• Contingency planning

4. List and briefly explain five of the ten steps in a
contingency plan.
5. List and briefly explain four actions to be taken in the
event of an escaped fire.
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Fire management
policy in the
Democratic Republic
of the Congo
15.1 Introduction

OBJECTIVES
• Understand the legal framework for fire management
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
• Identify the legal options to create fire brigades at
the sector and chiefdom levels

KEY LESSONS
■ There are eight different laws governing fire use
and the administrative structure for establishing fire
brigades in DRC.
■ There are three options for creating fires brigades
in DRC.

The 2002 Forest Code No. 011/2002 is the main legislation
regulating the forest sector in the DRC. This forest reform
aimed to restore state control after decades of political
instability and civil war. The Forest Code calls for forest
control and oversight, implementation of sound forest plans,
and improved recognition of local peoples’ rights. It was
designed to improve competitiveness within forest industries,
increase forest revenues, and improve the forest sector’s
contribution to DRC’s socioeconomic development. The
Code also demands that local communities be more involved
in direct management of forests, including provisions for
non-extractive forest uses. It also includes punishable fire use
offenses and the legal options for creating fire brigades.
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15.2 Relevant policy, legal, and institutional frameworks
Table 15.1 highlights relevant laws, regulations, and other texts comprising the
legal and institutional framework for fire and wildlife management in the DRC.
Table 15.1: Summary of legislation and regulatory texts governing fire, wildfire, and forests.

LEGAL TEXT

SUMMARY

Forest Code
Law No. 011/2002 of 29 August 2002

Lists punishable offences that support fire prevention and protection. It also addresses
the composition and functioning of the structures invested in managing fires.

Composition, organization, and functioning
of decentralized territorial entities and their
relations with the State and the provinces
Organic Law No. 08/016 of 07 October 2008

Articles 10 and 11 of this law outline the composition, organization, and functioning of
decentralized territorial entities as well as their relations with the State and Provinces.
They delegate responsibility to the Urban Council for organizing and managing fire
departments.

Nature Conservation Act
Law No. 14/003 of 11 February 2014

Article 72, Paragraph 2 states that individuals who deliberately start fires in protected
areas are punishable by law

Hunting Act
Law No. 82-002 of 28 May 1982

Article 21 lists prohibited hunting techniques and weapons, including the use of fire to
enclose or flush out animals.

Congolese Penal Code
The decree of 30 January 1940

The Congolese Penal Code outlines penalties for property damage offenses, including the
voluntary or involuntary burning of moveable or immoveable property, including by the
owner of the property. Articles 103, 104, 105, 107, and 108 make distinctions between
setting fires to others’ property, the owner’s property, and reckless burning, all of which
are considered voluntary burning.

Prohibition of burning grass and vegetation
Ordinance No. 52/175 of 23 May 1953

This ordinance prohibits bushfires and the burning of wood, brush, and debris. It does
not include fires set for agricultural activities or fires set at the beginning of the dry
season in accordance with customary practices and tenure that protect specific areas and
reduce the potential damage of wildfires (Article 1, Paragraph 1).
The ordinance penalizes damage to land and property from intentionally set fires or fires
due to negligence and poor management.
Lastly, the ordinance designates the administrative authorities responsible for
prescribed fire management.
1. The territory administrator: responsible for specifying the period each year during
which prescribed burning is authorized (Article 1, paragraph 3)
2. Other indigenous authorities: if burning after the specified period, written
authorization from the Territory Administrator or their delegate is required, which
specifies the place, date, and conditions for the requested burn (Article 2)
3. Individuals: unless prohibited by the responsible authorities, are authorized to burn
land to which they own rights (Article 3)

Fire brigade and the status of native staff
Ordinance No. 61-23 of 10 January 1958

Responsible for creating brigades in DRC. Brigades are created by the governors of each
province, who also determine their numbers (Article 1). Fire brigades are under the
authority of the First Mayor in cities and under the territory administrator everywhere
else. They are ordered by competent agents specially designated by the first Mayor or
administrator depending on the circumstances (Article 1).

Prohibition of burning at the Inga Site
Ministerial Order 0001/71 of 15 February 1971

It is prohibited to use fire for deforestation and clearing bush, coppice, or wood in the
concession area and lands considered the Inga Site.
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The Forest Code prohibits the following:
● Causing or abandoning a fire likely to spread in
the forest or in the bush (Article 57, Paragraph 1)
● Abandoning an unextinguished fire in the forest
(Article 57, Paragraph 2)
● Carrying or lighting a fire outside homes and
farm buildings located inside the forest
● Lighting a fire within 50 meters of forests in or
around the savanna
● Lighting a fire along roads and paths within
a savanna area that pass through state-owned
forests and protected areas (Article 60)
● Lighting a fire within a wilderness area or a
national park where fire may not be lit except for
management purposes (Article 61)

According to The Forest Code, Provincial
Governors are responsible for determining
conditions and dates when lighting fires is
permitted. The Environmental Provincial
Coordination30 and Decentralized Territorial
Entity31 are responsible for preventing and
combating wildfires, establishing and training fire
brigades, overseeing and raising awareness in local
communities, and creating observation posts (see
Article 56 of the Forest Code).
All three of these authorities have the power to
create and train fire brigades. However, little
guidance is given regarding the establishment
procedures, brigade responsibilities, funding,
training, and organization. There remains
significant opportunity to build out national
policies around building fire capacity in DRC and
integrating this across administrative powers.

15.3 Summary
Fire use is addressed across various laws and
bylaws in the DRC, some from the colonial
time. There is a significant opportunity for
additional detail and national integration and
cooperation around building fire capacity.
Additional details on DRC fire policy is
available at usfscentralafrica.org32.

KNOWLEDGE TEST
1. List three punishable offenses of fire use under the
Forest Code.
2. List the three administrative bodies who may
establish fire brigades.
3. What are some opportunities for strengthening fire
policy in DRC?

The Coordination is a decentralized body in charge of forest management at the provincial level. The Coordination reports to the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development’s
Secretary General, under the Forest Code in relation to fire management.

30

31

A Decentralized Territorial Entity is at the third level of administrative division in a rural area.

32

https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/RDC-ResumeduLoisdesfeux_VF.pdf
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Conclusion
The Democratic Republic of the Congo has unique
ecosystems and community needs that benefit from
the presence of well-managed fire. This manual
offers a structured resource to build public awareness,
train fire brigades, and offer advanced support in
ecology, training, and policy to fire managers, with
the ultimate goal of promoting sustainable integrated
fire management through the establishment and
training of community fire brigades.

The best practices outlined in this manual should
be adapted and applied to unique local contexts.
Efficient and effective fire management is one of
many ways to promote resilient and productive
landscapes and communities. Responsible public
practices and development of fire brigade capacity
will help meet natural resource management
objectives and support local livelihoods.
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Additional resources
Eurofire. Eurofire trainings and competencies. https://gfmc.online/eurofire/ef_eng.html
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). 1986. Wildland Fire Management Terminology. Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, FAO Forestry Paper 70, 257 p. 1999 revision by the Global Fire Monitoring Center
(GFMC). Available from: https://gfmc.online/wp-content/uploads/GFMC-FAO-Fire-Management-Glossary-1999edited-2018.pdf
FAO. 2006. Fire management voluntary guidelines principles and strategic actions. Rome: FAO. http://www.fao.org/3/j9255e/j9255e00.htm
FAO. 2014. Respecting free, prior and informed consent. FAO. http://www.fao.org/3/a-i3496e.pdf
Heikkilä, T.V., Grönqvist, R., and Jurvélius, M. 2010. Wildland Fire Management Handbook for Trainers. Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations. http://www.fao.org/3/a-i1363e.pdf.
Landworks. Resource Centre. Landworks. http://landworksnpc.com/resource-centre/
Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources, Ghana. 2011. Guidelines and manual: procedures for community-based fire management - CBFiM,
Ghana. 90pp. Available from: https://portals.iucn.org/library/node/10115
National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2018. https://www.nwcg.gov/
National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), 2018. Prescribed Fire Plan Template. Boise, Idaho: National Interagency Fire Center.
Available from: https://www.nwcg.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pms484-1.docx
National Wildfire Coordinating Group (U.S.), (n.d.). NWCG Glossary of Wildland Fire, PMS 205. Available from: https://www.nwcg.
gov/glossary/a-z. Accessed December 2, 2019.
Pronto, L.N. “Community-Led Fire Management: Defending Against Fire and Raising Resilience in War-torn Eastern Congo.” The Global Fire
Monitoring Center and Lernen-Helfen-Leben e.V. Report No. 1. For German Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ), March 2019.
U.S. Forest Service International Programs (USFS). 2019. Plan Simple d’Aménagement du Terroir. U.S. Forest Service International Programs.
https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/USFS-PSAT_Mode%CC%80le.pdf
USFS and Wildlife Conservation Society. 2019. Participatory Approaches to Natural Resource Management Planning, A Practical Guide.
U.S. Forest Service International Programs. https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/USFS-Practical_
Guide-2019.pdf
USFS. 2019. Cadre juridique et institutionnel de gestion des incendies, des feux de forêt et des feux de brousse. U.S. Forest Service International
Programs. https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/RDC-ResumeduLoisdesfeux_VF.pdf
USFS. 2020. Simplified Fire Management Plan Template. U.S. Forest Service International Programs. https://usfscentralafrica.org/
resources-publications/
Working on Fire, The Western Cape Provincial Disaster Management Fire Working Group, Department of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Kishugu, & Fynbos Fire Project. (2016). A guide to
integrated fire management: establishing fire protection associations in South Africa. Available from: http://landworksnpc.com/wp-content/
uploads/2018/05/A-Guide-to-IFM_Complete_Display.pdf

Glossary of terms and concepts
Several definitions have been adapted and/or cited from the following resources:
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). 1986. Wildland Fire Management Terminology. Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, FAO Forestry Paper 70, 257 p. 1999 revision by the Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC). https://gfmc.online/wp-content/uploads/
GFMC-FAO-Fire-Management-Glossary-1999-edited-2018.pdf
National Park Service/USDA Forest Service. Fire Terminology. https://www.fs.fed.us/nwacfire/home/terminology.html
National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG). NWCG Glossary of Wildland Fire, PMS 205. https://www.nwcg.gov/glossary/a-z.
Additional resources on terminology can be found here:
Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC) / Fire Ecology Research Group. GFMC: Fire Management Glossaries. https://gfmc.online/literature/glossary.html.

After Action Review
(AAR)

A structured review or debrief of an event, focused on performance standards, that enables
participants to discover for themselves what happened, why it happened, and how to sustain
strengths and improve on weaknesses. After action reviews, informal or formal, follow the
same general format, involve the exchange of ideas and observations, and focus on improving
performance.

Air temperature

Temperature of the air. This is the temperature included in weather forecasting.

Alignment (e.g. wind
or slope)

Alignment occurs when the forces of weather, topography, and fuel favor a fire’s spread. Fires
that are in alignment can exhibit extreme fire behavior and be highly destructive. A very
common form of alignment is when the wind direction is in alignment with a topographic
depression such a gully, canyon, or saddle on a ridgeline. Wind can then be “funneled” through
this feature, compressing the air movement so it is faster and more forceful, which also serves to
dry out the fuels, making them more flammable.

Alternative advance/
leapfrogging
technique

A system of organizing workers in fire suppression in which each crew member is assigned a
specific task such as clearing or digging fireline on a specific section of control line, and when
that task is completed, passes other workers in moving to a new assignment. Alternative advance
is often done in teams of people instead of single individuals.

Anchor point

An advantageous location, usually a barrier to fire spread, from which to start constructing a
fireline. The anchor point is used to minimize the chance of being flanked by the fire while the
fireline is being constructed.

Aspect

The cardinal direction toward which a slope faces.

Axe

A tool with a sharp crescent-shaped blade attached to a medium-length handle, used for cutting
or chopping wood such as trees, branches, or roots.

Backfire

A fire set along the inner edge of a fireline to consume the fuel in the path of a wildfire or change
the direction of force of the fire’s convection column.

Backing/rear/heel

1. Fire spreading, or ignited to spread, into (against) the wind or downslope. A fire spreading on
level ground in the absence of wind is a backing fire.
2. That portion of the fire with slower rates of fire spread and lower intensity normally moving
into the wind and/or downslope. Also called the rear or heel of the fire.

Backpack pump

A portable sprayer with hand-pump, fed from a liquid-filled container fitted with straps, used
mainly in fire and pest control.
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“Black to black, green An expression used by firefighters to describe two general rules when constructing firelines,
particularly during the direct attack method:
to green”

1. If fire has “touched” a burnable object – i.e. branches, foliage, sticks, roots, etc. – it should
be removed away from the fireline and thrown into the burn (“the black”). This object may
be actively burning, or it could be smoldering and discolored from heat. If in doubt, discard
to the side of the fireline where the fire is (into the “black”). The goal is to avoid accidentally
moving burning material (“black material”) across the fireline into the “green.”
2. Conversely, if the material being cleared or moved is unburned (“green”), discard or move
it to the side of the fireline opposite the advancing fire (“the green”). The goal is to avoid
unnecessarily giving the fire more fuel to burn.

Being held (contained) All actions taken to stop the spread of fire, particularly after a portion or all of a control line has
been established along the fire’s edge. In the absence of a fireline, holding refers to the active
monitoring of the fire to ensure it does not spread (i.e. when the fire is self-extinguishing or
showing minimal activity).

Being patrolled (or
patrol status)

No further suppression action is being taken on the fire, and it is simply being monitored and
observed. Firefighters go back and forth vigilantly over a length of control line during and/or
after construction to prevent slop-overs, suppress spot fires, and extinguish overlooked hotspots.

Blow-up

Sudden increase in fireline intensity or rate of spread of a fire sufficient to preclude direct control
or to upset existing suppression plans. Often accompanied by violent convection and may have
other characteristics of a fire storm.

Briefing

An informal meeting with all personnel who will execute a plan; it is usually on-site and covers all
information necessary to execute the plan safely. Briefings usually explicitly include details on the
risk management process.

Broadcast burning

Prescribed burning activity where fire is applied to most or all of an area within well-defined
boundaries for reduction of fuel hazard, as a resource management treatment, or both.

Burning out

Setting fire inside a control line to consume fuel between the edge of the fire and the control line.

Chain of command

A series of management positions in order of authority.

Check/scratch line

An unfinished preliminary control line hastily established or constructed as an emergency
measure to check the spread of fire.

Cold-trailing

A method of controlling a partially extinguished fire edge by carefully inspecting and feeling with
the hand for heat to detect any fire, digging out every burning spot, and trenching any burning
edge.

Command (Incident
Commander)

The incident commander is the person responsible for all aspects of an emergency response
or sometimes for a planned operation (e.g. a prescribed fire). The IC is responsible for quickly
developing incident objectives, managing all incident operations, and application of resources,
and bears responsibility for all persons involved.

Conduction

Heat transfer through a material from a region of higher temperature to a region of lower
temperature.

Consumption rate

Also related to burn severity. The degree to which fuel is combusted (i.e. burned by fire). For
example, fire burning in wetter, heavier fuels will have a lesser consumption rate as compared
with drier, lighter fuels, which burn more readily.

Contained (fire status) Indicates that with currently committed resources, sufficient suppression action has been taken

that the fire is not likely to spread beyond existent or predetermined boundaries under prevailing
and forecasted conditions.

Contingency planning

The portion of a prescribed fire plan, IAP, or implementation plan that identifies possible but
unlikely events and the contingency resources or actions needed to mitigate those events.
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Control line

An inclusive term for all constructed or natural barriers and treated fire edges used to control a
fire.

Convection

1. The transfer of heat by the movement of a gas or liquid; convection, conduction, and
radiation are the principal means of energy transfer.
2. As specialized in meteorology, atmospheric motions that are predominantly vertical in
the absence of wind (which distinguishes this process from advection), resulting in vertical
transport and mixing of atmospheric properties.

Council rake

Long-handled combination rake and cutting tool, the blade of which is constructed of a single
row of three or four sharpened teeth.

Creeping (fire)

Fire burning with a low flame intensity and spreading slowly.

Crown (aerial) fire

A fire that advances from top to top of trees or shrubs, more or less independent of a surface
fire. Crown fires are sometimes classed as running or dependent to distinguish the degree of
independence from the surface fire.

Cup trench

A fireline trench on the downhill side of fire burning on steep slopes. It is built deep enough to
catch rolling firebrands that could otherwise start fire below the fireline. A high berm on the
outermost downhill side of the trench helps the cup trench catch material.

Cut

Refers to the width of the vegetation or burnable material that has been reduced or removed
during fireline construction in an effort to influence fire activity and behavior. This includes tall
grasses, bushes, small trees, low-hanging branches, or other large living or dead organic material.
A general rule for calculating the width of the cut is to estimate the width at 1 ½ times the height
of the predominant vegetation. The cut is intended to “force” the fire down to minimal activity
at the ground level.

Day, night, and local
variations

Local environmental and topographic conditions can cause variation in local weather patterns,
conditions, or occurrences. For instance, local wind speed and direction may be unique to
a specific area with certain topographic features. Or, the difference in temperature and RH
between daytime and nighttime may be more variable in a community situated in a valley versus
one situated on a plateau.

Defensible space

Refers to the a natural and/or landscaped area around a structure, community, or other
value (e.g. forest plantation) that has been maintained and designed to reduce fire danger and
susceptibility to fire spread.

Defensive firing

A technique that is generally used for indirect attack and backfiring operations or to burn out
around structures or other assets in the face of an oncoming flame front. This method can be a
last resort backfire and should be used with extreme caution under specific circumstances, by an
experienced fire manager. See also point protection.

Defensive approach

Refers to fire suppression methods, such as fireline construction, which are non-direct (contrary
to direct attack). Examples of defensive strategies include indirect attack (fireline construction)
and burning out the unburned fuel, or setting at backfire.

Direct attack

Any treatment applied directly to burning fuel such as wetting, smothering, or chemically
quenching the fire or physically separating burning from unburned fuel.

Drip torch

Hand-held device for igniting fires by dripping flaming liquid fuel on the materials to be burned;
consists of a fuel fount, burner arm, and igniter. Fuel used is generally a mixture of diesel and
gasoline.

Elevation

The vertical distance – usually measured my meters or feet – above sea level (ABL).
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Escape route(s)

A preplanned and understood route firefighters take to move to a safety zone or other low-risk
area. When escape routes deviate from a defined physical path, they should be clearly marked
(flagged).

Extended attack

Actions taken on a wildfire that has exceeded the initial response. Or, an incident that exceeds the
capability of the initial attack resources and/or organization to successfully manage the incident
to conclusion.

Finance

Processes any necessary payments, purchases supplies, or deals with other costs or estimates
associated with the fire.

Finger(s)

Fingers are less intensely burned areas or areas where the fire has self-extinguished. They often
resemble long narrow extensions of a fire projecting from the main body.

Fire-adapted

A term used for both fire-adapted ecosystems and communities. Fire-adapted ecosystems are
those that have evolved with fire to the extent that species have adapted themselves accordingly,
to withstand or benefit from a fire regime. Fire-adapted communities are those in which steps
have been taken to protect the community from wildfires or otherwise minimize the risk of
damages sustained in the event of a wildfire passing by or through a community.

Fire beater/swatter

A fire tool that consists of a thick, flat piece of rubber on a long handle used to drag over or
smother out flames of grass fires.

Fire behavior

How a fire reacts to the influences of fuel, weather, and topography.

Fire behavior triangle The fire behavior triangle is a conceptual and visual representation of interconnected and

dependent influence that fuels, weather, and topographical conditions have on fire behavior.

Fire Danger Rating
(FDR) (system)

A fire management system that integrates the effects of selected fire danger factors into one or
more qualitative or numerical indices of current protection needs. This system should be able
to produce and apply fire danger ratings, including data collection, data processing, fire danger
modeling, communications, and data storage.

Fire ecology triangle

The fire ecology triangle is a conceptual and visual representation of the interconnected and
dependent relationship between landforms, climate, and vegetation and their effect on fire
ecology.

Fire environment

The location and context of the fire.

Fire-independent

Fire plays a minor role or none at all, usually due to climatic conditions (too cold, dry, or humid).
If, for some reason, fire occurs in these ecosystems, the results are generally extremely damaging.

Fire management
plan

A document which provides structure and guidance for a community to sustainably manage fire
in their landscapes. This includes outlining specific objectives and desired conditions for resource
management in the landscapes in relation to fire and roles and responsibilities of different
stakeholders to help achieve these desired outcomes.

Fire proofing

Fire proofing refers to actions taken to better prepare a structure or asset against possible fire
impacts. For example, homes or forest plantations may be fire-proofed by clearing a safe distance
around their perimeter to keep them from being overrun by a passing fire by removing adjacent
burnable materials.

Fire regime

Description of the patterns of fire occurrences, their frequency, size, severity, and sometimes
vegetation and fire effects as well, in a given area or ecosystem. A fire regime is a generalization
based on fire histories at individual sites. Fire regimes can often be described as cycles because
some parts of the histories usually get repeated, and the repetitions can be counted and
measured, such as fire return interval.

Fire return interval

Arithmetic average of all fire intervals in a given area over a given time.
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Fire-sensitive
ecosystems

Flora and fauna are not fire-adapted. Fire causes higher species mortality rates. Frequent and/or
severe fire causes damage and eventual ecosystem collapse.

Fire triangle

Instructional aid in which the sides of a triangle are used to represent the three factors (oxygen,
heat, fuel) necessary for combustion and flame production; removal of any of the three factors
causes flame production to cease.

Fireline

1. The part of a containment or control line that is scraped or dug to mineral soil.
2. A fireline is also defined as the area within or adjacent to the perimeter of an uncontrolled
wildfire of any size in which action is being taken to control fire (e.g. activities to extinguish the
fire, ground scouting, spot fire patrolling, search and rescue operations, and backfiring).

Fire weather

Weather conditions that affect fire behavior.

Flaming front / head

The zone of a moving fire where the combustion is primarily flaming. Behind this flaming zone,
combustion is primarily glowing or involves the burning out of larger fuels (greater than about 8
centimeters in diameter). Light fuels typically have a shallow flaming front, whereas heavy fuels
have a deeper front. The most rapidly spreading portions of a fire’s perimeter, usually progressing
with the wind, up slope, or a combination of the two.

Flanking fire

Rate or spread and intensity of a fire, usually falling somewhere in between advancing and
backing with spread lateral to the main direction of fire travel.

Flanking/parallel
attack

Method of fire suppression in which fireline is constructed approximately parallel to, and just
far enough from the fire edge to enable workers and equipment to work effectively, though the
fireline may be shortened by cutting across unburned fingers. The intervening strip of unburned
fuel is normally burned out as the control line proceeds but may be allowed to burn out
unassisted where this occurs without undue delay or threat to the fireline.

Flanks (of a fire)

The parts of a fire’s perimeter that are roughly parallel to the main direction of fire spread.

Flare-up

Any sudden acceleration in rate of spread or intensification of the fire. Unlike a blowup, a flareup is of relatively short duration and does not radically change existing control plans.

Foehn winds

A warm, dry, and strong general wind that flows down into the valleys when stable, high-pressure
air is forced across and then down the lee slopes of a mountain range. The descending air is
warmed and dried due to adiabatic compression producing critical fire weather conditions.

Four common
denominators of
tragedy fires

Deaths have been observed to disproportionately occur:
1. On relatively small fires or deceptively quiet areas of large fires
2. In relatively light fuels such as grass or light brush
3. With unexpected shifts in wind direction or speed
4. When fire responds to topographic conditions and runs uphill

Frequency

A general term referring to the recurrence of fire in a given area over time.

Frontal attack

Attacking the fire at its head (the most rapidly spreading portions of a fire’s perimeter, usually
progressing with the wind, up slope, or a combination of the two). Frontal attack is a form of
direct attack but can be very dangerous, if not impossible depending on flame height and fire
behavior.

Fuel

Any combustible material, especially petroleum-based products and natural vegetation and fuels.

Fuel arrangement
(horizontal and
vertical)

A general term referring to the spatial distribution and orientation of fuel particles or pieces.

Fuel break

Strategically located corridors within which the vegetative cover has been modified to lower fuel
volume or reduce flammability as an aid to fire control.
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Fuel load (quantity)

The amount of fuel present expressed quantitatively in terms of weight of fuel per unit area.
This may refer to available fuel (consumable fuel) or total fuel and is usually dry weight.

Fuels management

Act or practice of controlling flammability and manageability of wildland fuels through
mechanical, chemical, biological, or manual means, or by fire, in support of land management
objectives.

Fuel moisture

The amount of water present in fuel.

Fuel moisture content The quantity of moisture in fuel expressed as a percentage of the weight when thoroughly dried
at 100 degrees Celsius (212 degrees Fahrenheit).
(FMC)
Fusee

A colored flare designed as a railway warning device, widely used to ignite backfires and other
prescribed fires.

General winds

Large-scale winds caused by high- and low-pressure systems but generally influenced and
modified in the lower atmosphere by terrain.

Gridding and spacing

To search for a small fire by systematically traveling over an area on parallel courses or gridlines.
Or, during the mop-up phase, to similarly detect residual burning areas.

Ground fire

Fire that consumes the organic material beneath the surface litter ground, such as a peat fire.

Hand piling

Piling and burning fuel.

Hazard

Any real or potential condition that can cause injury, illness, or death of personnel, or damage to
or loss of equipment or property.

Heat residency

Amount of time heat (units) remain present in a given volume of material. In the context of fire,
heat residency refers to how long a material remains in a combustive state or retains a high level
of heat afterward, which could cause damage to living organisms. After burning, heavier fuels
have a longer heat residency than light flashy fuels.

Heat transfer

Process by which heat is imparted from one body to another, through conduction, convection,
and radiation.

Heavy fuels

For example, tree limbs, logs, and stumps. These respond to weather changes more slowly. A fire
will generally have more difficulty becoming established in heavy fuels. However, when ignited,
heavy fuels release more heat, can burn more intensely, and can continue burning for a long time.

Hoe

A farming tool that can be a fire-trenching or digging tool with a sharp, tempered blade, which is
useful for heavy grubbing, trenching, and light cutting.

Holding the line

Holding the line is a colloquial expression used by fire managers to describe the process of
ensuring the fireline or designated fire control lines or perimeter remains intact and no fire is
allowed to cross over onto the non-fire side (by way of creeping, spotting, or direct flame or
ember contact). Holding the line often implies the actions of monitoring and patrolling the
fireline.

Hot-spotting

Reducing or stopping the spread of fire at points of particularly rapid rate of spread or special
threat, generally the first step in prompt control, with emphasis on first priorities. This firefighting
technique is especially useful in the very early stages of a wildfire and when resources are limited.

Ignite

Begin to burn.

Ignition temperature

The temperature at which something begins to burn.

Ignition run

A predetermined strategic path or direction of igniting dots or strips of fire to achieve specific
goals by affecting rate and direction of spread of an intentional fire. Sometimes employed during
fire suppression; most commonly refers to the tactical application of setting the course of a
prescribed fire.
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In-and-updraft

Occurs when the heat of a fire draws in more and more of the surrounding air. This can result in
strong inwardly directed locally gusty winds that develop in and around the fire area, supplying
it with additional air. At larger scale, turbulence created by this process can cause strong surface
inflow winds to change direction erratically.

Incident Action Plan
(IAP)

Contains objectives reflecting the overall incident strategy and specific tactical actions and
supporting information for the next operational period. The plan may be oral or written. When
written, the plan may have a number of attachments, including: incident objectives, organization
assignment list, division assignment, incident radio communication plan, medical plan, traffic
plan, safety plan, and incident map. Formerly called shift plan.

Incident Command
System (ICS)

A standardized on-scene emergency management concept specifically designed to allow its user(s)
to adopt an integrated organizational structure equal to the complexity and demands of single or
multiple incidents, without being hindered by jurisdictional boundaries.

Indirect attack

A method of suppression in which the control line is located a considerable distance away from
the fire’s active edge. Generally done in the case of a fast-spreading or high-intensity fire and to
utilize natural or constructed firebreaks or fuel breaks and favorable breaks in the topography.
The intervening fuel is usually backfired, but occasionally the main fire is allowed to burn to the
line, depending on conditions.

Intensity

1. The product of the available heat of combustion per unit of ground and the rate of spread of
the fire, interpreted as the heat released per unit of time for each unit length of fire edge. The
primary unit is Btu per second per foot (Btu/sec/ft) of fire front.
2. The rate of heat release per unit of time per unit length of fire front. Numerically, it is the
product of the heat yield, the quantity of fuel consumed in the fire front, and the rate of
spread.

Initial attack

An aggressive action to put fire out by the first resources to arrive, consistent with firefighter and
public safety and values to be protected.

Inversion

When a layer of warm air overlays and traps a layer of cool air, preventing the mixing of air
masses of different temperatures.

Island

An unburned area within a fire perimeter.

Jackpot

Area of highly concentrated and flammable fuels that is prone to burning hotly and intensely.

Ladder fuels

Fuels that provide vertical continuity between strata, allowing fire to carry from surface fuels into
the crowns of trees or shrubs with relative ease. They help initiate and assure the continuation of
crowning.

Light fuels

For example, leaves, grasses, and shrubs. These respond quickly to weather changes and catch fire
more easily. Fire spread may be quick and intense, but after the flame front moves through, fire
suppression efforts may succeed with less effort than in heavy fuels.

Lining out

A shorthand reference to the process of firefighters and volunteers organizing themselves into a
straight line, with even spacing. This is commonplace when traveling by foot to and from a fire,
when constructing fireline, and during the “gridding” process of the fire mop up phase.

Local winds

Winds that are generated over a comparatively small area by local terrain and weather. They
differ from those that are appropriate to the general pressure pattern.

Logistics

Provides all needed support and services for incident personnel and management. Important
tasks may include maintaining communications, supplies, medicine, food, water, etc.

Lookout(s),
Communication(s),
Escape Route(s), and
Safety Zone(s) LCES

Elements of a safety system used by firefighters to routinely assess their current situation with
respect to wildland firefighting hazards.
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Lookout

1. A location (usually a good vantage point) from which fires can be detected and reported.
2. A fire crew member assigned to observe the fire, communicate any important changes in
weather or fire behavior, and warn the crew when there is danger of becoming trapped.

Machete

A handheld broad blade cutting tool either used as a sword-like weapon or more commonly used
for cutting grass, foliage, and branches or small trees.

Mcleod

A combination hoe or cutting tool and rake, with or without removable blades.

Mop-up

Extinguishing or removing burning material near control lines, felling snags, and trenching logs
to prevent rolling after an area has burned, to make a fire safe, or to reduce residual smoke.
Mop-up is sometimes used as a noun (the crew will do mop-up), a verb (mop-up the fire) or an
adjective (mop-up crew).

Mortality rate

Refers to the death rate or resulting die-off of trees and other vegetation during and after a fire,
in a specified time period across a specified unit of space.

Objective hazards

You have no control over the hazard. An example is environment hazards.

Offensive approach

An offensive strategy is an aggressive attack on the fire. Mode of attack is based on the stage of
the fire, its location and rate of spread, the fuel type it is burning in (i.e. flame height), available
resources, and other factors that may enable safely attacking the fire.

Operations

Develops and implements the strategy and tactics and directs all resources on the incident.
Larger and more complex fires may be divided into geographic “divisions” to support operational
strategies and timing.

Out (extinguished)

The fire is fully extinguished and no longer is at risk of spreading or causing any further damage.

Out of control
(uncontrolled fire)

Any fire that threatens to destroy life, property, or natural resources, and (a) is not burning
within the confines of firebreaks, or (b) is burning with such intensity that it cannot be readily
extinguished with ordinary tools commonly available.

Perimeter (of fire)

The entire outer edge or boundary of a fire.

Pockets/bays

Unburned indentations in the fire edge formed by fingers or slow burning areas.

Point ignition (dot
fire)

An ignitions technique often used in conjunction with strip firing on prescribed fires. This
technique utilizes a series of small spot ignitions that burn together, minimizing the possibility
that any one spot will gain sufficient momentum to begin burning with very high intensity or
becoming a running fire. Timing and spacing of spots are key to successful application of this
technique.

Point of origin

The location where a competent ignition source came into contact with the material first ignited
and sustained combustion occurred.

Point protection

The targeted protection of homes, other structures, or assets such as crops or plantations from
a wildfire. Point protection can be deployed to allow the main fire to pass by, while defending
the asset(s) under threat, if safe to do so; often combined with defensive firing or burning out
strategies.

Positive feedback
cycle

A positive feedback cycle occurs in nature when the product of a reaction leads to an increase in
frequency or magnitude of that reaction. For example, a fire burning in a sensitive environment
will kill more trees, which once dead create fuel more readily available for a subsequent fire;
concurrently, as trees die, the forest canopy is fractured, letting more sunlight in to warm and dry
the forest floor and subsequently increasing the fire danger and susceptibility of the area to future
fire incidences. More fire begets more fire.
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Precipitation

Any or all forms of water particles, liquid or solid, that fall from the atmosphere and reach the
ground.

Prescribed/planned
fire

A fire originating from a planned ignition in accordance with applicable laws, policies, and
regulations to meet specific objectives.

Prescription

A detailed prescription (plan) or criteria applied to manage a fire and meet objectives by treating
a specified area with fire. It establishes a range of desired fuel-loading (density), arrangement
of fuel (such as removal of ground fuels to limit fire spread to canopy), fuel depth, and other
elements critical to meet program goals. The prescription checklist is a tool to ensure prescribed
fires can be carried out safely and effectively while meeting the desired objectives.

Progressive fireline
construction

A system of organizing workers to build a fireline in which they advance without changing
relative positions in line.

Pulaski

A combination chopping and trenching tool widely used in fireline construction, which combines
a single-bitted axe blade with a narrow adze-like trenching blade fitted to a straight handle.

Re-burn

1. Repeat burning of an area over which a fire has previously passed, but left fuel that later
ignites when burning conditions are more favorable.
2. An area that has reburned.

Relative humidity
(RH)

The ratio of the amount of moisture in the air to the maximum amount of moisture that air
would contain if it were saturated. The ratio of the actual vapor pressure to the saturated vapor
pressure.

Ring firing

A fire started by igniting the full perimeter of the intended burn area so that the ensuing fire
fronts converge toward the center of the burn. Set around the outer perimeter of a resource to
establish a protective black-line-buffer.

Risk

The chance of fire starting as determined by the presence and activity of causative agents (fire
risk); a chance of suffering harm or loss; a situation involving exposure to danger; a causative
agent.

Risk assessment

Process of organizing information and assigns values (relative, qualitative, or quantitative) to risks
in order to inform priorities, develop or compare courses of action, and inform decision making.

Risk control

The mitigation of identified risks to improve outcomes and minimize negative consequences.

Risk management
cycle

A continuous, five-step process that provides a systematic method for identifying and managing
the risks associated with any operation.

Running (fire)

Behavior of a fire spreading rapidly with a well-defined head.

Safety zones

Areas cleared of flammable materials used for escape in the event the control line is outflanked
or in case a spot fire causes fuels outside the control line to render the line unsafe. In firing
operations, crews progress so as to maintain a safety zone close at hand, allowing the fuels inside
the control line to be consumed before going ahead. Safety zones may also be constructed as
integral parts of fuel breaks; they are greatly enlarged areas which can be used with relative
safety by firefighters with their equipment in the event of blowup in the vicinity.

Scrape

See fireline. The scrape is the part of the fireline that is cleared (“scraped”) down to mineral soil.
It does not include the wider “cut,” defined as the “cutting” of vegetation in the vicinity that
could pose a threat to the fireline if ignited.

Severity

How much and what part of the plant the fire kills, in relation to what grows back; similarly, the
mortality rate is how much the fire kills (i.e. what does not grow back).
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Shelter in place

To seek safety within the place one already occupies (either inside or outside a structure), rather
than to evacuate the area or seek a community emergency shelter. Sheltering in place is advisable
when the present location is likely safer than another location, or the route to another shelter is
too dangerous.

Shovel

Type of tool designed for use in constructing a fireline; has a tapered blade with both edges
sharpened for scraping, digging, grubbing, cutting, and throwing.

Size-up

A fire size-up is an ongoing assessment by different individuals who seek to clarify, judge, and
recognize the various challenges and hazards in the fire environment related to managing a fire.
Sizing up a fire is a continuous process from start to finish of an incident; communicating factors
assessed during size-ups is critical for safety and to determine what strategies or tactics to employ
while managing a fire.

Slop-over

Fire edge that crosses a control line or natural barrier intended to confine the fire.

Slope

The ratio between the amount of vertical rise of a slope and horizontal distance as expressed in a
percent. One hundred feet of rise to 100 feet of horizontal distance equals 100 percent.

Smoldering

Burning without flame, barely spreading. Often characterized by large amounts of smoke
consisting mainly of tars; often occurring immediately after flaming combustion. Emissions are
double those of the flaming combustion phase.

Snags

A standing dead tree or part of a dead tree from which at least the leaves and smaller branches
have fallen.

Span of control

The supervisory ratio of three-to-seven individuals, with five-to-one established as optimum.

Spot fire

Fire ignited outside the perimeter of the main fire by a firebrand.

Stable atmosphere

Condition of the atmosphere in which the temperature decreases with increasing altitude. In this
condition, the atmosphere tends to suppress large-scale vertical motion. Also known as stable air.

Strip or strip head
ignition

Setting fire to more than one strip of fuel so the strips burn together; frequently done in burning
out against the wind, where inner strips are fired first to create drafts which pull flames and
sparks away from the control line.

Subjective hazards

You have direct control over the hazard. These are sometimes related to “operational hazards” in
general, as operations are adjusted to limit exposure to a hazard or reduce risk.

Surface fire

Fire that burns loose debris on the surface, including dead branches, leaves, and low vegetation.

Temperature

The average temperature of the air as indicated by a properly exposed thermometer during a
given time period, usually a day, month, or year. The dry-bulb temperature is the temperature of
the air measured in the shade 4-8 feet above the ground.

Terrain

The ground and topography of an area affected by fire or which responders must traverse to
reach an incident.

Test fire

A prescribed fire set to evaluate such things as fire behavior, fire effects, detection performance,
or control measures.

The black

Burnt fuel.

The green

Unburnt fuel.

Thermal radiation

The infrared electromagnetic radiation emitted by flame and burning coal. Falling on a body
(substance), radiation is absorbed by its surface and is transformed into thermal energy; as a
consequence, the temperature of the body (substance) rises.
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Tool order

The order or position in which different tools are carried and used during fireline construction.
For example, often cutting tools are used at the head of the line to cut shrubs, branches, roots,
etc. away to clear a path for scraping tools to follow and construct the fireline down to mineral
soil.

Topography

The shape and features of the land surface.

Torching

The burning of the foliage of a single tree or a small group of trees, from the bottom up. Often
characterized by rapid and high-intensity combustion.

Trigger points

Pre-determined conditions that indicate an escalation or change of management actions.
These points and the management actions to be taken are clearly defined ahead of time during
briefings for fire suppression or in a Prescribed Fire Management Plan for planned fires. Timely
implementation of the actions when the fire reaches the trigger point is generally critical to
successful accomplishment of objectives or avoidance of unacceptable risks or damages.

Under burning

Burning that may involve back, flank, head, or strip head firing. This is a type of prescribed
burning used to generate low intensity fire under a timber canopy, to remove surface fuels and
reduce the risk of higher-intensity canopy fires.

Under control/
controlled

The fire has received sufficient suppression action to ensure there is no further fire spread.

Underslung line

Fireline on a slope below the fire.

Unity of command

The concept by which each person within an organization reports to one and only one
designated person.

Unstable atmosphere

An unstable atmosphere is one where the vertical temperature change or lapse rate is such that
air parcels are displaced upward or downward and will continue to accelerate from their level
of origin. When weather is subjected to a high degree of variability in this manner, the result is
often building of cumulonimbus clouds, whose downbursts may cause extreme and unpredictable
fire behavior.

Waterbar

A shallow, diagonally dug trench placed across a fireline (perpendicular to direction of the
fireline) on a slope designed to limit erosion by redirecting potential subsequent rainwater run-off
onto unburned areas outside the fire perimeter.

Wet line

A line of water, or water and chemical retardant, sprayed along the ground, which serves as a
temporary control line from which to ignite or stop a low-intensity fire.

Whirl

Spinning vortex column of ascending hot air and gases rising from a fire and carrying aloft
smoke, debris, and flame. Fire whirls range in size from less than one foot to over 500 feet in
diameter. Large fire whirls have the intensity of a small tornado.

Widow-makers

Hanging branches that can fall without warning, causing injury or death.

Wildfire

A fire that is unplanned (caused by arson or accident, or a prescribed fire that has become
uncontrolled or escaped) or unwanted (any and all landscapes fires where the objective is
containment or extinguishment).
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Basic Terminology in English, French and
Lingala
1

2

PARTS OF THE FIRE/PARTIES DE FEU/BITENI YA MOTO
N°

ENGLISH

FRENCH

LINGALA

EXPLANATION IN LINGALA

1

Origin

Origine

Ebandeli

Ebandeli ya moto

2

Head

Tête

Mutu

3

Flank

Flanc

Mopanzi

4

Rear/Heel

Arrière/talon

Sima/Etindi

5

Perimeter

Périmètre

Etando

-

6

Finger

Doigt

Mosapi

Songe ya moto oyo ekoti na matiti

7

Pocket

Poche

Libenga

Esanga oyo etikali katikati ya songe
mibale ya moto

8

Island

Île

Esanga

Esanga oyo ezui moto te kati na
etando oyo eziki

9

Spot fire

Feu disséminé

Kopimbua ya moto

Epayi moto ezali kokende
Sima ya ebandeli ya moto

Moto oyo ezali kopumuka mpe kopela
epayi mosusu

FIRE BEHAVIOR/COMPORTEMENT DE FEU/BIZALELI YA MOTO
N°

ENGLISH

FRENCH

LINGALA

EXPLANATION IN LINGALA

1

Spread

Propagation

Kopanzana

2

Smoldering

Couvrant/étouffant

Ezipami

3

Creeping

Rampant

Kotambola nase

Moto ya lolemu mokuse oyo ezali
kopela nase

4

Running

Courant

Kokima mbangu

Moto ya makasi oyo ezali kotambola
mbangu mbangu

5

Backing

Accompagnement

Ebakiseli

Moto oyo ezali kokende liboso mpe
ndambo eyebi kozonga sima

6

Spotting

Dissémination

-

Moto oyo ezali kopela na biteni ya
makala ya moto oyo ezali kobwakama
nzinga-nzinga

7

Torching

Incendie

-

Moto oyo ezali kopela mpe emati
likolo ya nzete

8

Crowning

Couronnement

Moto ya ekoti

9

Blowup

Explosion

-

Moto oyo ezngi lolemu, ezali kopela
na milinga

Moto oyo ezali kotambola likolo ya
ba nzete
Moto ya moke ekomi monene na
mbalakata
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